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My study explores the impact of participation in a faculty teaching and learning

community (TLC) on the professional development of community college faculty. I address

the problem that, in spite of the growth of faculty development activity in the community

college during the past decade, how faculty development occurs is not well understood.

Previous research generally measures the success of individual faculty development

strategies without providing much insight into how development occurs.

Critical change forces that are currently impacting community college teaching

require effective professional development. These critical forces are: changes in the nation's

population demographics, economy, and the nature of work; the technological revolution;

systems thinking; and developments in our understanding of how people learn in diverse

ways.

My research methodology was a descriptive, interpretive case study, focused on

understanding how faculty viewed their experiences while participating in a TLC planning

team during the 18-month study. I conducted multiple interviews with the 11 planning team

members, supported with site visits and field notes; collected documents; conducted five
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triangulation interviews at different sites; and participated in peer briefmgs with a researcher

who was concurrently studying a different faculty teaching and learning community model.

The TLC faculty planning team members tell the story of the evolution of their

teaching and learning community in four conversations that I created from the interviews.

The essence of how faculty professional development occurs through the TLC can be

described as a web of inclusion. This web incorporates the personal and professional

development connections which the faculty make through the learner-centered environment

of their TLC.

Their TLC includes, supports, and promotes all kinds of personal and professional

development, including kinds described as traditional by the TLC planning team. Key

factors in the planning team's perceptions of how professional development occurs are (a)

that they experience any specific professional development approach within the context of

personal and social interactions, and (b) that they put their leadership efforts into creating a

campus climate and conditions which have the capacity to increase the possibilities for

professional development to occur.
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THE IMPACT OF A COMMUNITY COLLEGE INTERDISCIPLINARY

FACULTY TEACIUNG ANI) LEARNING COMMUNITY ON

FACULTY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of my study is to explore the impact of participation in an

interdisciplinary faculty teaching and learning community (TLC) on the professional

development of community college faculty. My study addresses the problem that, in spite of

the recent growth of faculty development activity in the community college, how faculty

professional development occurs is not well understood.

Faculty development programs have become increasingly accepted and widespread

throughout community colleges during the past decade. Current academic reform

approaches to faculty development include redesign of faculty evaluation and reward

systems, refming assessment, promoting cooperative learning and reflective teaching,

discovering new uses for technology, and fostering interdisciplinary academic partnerships

(Angelo, 1994).

A number of interdisciplinary teaching and learning communities for students and

faculty, and teaching and learning centers for faculty, emerged in Washington and Oregon

community colleges during the past 10 years (Leigh-Smith & MacGregor, 1992; Leigh-

Smith & Smith, 1993; MacGregor, 1990, 1991). Faculty-focused TLCs have the mission of

exploring the relationship between teaching and learning through collaborative faculty

development programs that are mostly led by faculty, for faculty. One of the fundamental

concepts of the TLC is that by building community among the faculty through conversation,
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interaction, and interdisciplinary experience, faculty will create and nurture the environment

and momentum for professional development that significantly impacts their effectiveness as

teachers. Faculty TLCs may be an approach to renewal, vitality, and personal and

professional development through an effective learner-centered approach.

Relevance of the Study

In higher education the professional conversation about how faculty development

ought to take place, how it actually occurs, and how that is measured, has been going on for

some time. It is especially important to understand how faculty development occurs in the

mid-1990s because we must address the rapidly changing educational environment if

effective approaches are to be identified and applied to respond to the issues.

In a white paper delivered to Oregon community college presidents, Clackamas

Community College President John Keyser (1993) said:

The community college system is currently steering a course through
permanent whitewater. . . this river of turbulence is unmapped, stretching
our abilities to survive the rocks, the standing waves, and the suck holes
which would impede or destroy our efforts to create the best learning
opportunities for students. (p. 1)

Keyser (1993) spoke of "urgently transforming our departments, divisions, and colleges" to

become high performance organizations that are "doing and defining, creating and

anticipating" to the greatest possible extent (p. 7). He proposed embarking on

comprehensive staff and faculty development programs that will help individuals become

more skilled in identifying and solving problems.

The turbulent issues facing community colleges are:

Global and societal change forces that impact education, including fundamental

changes in the nation's population demographics, economy, and the nature of work; the
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technological revolution; and systems thinking (Capra, 1982, 1990; Deming, 1993; Reich,

1992; Toffler, 1980, 1990; Wheatley, 1992).

'Developments in understanding that people learn in diverse ways, and how that

impacts student achievement in the community college (Bruffee, 1981, 1986; Gardner,

1983, 1993; Merriam & Cafarella, 1991).

Serving the learning needs of faculty, who are faced with massive change in

student diversity, technology, and pedagogy; a growing awareness that student outcomes are

entwined with faculty development (MacGregor, 1990, 1991; Sykes, 1996; Tollefson,

1990).

'The emerging community college faculty role in education reform (Oregon

Department of Education, Commissioner's Task Force on Education Reform, 1992; League

of Women Voters of Oregon Education Fund, 1993).

The changing dynamics of organizational communication from hierarchies, to

networks and webs (Peters, 1987, 1992; Senge, 1990; Wheatley, 1992); setting policy for

organizational and leadership change in community colleges, and resources for faculty

development (Covey, 1989; Gardner, 1990).

Background and Setting

In response to the demand for higher education opportunities by the post-World War

II baby boomers, new faculty poured into the rapidly expanding community colleges during

their most dramatic growth phase nearly 30 years ago when new campuses were opening up

at the rate of one per week from 1966-1976. According to Gratton (1989), the new faculty

entered:

A culture of "pioneer spirit," . . . a period of visioning, dreaming, planning,
and building. . . . During this start-up phase everyone willingly did
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everything from sweeping floors, to registering students, to moving
furniture, to designing curriculum, to teaching students, to working with
architects and the community, to writing policy and designing organization
systems. Large numbers of staff were hired at the same time. Many were
recruited fresh out of graduate schools, others from district high schools,
businesses, and industry. New faculty literally had to hit the floor running,
often designing their own programs and curricula while instruction had
already commenced.

They were, in large part, thrust into developmental roles as part of
their professional assignment. Involvement, planning, design, growth,
creativity, innovation, and energy were daily expectations for professional
staff committed to building a new college from the ground up. As one early
employee put it, "Every day was staff development day." (pp. 7-8)

The community college movement attracted faculty who were committed to

teaching, were independent, and who would roll up their sleeves and pitch in to get new

programs started. Initially not much thought was given to faculty professional development,

or even to faculty orientations. More attention was focused on building campuses,

accrediting programs, scheduling courses, establishing organizations from the ground up,

and responding to the needs of the adult students (Baker, 1994; Griffith & Connor, 1994).

The community college system of the 1960s was designed to respond to the current world

view, society's needs, and the needs of individual students. The Newtonian world view that

many individual, highly specialized parts make up the whole machine predominated. Like

the existing high school and university models, the community college organizational

structure was top-down, hierarchical, and divided into many discrete disciplines and

functions, as was its workplace counterpart, the factory. Adult learning theory was

dominated by behaviorism, which posited that environment shapes behavior through

conditioned stimuli response and repetition (Bee, 1987; Hoy, 1994).

Community colleges described themselves as open door institutions that admitted all

persons 18 years or older, regardless of previous education. The community college student

of the 1960s and 1970s was likely to be a commuter, a person diverse in academic skills,



age, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status who sought a specialized occupational degree or

certificate targeted for a specific job category or title (Baker, 1994; Griffith & Connor,

1994).

As the system matured during the 1970s and 1980s, interest in faculty professional

development increased (Baker, 1994). The predominant faculty development strategies were

sabbaticals, funds to attend professional conferences, and the addition of formal inservice

programs, usually held during the first 2 weeks of the academic year, as described by

Gratton (1989):

With virtually all buildings in place; a stable, 10-year-old staff; relatively
little turnover or new personnel; and fully implemented curricula. . . [the
college] found a staff starting to turn inward; to question purpose; to speak
of renewal; to ponder issues of new technologies; new student profiles; the
real meaning of teaching and learning. (p. 8)

Current Conditions for Community College Faculty

A majority of current community college faculty were hired during the major

growth decades of the 1960s and 1970s. Griffith and Conner (1994) report that in 1986,

110,909 full-time and 164,080 part-time faculty members were teaching in community

colleges and that 40% of these faculty are scheduled to retire within the decade of the

1990s. The American Association of Community Colleges (1993) concurs that 40% of all

community college faculty who now teach will retire within the next 10 years. The renewing

of these senior community college faculty during their final decade of teaching in the 1990s

must be a high priority according to the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges

(1988). Community college faculty "prize their association with their students and

colleagues" (Griffith & Conner, 1994, p. 57). This personal connection, which seems to

provide a significant source of satisfaction to the faculty, is undermined by faculty distress



over conflicts between lower division transfer and occupational education departments, the

pressure of heavy teaching loads and large classes, and the feeling of isolation (Griffith &

Conner, 1994).

In addition, the new community college teachers of the coming decade who will

affect the atmosphere and the direction of community colleges include growing numbers of

adjunct faculty, whose part-time status is described by Griffith and Conner (1994) as:

Poor salary, few benefits, minimal job security, little recognition, and
perhaps no office space or pay for holding office hours for students,
preparing for classes, or reading papers or exams. Often there is too little
opportunity to know their colleagues. (p. 57)

Many of the new full- and part-time faculty will begin as underprepared teachers, coming

from jobs in industry, from teaching in high school, or from liberal arts graduate schools

that still teach little about how students learn. Both groups of faculty will require

professional development that meets their specific needs (Griffith & Conner, 1994).

In addition to their own professional issues, community college faculty face students

with increasing college preparation issues of their own, including numerous distractions

from learning. Teaching today's community college students requires a new awareness of

"the interrupted patterns that describe the educational lives of so many" (Griffith & Conner,

1994, p. 48). Griffith and Conner (1994) further describe these students as:

The evening student who works all day and takes classes two, three, or four
times a week, the reentry single mother who misses class when her child is
ill, the laid-off factory worker who returns to retrain - they are very
different from the mythical junior college students of "the good old days"
young high school graduates with few responsibilities outside their school
work. (p. 48)

The composition of the college-age U.S. population shifted rapidly in the last

decade. Greater numbers of ethnically diverse young adults, older adults, and increasing
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numbers of females are going to college, some after long absences from attending school.

More than 43% of the 12 million persons enrolled in undergraduate higher education in the

United States attend community colleges. Forty-five percent of all minority students enrolled

in higher education attend community colleges. Women represent 58% of all community

college enrollees. Twelve percent of the students enrolled in community colleges have

disabilities. Thirty-seven percent of all students in community colleges are 25 years or

older. Part-time students who hold jobs and may also be caring for families account for 64%

of the total credit enrollment in community colleges (American Association of Community

Colleges, 1993; Baker, 1994; Dougherty, 1994). Community colleges see themselves as

having a special obligation to develop education programs and environments in which these

diverse students can be successful (Lorenzo, 1993).

Education Reform

During the 1980s radical and permanent changes in the nation's economy and

population demographics began to impact the perceived adequacy of our education system,

resulting in education reform initiatives. In 1990, Tollefson spotlighted the current national

anxiety about the learning issues of these diverse students, and the condition of teachers and

educational institutions at all levels:

The decade of the eighties was marked by nationwide concern with the
condition of our educational system. Education was evaluated from
kindergarten through graduate school. . . . Beginning with the controversy
generated by the publication ofA Nation At Risk in the K-12 system, higher
education quickly came to share the spotlight of national concern. (p. 1)

Education reform initiatives resulting from this national concern have for the first time also

been impacted by concurrent changes in other fields such as science, sociology, religion,

business, and linked to global ecological, spiritual, holistic health and human potential



movements, and third-world and ethnic liberation efforts (Capra, 1982, 1988; Tollefson,

1990; Wheatley, 1992).

The impact of workforce development, education reform, organizational change,

cultural pluralism, continuing discoveries that are altering the way we understand learning

to occur, and the need for all learners to succeed, are adding pressure on the community

college faculty, who are in desperate need of renewal themselves (Campion, 1994). This is

an acute problem for community colleges, where teaching has long taken a priority over

scholarship and professional development.

Regardless of the urgency of current discussions about how teachers can improve

student success within the complexities of current conditions, the issue of what the teachers

themselves need has deep roots. In 1932, educator and civil libertarian Alexander

Meiklejohn, founder of The Experimental College in Wisconsin, wrote:

If then, one is set to inquire how American teaching can be better done, the
most fundamental phases of inquiry must concern themselves with the forces
which create and fashion the attitude, the life of the American teacher. The
primary question concerning our academic system is not, "What is the effect
upon the student?" but rather, "What is its effect upon our teachers?"
(Brown, 1981, p. 99)

Meildejohn's questions are critical to the issue of faculty renewal, currently at the center of

institutional renewal according to the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges

(1988):

Teaching is the heartbeat of the educational enterprise and, when it is
successful, energy is pumped into the community, continuously renewing
and revitalizing the institution. Therefore, excellence in teaching is the
means by which the vitality of the college is extended and a network of
intellectual enrichment and cultural understanding is built. (pp. 7-8)
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The changing context of community college teaching has increased the focus on the

professional development of faculty. During the past decade, increased emphasis on specific

faculty development approaches, both established and new, have resulted in more inservice

programs, technical training, workshops, new faculty orientations, mentoring, coaching,

evaluations, sabbaticals, and research. A number of faculty development initiatives have

been implemented with varying degrees of success. There is significant discussion about

which work, which are more cost-effective, which result in better student outcomes, and

what is the purpose of faculty development (Angelo, 1994; Brawer, 1990; Gratton, 1989;

MacGregor, 1991; Maxwell & Kazlauskas, 1992).

Brawer (1990) maintains that the primary focus of staff development in community

colleges has been on instructional development, especially since institutional expansion

subsided in the late 1970s leaving the community colleges with fewer new hires experienced

in new curriculum and technologies. The "residue of out-of-phase staff members increased

hence the calls for staff development" (Cohen & Brawer, 1982, cited in Brawer, 1990, p.

51). In 1988, the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges called for increased

faculty development for the maturing community college faculty, and set a professional

development expenditure goal of 2% of total faculty salaries and benefits.

At the same time that community college leaders recognize increased need for

faculty professional development, social and political issues, and the economic environment

during the past few years have resulted in substantial fmancial pressure on community

colleges as new priorities emerge with fewer funds to cover them. This fmancial pressure

has prompted extensive use of rightsizing strategies, resulting in a shift of priorities for

available resources away from staff development (Beebe, 1996). Beebe discusses the
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paradox that "most cuts are made in staff development at a time when greater investments in

people are actually needed to facilitate organizational change" (p. 181). He concludes that

community college leaders are embracing more innovative strategies for reshaping their

institutions, reengineering processes, and building quality cultures. Yet 42% of these leaders

have cut professional development in response to past fmancial pressures and 31 % plan to

cut professional development as a future rightsizing strategy.

The Relevance of Professional Development Programs to Community College
Faculty

Reviewing the history and current status of faculty professional development in

community colleges, Brawer (1990) asks: "Why faculty development programs at all? Are

they really relevant to those who are already teaching? What bearing do these programs

have on the instructor's professional identity? (p. 52)." She maintains that the general

purpose of staff development has been "to improve individual and organizational

performances to achieve institutional goals," but feels that the goal of faculty development,

"should help individuals develop their potential and improve their ability to meet

professional responsibilities" (p. 52). Yet most faculty development activities fit into two

major categories: improving instruction and increasing knowledge (Brawer, 1990). Angelo

(1994) concurs that "many programs try to 'develop' faculty, rather than helping them

become truly self-developing" (p. 4).

According to Angelo (1994), faculty development research highlights three negative

issues that result from current faculty development efforts: a relatively small number of

faculty participate, those who do need it the least, and development efforts result in little or

no measurable long-term improvements. He attributes this partly to the standard model

employed in most faculty development efforts, which he describes as the "additive" model
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(p. 3). This additive model relies on the assumption that the quantity of participation in

faculty development activities increases learning, but it does not address how learning

occurs for the faculty. Angelo believes that the context in which faculty experience

professional development profoundly impacts their perceptions of how they are learning, or

f they are learning. He makes seven specific recommendations for changing current faculty

professional development approaches to "transformative academic development," one of

which has important implications for our context. He says that we must:

Shift from assisting isolated individual faculty members to assisting faculty
as members of departmental, program, and institutional teaching-learning
communities. Shift from considering the needs only of certain groups within
the faculty such as full-time, tenured teachers - to engaging the entire
community in helping one another. (p. 7)

The Need for Building Communities

In its vision for the renewal of community colleges, the Commission on the Future

of Community Colleges lays out in its national report Building Communities (1988) the need

for building the internal college community and the classroom community as well as the

external community. It also calls for the building of community as a leadership model. The

commission cites Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, and Tipton's (1985) 5-year qualitative

study of middle-class American communities as the cornerstone for the commission's

emphasis on the building of educational community. Bellah et al. (1985) are concerned that

the development of individualism in our country, particularly since World War II, "may

have grown cancerous" to the point of threatening a sense of community and "the survival of

freedom itself' (p. vii). Their study not only explores what individualism looks like, but

which "cultural traditions and practices that, without destroying individuality . . . provide

alternative models for how Americans might live" (p. vii). Responding to the fmdings of

Bellah et al. (1985), the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges (1988) proposes
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that "as never before, the nation needs institutions that recognize not only the dignity of the

individual but also the interests of the community" (p. 6).

The members of the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges (1988)

assert that faculty must play a key role in helping to "shape the curriculum and. . . create

the climate for learning on campus" (p. 13). The commission's report suggests that building

a sense of community will lead to faculty renewal as well as improve student achievement.

The Concept of Teaching and Learning Communities Emerges

The story of faculty teaching and learning communities begins with the learning

communities which were first established to address the learning needs of students. In the

spring of 1984, Seattle Central Community College sent two faculty members to The

Evergreen State College for an immersion experience in coordinated studies. After teaching

with Evergreen faculty members, they returned to Seattle Central the following fall to

launch a team-taught interdisciplinary program. A year later, seeing in the increasing

interest in learning communities an opportunity to foster dialogue and collaborative work

among Washington college faculty, Evergreen created a new public service initiative: the

Washington Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate Education.

Currently, the Washington Center is a consortium of 44 Washington public and

private, 2 and 4-year institutions, including all 30 community and technical colleges, that

coordinates faculty exchanges, provides guidance for the development of innovative

approaches to curriculum reform and teaching practices, and launches multiple faculty

development initiatives.

Thirty-four of the Washington campuses established a variety of student-centered

learning communities as a central feature of their undergraduate curriculum. Reflecting

Evergreen's coordinated studies model and several course-clustering models that were
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launched in New Jersey through the New Jersey Master Faculty Program in the late 1970s

(Leigh-Smith & Smith, 1993), learning communities were developed with different

intentions and different formats. Some learning communities revolved around the

coordinated studies approach, which involved students and a team of faculty in full-time

interdisciplinary study. Other programs did not involve team teaching, but enrolled students

in an integrative program of courses clustered around a common theme.

Many learning communities were designed to enhance student success, or to provide

a context for the teaching of reading and communication skills. Others incorporated these

objectives, at the same time bringing varying disciplinary perspectives to larger societal

issues such as poverty, world hunger, AIDS, gender, cultural pluralism, and environmental

problems. All programs shared common intentions "to rearrange the curricular time and

space of both students and faculty to foster community, coherence, and connections among

courses, and more sustained intellectual interaction between students, between students and

teachers, and between teachers" (Washington Center for Improving the Quality of

Undergraduate Education, 1994, p. 2).

Faculty Teaching and Learning Communities:
A New Model for Faculty Professional Development

Early on, even before significant student outcomes from learning communities were

observed, faculty and instructional administrators noticed that the learning community

movement provided an effective vehicle for faculty development in the classroom

(Tollefson, 1990). Faculty were experiencing tremendous personal renewal and professional

development through their participation in the student-focused learning communities.

By 1989, the Washington Center had expanded the teaching and learning

community concept to include guidance and support for a network of Washington college
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faculty teaching and learning resource centers that promoted a wide variety of

interdisciplinary and collaborative faculty development strategies, targeting issues such as

educational technology, mathematics and science reform, and cultural pluralism.

The learning community phenomenon arrived in Oregon in 1989 when Chemeketa

Community College sought advice from the Washington Center on how to develop a

college-wide teaching and learning community center for full-time and part-time faculty.

While not targeting the specific 'development of student-faculty teaching and learning

communities, the Chemeketa Community College Opportunity Center for Teaching and

Learning focused on creating a learning community framework to help faculty overcome

isolation and begin to work and teach in a more collegial, interdisciplinary mode. The

Opportunity Center was implemented with the leadership of faculty, in partnership with key

administrators who provided funding, space, and college-wide visibility to demonstrate its

importance (field notes: October 6, 1994).

In 1992, the faculty teaching and learning community concept arrived at Portland

Community College. A faculty group met infonnally at the Sylvania Campus of the three-

campus college district to discuss how to establish a similar teaching and learning center for

Sylvania Campus faculty. They sent teams to the Chemeketa Community College

Opportunity Center and to the Washington Center to talk with faculty and center

coordinators. Two years later, they secured administrative support, funding, and space to

open the Sylvania Campus Teaching and Learning Center, and to pursue faculty-initiated

professional development opportunities. These included small faculty learning communities

of 8 to 10 members organized around specific issues, such as service learning (community

service-based student learning projects) and multi-media teaching strategies, much like the
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forerunner student-centered teaching and learning communities in Washington state (field

notes: January 23, 1996).

The Cascade Campus Faculty TLC: My Study Site

Portland Community College's Cascade Campus is a small, urban campus. At the

time of my study, the campus employed 80 full-time and 300 part-time faculty who served

7,000 full- and part-time students, generating 1,800 annual FTE. In 1993, a Cascade

Campus faculty member was selected for a leadership institute program requiring a college

leadership project. She approached the campus instructional dean and suggested that she

research existing faculty TLC models, with the goal of proposing a faculty development

TLC model that would fit the culture of Cascade Campus and serve the needs of the campus

faculty, as the faculty perceived them.

Some of the Cascade Campus issues to be addressed through faculty development

were: the need to overcome barriers of resistance, so that traditional educational approaches

could be replaced with innovative teaching-learning approaches that would help the faculty

respond to the needs of every student in an increasingly diverse society; increased

professional development required for application of outcome-based education theory and

techniques; educational technology training during a period of shrinking institutional

resources; acknowledgment that the faculty and staff at the campus had a wealth of

knowledge and skills which were not currently being shared; and faculty who were not

responding to traditional approaches to faculty development.

In this study, I use the insider's perspective (Bogdan & Bilden, 1992; Wax, 1971) to

understand how faculty development occurs in a specific campus-wide faculty TLC by

focusing on the perceptions of the faculty planning team members who guided the

development of the TLC. I conducted my study during the 18 months of TLC
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implementation by the TLC planning team, after one year of research and planning by the

volunteer faculty TLC coordinator for her leadership project.

Research Questions

In this study, I will answer the following research questions:

1. What are the distinguishing characteristics of the faculty teaching and

learning community (TLC) under study, and how is faculty development taking place?

2. What personal and social interactions are going on among faculty as a result

of participation in the TLC, and how do they impact faculty professional development?

How are faculty providing leadership for their professional development

through the TLC, and what is the impact of their leadership and ownership on their

professional development?

4. How do the TLC faculty planning team members assess the impact of the

TLC on their professional development, and on the professional development of their

colleagues?

Delimitations

My study is delimited to address faculty development from the perspectives of the

faculty. It does not look at student outcomes. It is a single-site case study, spanning 18

months. The subjects of the study are the 11 TLC planning team members, who were deeply

involved in the planning and implementation process. The study is descriptive, and I do not

specifically look for a negative case (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
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Limitations

My research fmdings are limited by the following factors:

1. The study addresses only the perceptions of the TLC planning team

members about what occurs in a campus-wide faculty development initiative.

2. I hold a positive bias toward the study due to my previous professional

involvement with faculty development programs. In qualitative studies, researchers bring

their perspectives to the investigation (Borg, Gall, & Gall, 1993; Erickson, 1986; Geertz,

1973)

3. The subjects most likely have a positive bias toward the TLC, due to their

self-selection and voluntary participation on the TLC planning team.

4. Because this is a single-site case study, it is not compared to other sites,

except through triangulation interviews, site visits, and supporting documents.

5. Findings from qualitative studies are usually not generalizable. However,

my results are derived from a thorough, well-described methodology, which includes

triangulation from other sites and can be replicated at other sites. These results are delivered

in context so that readers can determine application for practice in the contexts of their own

settings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Wolcott, 1990).

6. This study is only the beginning of ongoing research on the subject of

faculty participation in teaching and learning communities.

Assumptions

My study is guided by the following assumptions:

1. Faculty are the front line of the community college's mission to prepare

students to live and work successfully in today's changing world. Faculty professional

----
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development is a critical factor in preparing faculty to assist students to achieve success

(Commission on the Future of Community Colleges, 1988).

2. Faculty development shares characteristics of student learning outcomes.

According to Sykes (1996):

If the trend today is to engage students as active participants in their own
learning, to encourage group and cooperative projects, to foster critical
thinking and problem solving, and to improve transfer of learning, those
same objectives should inform professional development. (p. 1)

3. The TLC faculty professional development approach is learner-centered and

nontraditional (Angelo, 1994; Leigh-Smith 1988; Leigh-Smith & Smith, 1993; Tollefson,

1990).

4. Learners construct their own knowledge (Freire, 1993, 1994; Koib, 1984).

Overview of Chapters II through V

In Chapter II, I lay out the conceptual framework for the study beginning with a

discussion of the systems view of the universe. The discussion of systems thinking addresses

the obstacles people must overcome to make changes amidst the overwhelming complexity

of current issues, especially if they view these issues as individual forces, rather than facets

of a single system. I then discuss the concept of indeterminate knowledge, a view which

advocates that the nature of knowledge is not defmitely or precisely fixed. This conceptual

framework is supported by social learning theories, and linked to the building of

communities and learning organizations. A critical review of the literature about community

college faculty and their professional development issues includes discussion of the fmdings

and limitations of previous research.

I present the qualitative study design in Chapter III and discuss the descriptive,

interpretative case study method. In-depth interviewing was my primary data collection
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strategy. I transcribed the interviews and entered the data into a qualitative research data

base, The Ethnograph (Seidel, Friese, & Leonard, 1995), which is designed to store, code,

sort, and retrieve the data. I collected additional data by observing the participants at team

planning meetings and events, and by collecting program materials. I maintained an ongoing

research journal and field notes. I conducted triangulation interviews at five sites. A

concurrent, linked study in Washington state (Rye, 1996), which focused on different but

related elements of another faculty teaching and learning community model, provided

additional triangulation for the fmdings.

Chapter IV traces the evolution of the Cascade Campus Teaching and Learning

Community (TLC) from its inception. Its story is compiled from the interviews, field

observations, and supporting documents that I gathered during the 18-month study. The

TLC faculty planning team members tell the story in conversations that I created from the

interviews.

I summarize the entire study in Chapter V, present conclusions about how faculty

development occurs through the TLC, discuss the implications of the study for faculty

professional development practice in the community college, and propose specific further

studies which will help us learn more over time about the effects of this approach.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

My study explores the issue that we do not understand fully how faculty

development occurs. This issue leads to another question: how do people learn? Two

connected themes provide the framework for my literature review. The first theme outlines

the conceptual framework for the study and incorporates two main streams of literature

the new science, which posits a systems view of the universe; and knowledge of the learner,

which explores how knowledge is constructed. The second theme addresses what we know

about the community college faculty, their issues, and their professional development. The

goal of Chapter II is to connect how a systems view of the universe helps us to understand

what occurs in the faculty teaching and learning community (TLC) and how faculty

professional development happens.

Conceptual Framework: A Systems View of the Universe

The conceptual framework for Chapter II begins in the cosmos. The overall concept

which guides my study is a systems view of the universe. In this conceptualization, the study

follows the ideas of a broad group of theorists, futurists, scientists, politicians, business

management experts, and social writers who speak of a profound shift that is happening in

every aspect of the currently known world, from the traditional Newtonian, or mechanistic

view, to the systems view of the universe.

The work of several key researchers, theorists, and futurists who subscribe to the

systems view helps put the critical issues that are impacting community college faculty into

perspective at the cosmic level. The key individuals who represent the broad range of
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thinking about a systems view of the universe are Thomas Kuhn, author of The Structure of

Scientific Revolutions (1970); Fritjof Capra, author of The Tao ofPhysics (1976), The

Turning Point (1982), Uncommon Wisdom (1988), and The Web ofL4fe: A New Scientific

Understanding of Living Systems; and Margaret Wheatley, author of Leadership and the

New Science (1992). According to these three thinkers, we are going through a transitional

period from the classical modern world to a post-modern world. In this transition it seems

that our current world view is on its way out and a new world, or universal, view is

painfully being born. This is related to the crisis, or transformation, of science as the basis

of the modern conception of the world (Capra, 1976, 1982; Kuhn, 1970; Wheatley, 1992).

Thomas Kuhn's (1970) thesis is that science is not the steady, cumulative acquisition

of knowledge, but rather a series of peaceful interludes punctuated by intellectually violent

revolutions. During each revolution, the current conceptual world view is replaced by

another. Thus science is a succession of perceptual paradigms. Because the defmitions of

observations, measures, and subjects of study are defmed by these paradigms, Kuhn posits

that observations and facts must always be viewed within human perceptual frameworks.

The work of theoretical physicist, systems theorist, and futurist Fritjof Capra (1976,

1982, 1988, 1996) traces the transformation of our values and our world view to the

revolution in modern physics. This transformation in world view includes new concepts of

space, time, and matter developed in subatomic physics; the holistic approach to health and

healing; the integration of eastern and western religious approaches; ecological and feminist

perspectives; economic alternatives; and global politics.

Margaret Wheatley (1992) looks at three branches of science - quantum physics,

self-organizing systems, and chaos theory - and applies these new models of nature to her

work in organizational development. Wheatley's thesis is that we need to stop grounding our
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work in a world view of Newtonian science and apply our current knowledge of the

universe to creating and managing organizations.

Thomas Kuhn (1970) uses the word paradigm, from the Greek paradeigma,

meaning a pattern (Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, 1991), to describe his 1962

conceptual framework for scientific models. Capra (1988) recalls the notion of scientific

paradigm as Kuhn's major contribution to his development:

[It was} to introduce me to the notion of a scientific paradigm, which would
become central to my work many years later. Over the next 20 years it
would become very popular to speak of paradigms and paradigm shifts
outside of science as well, and in The Turning Point I would use these terms
in a very broad sense. A paradigm, for me, would mean the totality of
thoughts, perceptions, and values that forms a particular vision of reality, a
vision that is the basis for the way society organizes itself. (p. 22).

Capra's first book, The Tao of Physics (1976), challenges conventional thinking by showing

parallels between ancient mystical traditions and the discoveries of twentieth century

physics. His second book, The Turning Point (1982), shows how the revolution in modern

physics precedes the current revolution in all the sciences and a transformation of world

view and values. In Uncommon Wisdom (1988), Capra traces how his conversations with

individuals in diverse fields of science and religion, from physicist and philosopher Werner

Heisenberg (1958) to the Indian mystic Krisnamurti (1969), have contributed to his

understanding the universe as a system.

Capra's thesis is that the major problems of our time are interconnected and

interdependent facets of a single crisis of perception. The crisis has emerged because most

people continue to hold the concepts and values of an outdated world view. In Capra's
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(1990) address at the Institute for Science, Engineering, and Public Policy, he described the

receding world view as one of:

The universe as a mechanical system composed of elementary building
blocks; the view of the human body as a machine; the view of life as a
competitive struggle; and the belief that unlimited material progress can be
achieved through economic and technological growth. (p. 6)

The emerging new paradigm can be called a holistic world view emphasizing the whole,

rather than the parts. It can also be called an ecological world view. Ecological awareness

recognizes the interdependence of all phenomena and the embeddedness of individuals and

societies in the cyclical processes of nature (Capra, 1990, 1996).

Capra's discussion of a systems view of the universe addresses the obstacles people

face when making changes within the intimidating complexity of current issues, especially if

they view the issues as individual forces. The organizing principle proposed to give

structure to thinking about this interconnectedness is that of an ecological society, which

presents an alternative imagination of how life can be. Ecology is the science of whole,

natural systems, both non-human and human. An ecological society focuses not only on

human relationships to nature but on how humans relate to each other. The work ofan

ecological society is the generating of right relationships and the rebuilding of

interdependent communities. An awareness based on these ideas is now emerging in various

areas of society both within and outside of science. The concepts and values of the new

paradigm are being developed and promoted by a large number of movements: the ecology

movements, the holistic health and human potential movements, spiritual movements,

citizens' movements and initiatives, third-world and ethnic liberation movements, and many

other grassroots movements (Capra, 1990, 1996).
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In the 1990s, there is a new way of thinking about the universe, the world, and the

way this thinking is connected to organizations (Wheatley, 1992). The new science research

is emerging from the disciplines of physics, biology, and chemistry, and from theories of

evolution and chaos that span several disciplines (Capra, 1976; Kuhn, 1970). Wheatley's

work provides metaphorical links between scientific perspectives and organizational

phenomena. Her metaphors for describing new organizational thinking are rooted in the

defmitions of three theories: quantum theory, systems theory, and chaos theory.

Quantum theory states that at the subatomic level the observer cannot observe

anything without interfering or participating in its creation. Wheatley (1992) calls this

"quantum interconnectedness," and Salisbury (1990) describes general systems theory as,

"an interdisciplinary theory that consists of a set of concepts, constructs, facts, and terms,

which describe and explain the characteristics and phenomena associated with the system"

(p. 1). Systems theory maintains that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. An

operating system consists of interrelated parts working together in a process to achieve

desired results (Young, 1964; Salisbury, 1990).

A system is defmed as chaotic when it becomes impossible to know where it will

move next. But a system observed long enough always demonstrates its inherent orderliness.

It stays contained within a shape that can be recognized, called the system's strange

attractor (Wheatley, 1992). Wheatley (1992) describes chaos as the fmal stage in a system

as it moves away from order. If a system is dislodged from its stable state, it moves first

into a period of oscillation, swinging back and forth between different states. She compares

this period of oscillation to a pendulum swinging back and forth between the states of

freedom and autonomy to prediction and control. Prediction and control is the current state
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of most organizations (Wheatley, 1992). If the pendulum moves beyond this period of

oscillation, the next stage isfid/ chaos, a period of total unpredictability. But in the realm of

chaos, where everything should fall apart, the strange attractor comes into play. Thus there

actually is order inherent in chaos. When one steps back to observe the shape of things, one

can observe the patterns of movement between chaos and order (Wheatley, 1992).

Scientists of chaos study shapes in motion. Through fractals, computer-generated

models drawn by the repetition of a few equations in a chaotic system, scientists can observe

movements that, though random and unpredictable, never exceed finite boundaries. The

equations change as they are fed back on themselves. After countless repetitions, their tracks

materialize into form, creating detailed shapes at fmer and fmer levels. The strange

attractor, the order inherent in chaos, always causes these shapes to form no matter how

small the scale.

The New Organizations and the New Thinldng

New thinking about organizations emerged at the same time that new thinking about

science emerged. The diverse literature of Kofman and Senge (1993), Naisbitt (1982),

Peters (1987, 1992), Reich (1992), Senge (1990), Wheatley (1992), and others in the fields

of business, government, science, education, and philosophy explains the new concept from

each writer's unique perspective.

Wheatley (1992) examined how the current world view and all organizations are linked

to Newtonian images of the universe:

We manage by separating things into parts. We believe that influence occurs
as a direct result of force exerted from one person to another, we engage in
complex planning for a world that we keep expecting to be predictable, and
we search continually for better methods of objectively perceiving the
world. (p. 6)
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Since the industrial revolution, organizations have been thought of as machines. The

relationship between business and science was actually inspired by Newtonian thinking. In

Sir Isaac Newton's 17th century machine model of the universe, the world worked by using

machine imagery. One had to understand the parts to understand how the whole worked.

Things were taken apart, as has been done with organizational functions and academic

disciplines, then put back together. The assumption was that by comprehending the

workings of each piece, the whole could be understood (Kuhn, 1970; Wheatley, 1992).

These principles were used by Frederick Taylor and followers, such as Henry Ford, who

deliberately brought the concept of science into management into the early years of this

century (Gutek, 1991; Toffler, 1980; Wheatley, 1992). Taylor, for example, led the efforts

to engineer work into discrete tasks that could be performed by untrained workers.

Organizations have moved beyond some of the rigid, fragmented structures of that time, but

have not abandoned science as the source of most operating principles used in managing

organizations. Planning, measurement, motivation theory, and organizational design all

show the influence of science (Peters, 1987, 1992; Senge, 1990; Toffler, 1980, 1990;

Wheatley, 1992).

Wheatley seeks a new organizational form for the 21St century. Her belief is that

while science has changed, the current view of organizations has not. Organizational

leadership and development need to be grounded in the science ofour times, which moves

toward holism and understanding the system as a system, and gives primary value to the

relationships that exist among all parts rather than to the individual parts themselves. In such

new organizations, where the focus is on studying whole systems rather than discrete tasks,

people are encouraged to look for themes and patterns rather than isolated causes of

problems.
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Visions of the New Organization: Webs and Waves of Energy

Quantum physics and changing perceptions about the organizing principles of the

universe are driving the current growing shift toward participatory management. The

quantum world has demolished the concept of the unconnected individual so organization

quantum thinking is about participation. Relationships are key to getting work done. The

new organization concentrates on how to build relationships, how to nurture growing,

evolving things. The skills of listening, communicating, and facilitating groups are the key

skills for building strong relationships. Power in the new organizations is the capacity

generated by relationships (Peters, 1987; Toffler, 1990; Wheatley, 1992).

The new organization literature is rich with metaphors explaining this new view of

the universe as it relates to organizations. Tom Peters (1992) talks about "liberation

management" in new organizations which he describes as "spider webs," "spaghetti,"

"musical scores," "carnivals," and "wave-like environments." Wheatley (1992) imagines

organizational space in terms of "fields," with people as "waves of energy" spreading out in

regions of the organization and always growing in potential. Capra (1990) speaks of

"ecological" societies, organizations, and leadership.

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1991) defmes web as "an intricate

structure suggestive of something woven - a network." In the web metaphor, a new work

structure is made up of complex dynamic networks of interactions and interdependence; this

metaphor also appears in the fields of anthropology (Geertz, 1973), science (Capra, 1982,

1990; Wheatley, 1992), government and industry (Reich, 1992), and education (O'Hara,

1990). Following this line of thinking, Secretary of Labor Robert Reich (1992) describes the

new industrial "web-of-enterprise" in which "creative teams solve and identify problems" (p.

87). According to Reich, solutions to problems emerge out of "frequent and informal
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communications among team members." Instead of a pyramid, the organization looks more

like a spider's web. "There are all sorts of connections that do not directly involve [leaders],

and new connections are being spun all the time" (Reich, 1992, P. 87).

Business management expert Peter Senge (1990) expresses his vision of the new

organization in an educational metaphor. He calls it the learning organization. Senge

describes learning organizations as:

Organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the
results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are
nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are
continually learning how to learn together. (p. 3)

Kofman and Senge (1993), however, also caution that organizational learning terminology

has become the latest buzzword:

There is no such thing as a "learning organization." "Learning organization"
is a category that we create in language. . . .We are not describing an
external phenomenon or labeling an independent reality. We are articulating

a vision, for creating a type of organization we would truly like to work
within and which can thrive in a world of increasing interdependency and
change. (p. 16)

Senge and others envision these learning organizations more as patterns of

relationships and the capacity to form them, rather than as tasks, functions, and hierarchies

(Kofman & Senge, 1993; Senge, 1990; Reich, 1992; Wheatley, 1992). The learning

organization is an open system which incorporates systems thinking and supports the quality

of life of its participants. It values human resources, relying on commitment, not authority,

to get the job done, and is self-organizing, flexible, resilient, and inventive. The

development of human resources is viewed as a system function to be integrated into all

levels of the organization. Coaching and mentoring are the new teaching and learning skills

and replace training events as the primary learning tool (Kofman & Senge, 1993; Naisbitt &

Aburdene, 1985; Senge, 1990). Senge's (1990) five disciplines for organizations team
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learning, shared vision, personal mastery, mental models, and systems thinking - reflect the

emphasis on self-awareness and self-development, as do Covey's (1989) seven habits for

developing personal character, which emphasize that real change comes from the inside-out.

The concerns of meeting human needs in the workplace are discussed by Ferguson

(1980), Naisbitt (1982), Toffier (1980), and Yankelovich (1981), who have built their

reputations on addressing both the technology of the future and on human response to

change (Armes & O'Banion, 1983). Yankelovich (1981) identifies risk takers who will form

personally supportive communities. Naisbitt (1982) describes a phenomenon called high

touch, the need for personal interaction, as a necessary corollary to high technology.

The concept of social capital developed by Harvard professors is discussed by

Putnam (1995), who believes that "personal connections make communities work better" (p.

34). Like conventional capital for borrowers, social capital serves as a kind of collateral.

The participants pledge their social connections. As with conventional capital, people who

have social capital accumulate even more. Stocks of social capital tend to be self-reinforcing

and cumulative, and generate high levels of cooperation, trust, reciprocity, civic

engagements, and collective well-being. These are also the traits that identify a civic

community. Citizens in civic communities expect better government and because of their

collective efforts get it (Putnam, 1995). Nicholas (1994) describes social capital related to

civic action as "that indefmable community cream that rises when folks come together to

achieve as a group the sort of goals about which individuals only dream" (p. B3).

In his study of organizational leadership, John Gardner (1990) places leadership

emphasis on the knitting together of conflicting interests and on the managing of

interconnectedness to build effective work communities. Peter Block (1993) shifts the focus
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of organizational leadership to the concept of stewardship, which embraces the choice of

service over self-interest and concentrates on building capacity for self-governance. In

Block's ideal organization each person is responsible for outcomes and the quality of

cooperation. Covey (1989, 1991) advocates a principle-centered approach to living that

enhances personal and interpersonal effectiveness and the development of principle-centered

learning environments.

Jaffe, Scott, and Tobe expand Gardner's (1990) concept of organizational renewal

in Rekindling Commitment (1994). They envision building community in a circular rather

than hierarchical organization, and propose that commitment is the glue that binds

organizations, trust is the key to people's willingness to give of themselves, and

empowerment is the process that builds community in the workplace. Kofman and Senge

(1993) posit that communities of commitment are at the heart of learning organizations.

The desire for community, and facilitating connections and collegiality among

community college faculty have long been part of the discussion about professional

development. Patricia Cross (1993) describes community college professionals across all

strata who are searching for community and for truly collegial sharing processes in their

work environment. Armes and O'Banion (1983) discuss the emerging need among the

community college staff to connect with each other on a more personal level as part of their

response to external events occurring in society.
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Knowledge of the Learner: The Construction of Knowledge

Just as the perception of the world and the universe has shifted from the mechanical

metaphor to a systems perspective, our understanding of the nature of knowledge and of

how people learn has shifted from the belief that all knowledge is fixed and may be known

if appropriate rational or empirical methods are used, to a view which advocates that

knowledge may be personally and socially constructed, and is, therefore, subjective and

influenced by perception (Bruffee, 1981, 1982, 1986). The discussion of how the learner

comes to know something begins with the concepts of determinate knowledge and

indeterminate knowledge.

For more than three centuries, the dominant understanding of knowledge was based

on the rationalist, or positivist, model of thinking a view that set man as an observer apart

from the world. The 17th century philosophers Descartes and Locke promoted the

discussion of a split between subject and object, observer and observed, human and nature

(Bruffee, 1981; Kofman & Senge, 1993). The rationalist perspective is a determinate view

of knowledge, for it is based on the concept that knowledge is fixed and that there are

natural laws which govern the characteristics of all matter and the relationships of all types

of matter to one another. In the determinate view of knowledge, individuals attain

knowledge through the process of rational thought and carefully controlled observation

(Bruffee, 1981; Gergen, 1985; Tollefson, 1990).

An outgrowth of the determinate view of knowledge is the behaviorist method of

teaching which is hierarchical, determined, and individualistic (Freire, 1993; Hoy, 1994).

Paulo Freire (1993) refers to the behaviorist approach as one in which "education thus
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becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are the depositories and the teacher is

the depositor" (p. 53). He calls this the "banking model of education." At the bank, i.e. the

school, knowledge is a commodity which is deposited from the instructor's mind into the

vault of the student's mind.

Behaviorism, which suggests that environment influences behavior through

conditioned stimuli response and repetition, has shaped current methods of teaching and

testing, including instructional objectives, mastery of subjects, and achievement testing over

the last 40 years. Three key behaviorists of the 1950s and 1960s are Pavlov, who

contributed the reinforcement and conditioned stimulus concepts; Skinner, who promoted

the "reinforce what you want to continue; ignore what you don't want" concept, and

Watson, who is known as the founder of modern advertising (Hoy, 1994).

In his landmark work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn (1970)

undermines the view of science as an objective progression toward discovery of determinate

knowledge. He proposes that human perceptual frameworks can never be removed from

observations and fact - the view of indeterminate knowledge, that knowledge is not

defmitely or precisely fixed, and in fact, is individually constructed (Tollefson, 1990).

Gergen (1985) reflects on the constructionist view of knowledge:

Others may eschew the constructionist orientation for what appears to be its
rampant relativism. Yet as we have seen, the attempts to justify objective
foundations for knowledge have yet to furnish reason for optimism. One
might well argue that the scientists' claims to privileged knowledge have
served as mystifying devices with the society more generally. (p. 273)

The view that knowledge is indeterminate is the framework for the perspectives of

the cognitive learning theorists (Bee, 1987; Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982). For them, the

behaviorist orientation is too narrowly focused and confining to account for all human
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behavior and development. These scholars theorize that learning involves the learners'

reorganization of their experiences in order to make sense of stimuli from the environment,

and in this sense, learners control the learning experience.

Several theorists have contributed significantly to cognitive learning theory. Terms

such as perception, insight, and meaning appear often in the work of these theorists as they

describe the process of cognitive learning. Piaget believes that the way we learn depends on

how our nervous system matures and how we interact with the environment. Ausubel

contributes the notion of meaningful learning occurring by route rather than by rote

(Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982); Gagne (1985) also links acquisition of knowledge to the

process, i.e., to learning-how-to-learn; and Bruner (1986) has advanced ideas about

learning through discovery, simultaneous acquisition, transformation, and evaluation of

knowledge.

Today, the cognitive approach is the major force in the study of learning (Hoy,

1994). From this perspective, the mind is an information processing system which involves

organizing and reorganizing information into what the anthropologist Geertz (1983) refers to

as local knowledge. What one already knows significantly impacts what one perceives,

understands, and remembers. Learning is an active, self-regulated process, and both

learning and knowing are tied to the particular situation in which the initial learning

occurred (Geertz, 1983; Hoy, 1994).

Social Construction of Knowledge

Another result of the recent developments in science which have contributed to the

evolution from a determinate view of knowledge to the current indeterminate view is an

emerging consensus that knowledge is also socially constructed through a process of

discussion and consensus among persons who are receptive to each other's perspectives
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because of their shared experiences (Bruffee, 1981, 1986; Gergen, 1985; Kofman & Senge,

1993; Kuhn, 1970). Kofman and Senge (1993) describe the social constructionist learning

environment in which knowledge is a product of conversation:

People can talk from their hearts and connect with one another in the spirit
of dialogue (from the Greek dia + logos - moving through). . . . When
people talk and listen to each other this way, they create a field of alignment
that produces tremendous power to invent new realities in conversation, and
to bring about these new realities in action. (p. 16)

The idea that learning takes place from observing and interacting with other people

in a social setting or community informs my study. I will call on concepts of many

researchers in the field, such as social learning theorist Daloz, who describes mentoring and

social role acquisition; Bandura (1977), who focuses on the cognitive process involved in

observation; Rotter (Bee, 1987), who stresses the relationships between behavior,

personality, and environment; and Freire (1993), whose theory of education for social

change proposes that education either imprisons or liberates the individual.

Freire's concept of education for the purpose of liberating and empowering the

individual learner was first addressed by John Dewey (1966, 1973) who pioneered the

progressive education movement in the early 1900s. Dewey's vision of progressive

education is that educators and learners work together in a learning process which is active;

problems that arise during this interaction provide stimulus for thinking. Experience rather

than organized facts provide the content for the learning. The teacher must match

experience with problems that stimulate the learner to seek new information, understand the

direction an experience is heading, know what experiences are conducive to personal

growth, and know how to utilize the physical and social aspects of the environment to create

meaningful experiences (Dewey, 1966, 1973).
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The work of Dewey, Lewin, and Piaget is at the root of experiential learning

theory. Piaget describes how intelligence is shaped by experience: It is a product of the

interaction between persons and their environment (Bee, 1987; Darkenwald & Merriam,

1982; Dewey, 1973). More recently, the human potential work of Howard Gardner (1983,

1993) has produced new theories about the existence of multiple intelligences and the

multitude of ways in which individuals learn. Dewey (1973) contributes the idea that rather

than merely thinking about ideas, students need to directly interact with the subjects they are

studying. He suggests using concrete experiential methods such as apprenticeships,

cooperative education, laboratory studies, and field projects to promote learning.

The group dynamics and action research of Kurt Lewin, founder of American social

psychology, puts emphasis on the value of subjective personal experience in learning. His

work stands in stark contrast to the behaviorist theories of learning and classical physical

science definitions of knowledge acquisition as a logical process based on detached,

objective observation (Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982). KoIb's (1984) experiential learning

theory revolves around a set of assumptions grounded in the work of cognition theory,

social learning theory, and humanism. Kolb believes that taking responsibility for the course

of one's own life empowers the individual to change it. Psychiatrist Viktor Frankl (1983)

bases his logotherapy practice on the belief, developed during his internment in a World

War II concentration camp, that the one freedom an individual retains under any

circumstance is the freedom to choose how to think and how to act on one's thoughts.

Humanism

Humanism is the underlying foundation for the eclectic learning and development

theories I have discussed so far. Humanism is a way of life centered on human interests that

stresses individuals' dignity and worth, and their capacity for self-realization through
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reason. Underhill (1989) identifies seven key qualities of the humanist perspective: (a) a

high level of health and well-being; (b) emphasis on the whole person; (c) the intrinsic

human motivation towards self-realization; (d) change and development; (e) education as a

life-long process; (f) respect for an individual's subjective experience; and (g) self-

empowerment.

Psychologists Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers have contributed most to the

understanding of learning from the humanistic perspective. Maslow's theory of "the

hierarchy of needs and motives" holds that individuals have a higher nature and that

behavior is motivated by the drive towards competence and growth and thus towards higher

nature. This intrinsic drive towards growth is based on a hierarchy of basic needs, where

lower level needs take precedence over higher order needs (Maslow, 1970). The self-

actualizing person needs food, safety, love, belonging, and self-esteem to support positive

growth and achievement. Maslow (1970) chooses to concentrate on individuals and leave it

to others to identify the characteristics of the environment which are needed to support the

drive toward self-actualization. However, he believes the potential of individuals is

enhanced within supportive social conditions and is critical of other theorists who

undervalue socialization.

Carl Rogers, through his pioneering work as a psychiatrist (1969), has developed

the learning theory that each person has a natural tendency to continually grow and develop

in a way that promotes self-esteem and self-actualization. This development can only

proceed, however, when a person receives unconditional acceptance from others. Rogers

believes that the role of education in this ongoing process of becoming is to facilitate

learning. He rejects the notion that the facilitation of learning rests solely upon the teaching

skills of leaders, scholarly knowledge, curriculum-planning, audio-visual aides, lectures, or
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presentations. These are resources, but the attitudes and qualities that exist in the personal

relationships between facilitator and learners are the critical factors in the facilitation of

significant learning (Rogers, 1969, 1983).

The educational agenda of activist-humanist Paulo Freire (1993, 1994) is to

empower individuals and groups by developing their skills through engagement in what he

terms a "dialogical encounter" with others. Freire believes that education leads to

humanization. In his work with Chilean peasants, he has encouraged individuals to assist

themselves and their compatriots to create solutions to problems within their environment

rather than looking to others who are teachers or leaders but live outside of the context of

their immediate need (Freire, 1993). Freire's pedagogical approach is deeply contextual,

and deals with actual problems of the world in a social, learner-centered, liberating, and

participatory environment (Shore, 1987). Like Wheatley (1992) in her approach to

organizational management, Freire proposes participatory leadership and learning within the

educational environment. As a liberatory teacher, Freire writes, "I cannot proclaim my

liberating dream and in the next day be authoritarian with the students" (Shore, 1987, p. iv).

Adult Development

Adult development researcher Helen Bee (1987) proposes that the journey-of-life

metaphor which has dominated the thinking of life-span developmental theorists such as

Erikson, in his theory of eight stages of identity development, Levinson, with his seasons of

adulthood change and transition theory, and Kohlberg in his theory ofhierarchical moral

development, is more useful if seen as a circle. Bee (1987) suggests that life is not a

pilgrimage to a destination, with a terminal purpose, which implies struggling up the

mountain towards highest growth and knowledge, but an odyssey in which one leaves and

returns home again in a process of continually circling back. Progressively, with each
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circling, one understands oneself better. This process of understanding requires practice, or

active learning. I envision this circling process using another metaphor: the Australian

outback term walkabout (the journey is a walkabout where movement, motives, well-being,

and self-knowing may be somewhat random). Wheafley (1992) also discusses this concept in

terms of the dynamic order of chaos.

Evaluation of Change and Development

Connected with the concept of progressively coming to know oneself better is the

notion of self-evaluation and perspective transformation (Tennant, 1993). Especially if a

shift of perception is necessary for change to occur, Mezirow's theory ofperspective

transformation (Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982) proposes self-evaluation through critical

reflection as a tool for understanding one's current world view and for reformulating

assumptions one makes based on that world view. The capacity for self-evaluation is

influenced by how individuals experience their inner versus outer locus of control, which is

linked to their world view. Locus of control, a dimension of personality proposed by Rotter

in 1966 (Bee, 1987), is described as:

Ranging from internal control (the sense of being in charge of one's life, of
having choices and personal responsibility) to external control (the sense of
being managed by outside events, of having no say or choice, of not being
responsible for one's own circumstances). (p. 398)

Expanding on this concept of internal or external orientation, Wheatley (1992)

believes that self-evaluation, or the capacity for self-reference, is essential to an individual's

renewal as well as to organizational renewal. To renew oneself, one must have access to

new information and be open to one's environment. In Freedom to Learn (1969), Carl

Rogers addresses the internal locus ofcontrol in his discussion of self-evaluation. He

believes that each person should make a formal practice of self-evaluation: list the criteria
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by which he or she wishes to be judged; write down how those criteria were met or not met;

and self-assign a grade.

The measurement of development or change is a challenge, however, because

quantum thinking requires sensitivity to the fact that no form of measurement is neutral

(Wheatley, 1992). In a quantum world, measurement is an intervention. Every time

something is measured, the act of measuring interferes with the system. In the traditional

evaluation model, a few experts charged with interpreting the data are observing only a few

of the potentialities contained within those data, and it is impossible for those data to be

objective. Wheatley proposes that a way to measure change in individuals and organizations

is to search for patterns of movement over time, and to identify signs and symbols that

demonstrate change qualities, such as rhythm, flow, direction, and shape (Wheatley, 1992).

Community College Faculty:
Their Issues and Their Professional Development

The conceptual framework of systems thinking and the social construction of

knowledge set the stage for discussion of the issues of community college faculty and their

professional development. I have selected literature to address three subjects:

The historical perspectives, current status, and professional development

issues of community college faculty.

2. Community college faculty response to current faculty development

approaches and activities.

New approaches to faculty professional development leading to the

establishment of faculty teaching and learning communities.

Sources include published research on faculty professional development, general

integrative reviews of faculty professional development studies, books, monographs,
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papers delivered at professional meetings.

The Grassroots Faculty

The story of community college faculty and the current status of their professional

development begins with what drew them to teaching in the first place. The first and second

generation of community college faculty to arrive on the scene during the founding years of

the 1960s and 1970s were strongly committed to teaching and to the open door mission of

the community college. They were motivated by a love of learning and by the unique

opportunity to teach at the college level by participating in the grassroots development of a

new college system. They also had a taste for the shelter of belonging to a meaningful

organization to fulfill their need for a powerful sociability as well as a parallel need for

autonomy (Deegan & Gollattscheck, 1985; Dougherty, 1994; Gratton, 1989).

The community college faculty of the start-up years entered a culture of "pioneer

spirit" where "they willingly did everything from sweeping floors, to registering students, to

designing curriculum, to teaching students. . . to writing policy and designing organization

systems" (Gratton, 1989, pp.7-8). They mattered. They were fully involved in developing

the college. "Involvement, planning, design, growth, creativity, innovation, and energy

were daily expectations for professional staff committed to building a new college from the

ground up" (Gratton, 1989, pp. 7-8). But as time passed, their teaching role became more

compartmentalized as their role in governance and overall management became more

marginalized (Deegan & Gollattscheck, 1985; Deegan & Tillary, 1985).

Current projections point to a major turnover of personnel in community colleges in

the next decade. There will be fewer individuals who were part of the original development

of the community college phenomenon; their departure will deplete the ranks of the resident
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historians and the core of faculty who experienced the strong sense of mattering to their

institutions during these developmental years. Many community college faculty have held

their positions for 20 years or more, after having come into the system during the great

expansion of the 1960s. In the late 1990s, significant numbers are retiring each year.

The number of part-time faculty in community colleges has tripled over the past two

decades, while the number of full-time faculty has grown by only 15%. Community colleges

employ greater percentages of part-time faculty than any other sector of higher education.

Forty percent of all faculty at U.S. colleges and universities are part-time, while 65% of

community college faculty are part-time (American Association of Community Colleges,

1993). The National Center for Education Statistics (U.S. Department of Education, 1992)

reports even higher numbers of part-time faculty in community colleges, 71 %, compared to

21 % part-time faculty at public universities.

The current debate over the future role of the community college (Dougherty, 1994;

Frye, 1993; Gleazer, 1980; Matson & Deegan, 1985; Pincus, 1980, 1994) is rooted in

longstanding, active disagreements over the impact of the community college and its origins.

Some want to continue or even intensify the community college's current emphasis on non-

baccalaureate education which evolved from its origins in a grassroots, organized-at-home

coalition uniting would-be college students, parents, businesses, and labor. For these

advocates, the community college is the most effective democratizing agent in higher

education (Gleazer, 1968, 1980). Others who insist on revamping the community college to

stress its collegiate character, especially those who want to transform community colleges

into 4-year institutions, are much less approving of its current impact and its origins. They
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view current community colleges as part of an educational tracking system that reproduces

social inequality (Pincus, 1980, 1994).

This ongoing debate over origins and purpose, and legitimacy of community

colleges in the higher education system has created a consistent feeling of marginality and

ambiguity among the community college faculty about their position in the higher education

hierarchy; it has also caused friction between career education faculty and academic faculty

which has affected group cohesiveness and power (Dougherty, 1994). This is important in

our context because Schlossberg (1989) has shown in her studies of marginality and

mattering in the context of building community among students and faculty on a college

campus, feeling "marginal" or "out-of-things," or feeling "central" - making a difference,

belonging, or "mattering," were critical issues for students when attempts were made to

create a sense of community. This discussion of marginality and mattering for students can

be applied to the community college faculty as well. Schlossberg (1989) says that:

The polar themes of marginality and mattering connect all of us. . . . Are
we part of thing; do we belong; are we central or marginal: Do we make a
difference; do others care about us and make us feel we matter? (p. 6)

These days community college faculty have ample opportunity to feel marginal. The

issue of marginality for full-time, long-tenured faculty partially arises from what led them to

teach in the first place (Dougherty, 1994; Gratton, 1989). Historically, community college

faculty have primarily concentrated their efforts in classroom teaching, and their

involvement and participation in the bureaucratic and political aspects of the community

college system have been loosely defmed (Deegan & Gollattscheck, 1985; Deegan &

Tillary, 1985; Raisman, 1990). But now their main job teaching - is being undermined

because economic and technological changes and the complexity of problems they are
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teaching about have outpaced the knowledge base of many of the currentfifth generation

faculty in multiple areas.

The community college faculty could feel they mattered if they played a more

central role in governance, but currently the most consistent avenue for faculty involvement

in the governance process is through collective bargaining, focusing efforts on special issues

related to job security and work conditions. As a result, faculty often remain in the

background, taking a center stage role only when there is an event which demands they be

recognized, such as union contract negotiations, or a change with which they disagree or

which they wish to support (Deegan & Gollattscheck, 1985; Deegan & Tillary, 1985).

Community college faculty have invested strongly in the notion of a community-of-

teachers-and-learners, in contrast to the university's community-of-scholars. They work long

hours in and out of the classroom in student-centered activities (Seidman, 1985).

Consequently, community college faculty have not distinguished themselves enough within

their own profession and have always felt marginal within the larger academic community

(Raisman, 1990). Because of the diversity of community college course offerings and the

small size of most community college campuses, faculty often fmd themselves in a single

faculty department, or they might never talk to colleagues in their department because those

colleagues are part-time faculty who work different hours, evenings, and weekends

(Seidman, 1985). Lack of opportunities for peer interactions in and out of classrooms,

caused by isolation within departments and strained relationships across disciplines resulting

from competition for tight resources, has further inhibited collegial networking, problem-

solving, and exchange of ideas (Massey, Wilger, & Colbeck, 1994; Seidman, 1985;

Tetenbaum & Mulkeen, 1986).
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The Invisible Faculty: Part-timers

The marginality and mattering issues of full-time community college faculty are

compounded for part-time faculty, often called the freeway faculty because of their daily

commute between two or more campuses. Schlossberg (1989) points out that "every time an

individual changes roles or experiences a transition, the potential for feeling marginal arises"

(p. 6). Frequent change and insecurity in teaching assignments and roles is a common factor

in the work life of the part-time faculty. However, as a group, there is little homogeneity

among them. They come from widely varied backgrounds and life situations. Some depend

almost completely on their part-time teaching to survive, but others are primarily dependent

on full-time professional careers. Some part-timers aspire to full-time academic careers

while many others have no interest in regular faculty positions at all. The qualifications for

part-time teaching assignments vary widely by department, and often are dictated by

scheduling emergencies and financial constraints. Because the majority of part-time faculty

have other employment outside the college, they have difficulty establishing connections

with their colleagues or getting feedback on their classroom teaching practices (Gappa &

Leslie, 1993; Hazlewood, 1984; Seidman, 1985).

Pedagogy

It is uncommon for either full- or part-time community college faculty to begin their

teaching role with training in adult education pedagogy since pedagogy is neither included in

university graduate course work nor in the preparation of occupational instructors, who

often have come straight from industry (Leigh-Smith & Smith, 1993). Among all faculty,

44% have had no training in adult education and 53% have had no formal teaching training

of any kind (Galbraith & Sanders, 1987; Gaibraith & Shedd, 1991), so many faculty

members appear to be unaware of teaching pedagogy, particularly for nontraditional
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learners. "Basically, the community college instructors were teaching the way they wished

to learn themselves, without regard for appropriate instructional strategies or consideration

for the diversity of the adult learner" (Galbraith & Shedd, 1991). Their lack of awareness

about how well they are doing stems both from their limited information about adult student

learning and from the fact that they rarely observe their colleagues teaching. They often

view their teaching role as covering the curriculum while students listen and take notes;

therefore, their biggest concern is to be current in the content of their field (Boice, 1991;

Galbraith & Sanders, 1987; Galbraith & Shedd, 1991; Hazlewood, 1984; Leigh-Smith &

MacGregor, 1992).

Renewal and Vitality

For senior faculty, their feelings of isolation and burnout are a personal concern that

often overshadow their pedagogical issues. A number of strategies to assist their personal

and professional renewal and restore their vitality are discussed (Bland & Schmitz, 1988;

Clark, Corcoran, & Lewis, 1986; Hamill, 1985; Lawrence & Blackburn, 1988; Mahaffey &

Welsh, 1993; Mathis, Halliburton, Marincovich, & Svinicki, 1988). The professional

socialization of faculty is key to increasing their vitality and feelings of success according to

Clark et al. (1986). Lawrence and Blackburn (1988) fmd that faculty who experience failure

do not participate in the social systems of their profession and college, while highly

productive, motivated faculty have a feeling that they are respected by their colleagues,

perceive that their professional contributions are beneficial, and receive social reinforcement

from the college and their peers. Mathis et al. (1988) propose that revitalization is connected

to three things: productivity and accomplishment; the formation of caring, collegial

relationships with colleagues; and the formulation of meaningful relationships with students.

They fmd that one way that faculty restore feelings of productivity and accomplishment is
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by acquiring knowledge in a different discipline. This seems to increase their enthusiasm for

teaching, working with other faculty, and helps them to envision new personal and

professional goals.

Looking for characteristics of college professional environments that enhance

faculty renewal, Rice (1985) observes that the most vital colleges with exciting faculty are

those which have "empowered faculty to try new things, to reach across disciplines, and

connect with the external world" (Rice & Lovett, 1985, p: 50). Rice (1985) also fmds that

directors of faculty in 15 Northwest colleges feel that their renewal projects would have

been stronger if they had included more faculty in the design and implementation of the

professional development activities. Bland and Schmitz (1988) identify 288 references to

specific faculty professional development strategies, finding that most strategies focus on the

individual: workshops, sabbaticals, leaves, evaluations, and professional development plans.

They propose that faculty vitality, which they view as a key factor in professional

development, requires a broader approach: "Primitive construct though it may be, the term

'vitality' works because it reflects our new perceptions that the problems are of a larger

scope, have multiple factors, and require systems-level remedies" (p. 191).

t. rrrflT [sii,)

The literature and research I have reviewed in Chapter II identify who the

community college faculty are, what their professional issues are, and the kinds of

professional development approaches and strategies that have been operational in

community colleges from their beginnings and early growth of the 1960s and 1970s to the

present. The literature addresses current professional development strategies, including new

approaches which focus on process as well as content and which are directed toward

building collegiality and a sense of community among faculty. New approaches take a
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broader view of development which encompasses the whole person, including personal,

social, and professional development.

Yet after all that has been said the problem remains: how faculty professional

development occurs is still not well understood. Review of the kinds of professional

development strategies that now exist leaves gaps in our understanding of the process of

development. Indeed, few studies even ask how development occurs. Most attempt to assess

the success of specific strategies or interventions using the predominant research approach

of measuring faculty participation rates in professional development activities. The

methodology is to solicit response to predetermined effectiveness measures in large random

surveys.

Large random surveys have dealt with complex issues shallowly, for no contextual

data were provided, thus limiting the depth and relevance of study results. Assumptions

have been made about the definition and purpose of faculty professional development and

the studies do not take into consideration the variables of different perspectives.

Triangulation of fmdings is missing or not described in a number of studies. The challenge

of writing reports based on organizing a tremendous volume of messy qualitative data is

evident. Still, regardless of their limitations, most individual studies and the literature as a

whole do provide important insights about faculty professional development approaches.

flJ11 1 ,i

The discussion of traditional approaches to professional development begins with

concern about the tendency of educational innovation to be "faddish," often to be "fatally

simplistic" in selection of strategies for implementation, and to assume the existence of a

"silver bullet" one simple solution to a complex network of problems (Leithwood &

Steinbach, 1993, p. 3). In our context the discussion of which faculty development strategies
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and programs work best, or which are off-target, is often burdened with the silver bullet

thinking (Angelo, 1994; Brawer, 1990; Clark et al., 1986; Leithwood & Steinbach, 1993).

Clark et al. (1986) point out that much of the development work of the 1970s was

designed by those who were not faculty members. Programs did not emerge from the

faculty on the basis of perceived needs and they addressed only pieces of the faculty role,

not the whole person, the whole career, or the faculty's relationship with the institution.

Conventional faculty professional development strategies focused on inservice programs;

workshops; travel to conferences and seminars, sabbaticals, or other leaves for research;

and curriculum development. Gaff (1975), Centra (1977), Eble (1972), and Eble and

McKeachie (1986) suggest that other dimensions of faculty development should be explored,

such as personal development, personal counseling, vitality issues, faculty ownership, and

facultyfit with the institution. As early as 1976, Chin and Bernie, and again in 1993, Bell

and Gilbert, proposed that values are of pivotal importance in the change process of

professional development, and that faculty members' personal and perceived needs and

values impact their perception of professional development and the organizational climate.

Extrinsic Rewards for Professional Development

The literature tells us that a misconception often made by professional development

planners who are searching for the silver bullet approach (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1993) is

that extrinsic rewards are a key motivator for faculty to improve and to seek professional

development (Commission on the Future of Community Colleges, 1988). In the decade

since A Nation At Risk (U.S. Department of Education, National Commission on Excellence

in Education, 1983) called for motivation of teachers to improve and become more

productive, financial incentives have been created with the goal of achieving education

reform through merit pay programs attached to competitive faculty rating and performance
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(O'Connell, 1983). O'Connell (1983) fmds no statistical difference in faculty participation in

professional development when participation is linked with faculty evaluations and rewards.

Once again, O'Connell's study is limited by its narrow focus on whether the faculty did, or

did not, participate in professional development, and not much can be learned from its

fmdings about how faculty development occurs.

Andrews (1993); Camp, Gibbs, Manton, and Masters (1988); Donnelly (1983);

Frase and Piland (1991); Licata and Andrews (1992); and Pratt (1988) also review the

evidence that extrinsic rewards, including merit pay, have had no impact on faculty

development, performance, and productivity among community college faculty because

community college teachers enter the teaching profession for altruistic motives to help

others learn. Still, the fmdings of these studies are limited to statistical evaluation of faculty

ratings of pre-selected motivators on questionnaires, which does not illuminate how faculty

motivation does occur.

The national report Building Communities: A Vision for a New Centuiy

(Commission on the Future of Community Colleges, 1988) makes eight recommendations

for the renewal of community college faculty. None of them specifically addresses faculty

fmancial rewards. Of the 10 rewards valued most, 9 are intrinsic (e.g., opportunities to meet

intellectual demands of students), while only one is extrinsic (advancement on the salary

scale) (Licata & Andrews, 1992).

Faculty Orientations and Inservice

New faculty orientations and annual or semiannual faculty inservice programs have

long been the traditional anchor of faculty development programs within community

colleges, yet the literature does not tell us much about how these institutional development
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strategies contribute to professional learning and growth. Roueche (1990) recommends that

orientation programs for new faculty should be "serious attempts to introduce them to

college procedures, available support services and resources, characteristics of the student

body, explicit and implicit expectations, and subtleties of the climate and culture" (p. 2).

However, he says this is not enough. Colleges must invest in ongoing professional

development, including mentorship programs. Although inservice training is recognized as

an important piece of professional development, "much remains to be learned about the

process by which inservice training occurs" (Veenman, Van Tulder, & Voeten, 1994).

Veenman et al. (1994) criticize inservice activities for being too general to relate to the

specific needs and concerns of the participants. The qualitative data from their study reveals

more about the informal way in which professional development occurs through inservice

participation:

Discussion and information exchange [among participants] seem to be an
important aspect of the implementation process. Sharing of ideas with other
teachers resulted in improvement at the classroom level and in knowledge
utilization. Hearing about their colleagues' instructional problems and
solutions makes teachers fee! less isolated and more confident about their
ability to make changes in their classrooms. (p. 315)

Miller and Nadler (1994) comiect the potential advantages of faculty orientation and

mentoring programs for both new and current faculty to the benefits of orientation programs

for new students, which provide the students with information about resources and potential

support systems that will help them persist and succeed. Unfortunately, the fixed-question

survey instrument they used did not ask participants how the faculty orientations did or did

not support faculty development. Faculty were only asked to rate which of the listed

objectives should be priorities for inclusion in faculty orientations. We learn nothing from

this study about how faculty development occurs as a result of participation in orientations.
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In contrast, Gratton's (1989) study provides rich contextual background for

understanding the results of an institution-wide faculty survey on faculty response to current

professional development strategies. In their own words the faculty describe the annual 2-

week inservice program, the most intensive planned development effort of the year.

Inservice is part of the collective bargaining contract and faculty members are required to be

on campus. Instructors have requested to be allowed to determine the best use of their

professional time, yet the administration continues to design inservice programs without

faculty input and requires attendance. Gratton (1989) describes the result of this approach as

"an increasingly joyless atmosphere during the 2-week period and general sniping about the

nature of professional development during the year" (p. 93).

Gratton (1989) uses multiple sources of data to expand and validate her fmdings.

The faculty survey includes open-ended questions and she also conducted faculty focus

groups to discuss the emerging data. The study produced specific recommendations to

improve inservice and develop a more systemic approach to faculty development. Gratton

reports that as a result of the study faculty have asked for more ownership of program

design for inservice, more freedom to make professional choices about their use of time,

more opportunities to relate to each other and the general campus community, and more

emphasis on the teaching and learning processes. Another strength of Gratton's (1989) study

is that it demonstrates the challenge and time required to synthesize and write up a large

volume of qualitative data.

Angelo (1994) summarizes faculty criticisms about the inadequacies of professional

development programs, including traditional workshops and training approaches, about

which he says:
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Target only the improvement of teaching and neglect improving the
learning process;

'Focus on "good teaching" as the goal and "deficient faculty" as the
problem, i.e., the needs-to-be-fixed approach;

Try to "develop" faculty, rather than help them to self-develop;
Overlook discipline-specific teaching and learning methods and issues;
'Do not address the intrinsic motivation of faculty to engage in professional

development;
'Are perceived by faculty to lack intellectual substance;
'Have no meaning for faculty who think they are good teachers but who

may have a real need for improvement;
'Are not organized for success, either in appropriate staffing not in the

delivery models employed. (pp. 4-5)

Angelo (1994) is most critical of the workshop delivery model which is usually

offered in one-shot or short-term training events. He maintains that "research on effective

faculty development suggests that a few well-organized, long-term efforts are a better

investment, if change is the goal" (Angelo, 1994, p. 6). Angelo and Cross's (1993) survey

focuses on perceived barriers to participation in faculty development programs, and

unfortunately does not address how faculty development occurs; but from this study we do

learn that faculty are skeptical that a professional developer, or expert from outside their

discipline can comprehend their instructional needs and goals.

Studies by Ball and Morrissey (1993), Harnish and Wild (1992), Maxwell and

Kazlauskas, (1992), and Sydow (1994) generally support Angelo's (1994) assertions about

the perceived ineffectiveness of traditional faculty development programs. These studies

give us examples of the differing assumptions and opinions that exist about the purpose and

nature of professional development. Collectively we learn from them that workshops and

training often fail to respond to the specific problem-centered needs of teachers because they

tend to be topic-centered (Veenman, Van Tulder, & Voeten, 1994); that only 10% of faculty

surveyed prefer the workshop setting as a learning environment while it is the training

format of choice for most professional developers (Maxwell & Kazlauskas, 1992); that
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faculty do not have the opportunity to give their input about what they want to learn to the

professional developers who plan the programs (Harnish & Wild, 1992); and that the needs-

to-be-fixed attitude evident in Ball and Morrissey's (1993) study of an instructional model

for curriculum improvement demonstrates the confusion among professional developers

about how they link professional development to the measuring of improvement. Harnish

and Wild (1992) tell us that change in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors are all part of

complex human and professional development. These changes are influenced by a number

of variables, which make it difficult to evaluate them using cause and effect assessment. Yet

again, their study is limited by its focus on whether development did or did not occur; but it

does at least call for research on how development occurs.

Sydow (1994) looks at the perceived effectiveness of current faculty development

methods in one college discipline in order to make recommendations aimed at improving the

rate of faculty participation in professional development activities. She concludes that

community college faculty need to do more research, a finding that does not connect with

her stated purpose of rating current development methods, which unfortunately flaws her

study. Though the study is flawed, it does highlight the problem of using the measurement

of participation rates as a success indicator for faculty development. Ultimately, the

measurement of participation rates and short-term outcomes fails to help us understand the

learning process. Kofman and Senge (1993) stress that the problem with these "seven-step

methods to success" and "how-tos" as strategies for learning is that ultimately these

techniques are not practical because "life is too complex and effective action too contextual"

(p. 7). They summarize their position as follows:

Real learning - the development of new capabilities occurs over time, in
a continuous cycle of theoretical action and practical conceptualization. The
impatient quest for improvements all too often results in superficial changes
that leave deeper problems untouched. (Kofman & Senge, 1993, p. 7)
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Among Angelo's (1994) recommendations for more effective approaches is to shift

the emphasis from individual professional development to "engaging the entire [faculty]

community in helping one another" (p. 7). While he does not explore how faculty

development occurs within teaching-learning communities, Angelo does set the stage for our

discussion which moves us toward a better understanding of the impact of community on the

learning process.

The Role of Mentoring in Professional Development

One way to engage the faculty community in helping one another is through the

mentoring process. We begin to understand more about how faculty professional

development occurs through mentor relationships from several studies which discuss the

more long-term professional development approach of establishing informal and formal

mentorships. Regan-Smith's (1994) qualitative study of teachers' learning experiences in a

teaching pedagogy graduate program finds that most learning results from informal

mentoring processes. In their interviews, the study participants reported that the most

meaningful personal growth came from elements of the informal curriculum, such as the

diverse student body and faculty, thesis support groups, and critical feedback from peers

and faculty, rather than from the formal curriculum. This study provides a personal view of

the subjects' perspectives about the value of mentoring, but does not triangulate the findings

with any other sources of data.

Reiman and Thies-Sprinthal (1993) examine a guided-reflection model for

developing the reflection skills of faculty mentor trainees which emphasizes the importance

of the interpersonal aspect of mentoring in professional development. They propose that one

of the conditions needed to help individuals expand their understandings beyond their

current comfort level is reflection. "Unexamined experience forfeits the potential for
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growth. To insure that reflection occurs, careful feedback can be given to aid the personas

she/he makes meaning of the new experience" (Reiman & Thies-Sprinthal, 1993, p. 180).

Boice (1991) fmds that new faculty who master teaching quickly and with a high degree of

self-efficacy often have sought help from other faculty and informal mentors. When faculty

share their expertise or a research product with colleagues, this sharing becomes a mentor

activity, as well as developing a sense of community. It also seems to increase their feelings

of vitality (Mahaffey & Welsh, 1993; Mathis et al., 1988).

Sands, Parson, and Duane (1991) tell an interesting story of the development of

mentorship relationships, roles, and processes beginning with the Greek mythological tale of

the father-figure Mentor, who guided Telemarkos, while his father, Odysseus, was away at

war. The term mentor has evolved from the wise counsel and caring relationship described

between Mentor and Telemarkos. Sands et al. (1991) further describe how mentorships are

applied in industry, but are not well-documented or understood in the academic setting.

They discuss the literature that distinguishes the differences between mentor and colleague

in academic social support systems. The social and intellectual status of the mentor is

greater than that of the protégé(e) while "the colleague provides a relationship based on

equality" (p. 176). This in-depth literature review is a definite strength in their study of

mentoring relationships between faculty members and provides us with a broad framework

for understanding the implications of their findings. Significantly, they identify four kinds of

mentors: the "Friend," the "Career Guide," the "Information Source," and the "Intellectual

Guide" (Sands et al., 1991, p. 189). These categories are identified in the survey instrument

as well as triangulated qualitatively by the subjects' own definitions of mentor.



New Approaches to Faculty Professional Development

Here our discussion about traditional methods of faculty development returns to the

dilemma of the silver bullet approach to fmding the right solution for the complex issue of

faculty professional development (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1993). During the past 10 years,

numerous briefs and proposals have called for change and pointed out some new

understandings about possible approaches to faculty development. Swanson (1991), for

example, proposes that faculty development is not just about workshops, tuition, or

conferences, but also about organizational weliness. The faculty in her focus groups express

frustration with the college climate, their sense of alienation, and their feeling that teaching

is irrelevant to the administration. Swanson's assertions are strengthened by the fact that she

has collected data from multiple sources, i.e., from a series of faculty focus groups and an

institution-wide survey, and that her data are supported by a review of current faculty

development literature.

Increasingly, the literature focuses on a new paradigm for thinking about

professional development which must include the following elements: shared understanding

of the mission within the organization, development of the effectiveness of each individual

faculty, and creation of an organizational climate that supports the mission by supporting

and nourishing the competence and vitality of the staff. "A literature review revealed that

the field of faculty development has evolved from a focus on activities done for faculty to a

concern for the pre-conditions for those events - organizational wellness" (Swanson, 1991,

p. 2). Sparks' (1995) call for viewing faculty development from a systems perspective is

representative of the recent trend:

Too often we have expected a single innovation such as cooperative learning
to single-handedly improve student learning, while the rest of the system
remains entrenched in old behaviors. The central role that staff development
plays within system change efforts is to see the interconnectedness of all
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things and to understand that causality is a circular rather than a linear
process. (p. 6)

Covey (1989), Eble and McKeachie, (1986), Hoshmand and Hartman, (1989), Kort

(1992), and Senge, (1990) describe adult development programs that create a better climate

for teaching and learning, enhance commitment to teaching, increase communication among

faculty about teaching, and develop self-directed life-long learners, people who exhibit

qualities of moral, emotional, and intellectual autonomy. Kort (1992) determines that

successful programs ensure faculty ownership, offer growth opportunities to all faculty

rather than focusing on deficiencies, and create increased colleague support and a sense that

administrators value teaching. In addition, these programs enjoy high visibility and status on

campus with both faculty, staff, and students, and provide active training in new skills, not

just pep talks.

itsrfl

Total Quality Management (TQM) has made its way from industry into the

community college system with remarkable speed during the past several years (Angelo &

Cross, 1993; Austin, 1994; Cross, 1993; Deming, 1993; Langford, 1994; O'Bamon, 1994;

Partnerships for Quality Task Force, 1993). TQM, referred to as SLI (Something Like It)

by O'Banion (1994) in the community college setting, has been defmed as "a coherent

organizational management philosophy and a set of tools and processes for implementing

that philosophy" (Austin, 1994). TQM proposes combining the hard techniques of data-

driven decision-making with soft techniques such as teams, driving out fear, and employee

involvement in the analysis of work processes (Austin, 1994). Building on these ideas,

educator David Langford (1994) has applied Deming's TQM philosophy as a Total Quality

Learning (TQL) approach in the classroom. The fundamental TQM concept of building
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teams and employee involvement in decision-making in all processes and at all levels of

organizations is the same idea that underlies new professional development initiatives

intended to build collegiality and community among the faculty.

In our context, the TQM emphasis on building community among the faculty

connects with the social constructionist framework for professional learning (Arnold, 1995;

Darling-Hammond, 1995; Kofman & Senge, 1993; Lieberman, 1995; Mittelstet, 1994;

Tetenbaum & Mulkeen, 1986). Following this social constructionist approach Darling-

Hammond (1995) proposes that successful professional development involves teachers

interacting both as learners and as teachers, and allows them to struggle with the

uncertainties that accompany each role. Lieberman (1995) adds that:

What everyone appears to want for students a wide array of learning
opportunities that engage students in experiencing, creating, and solving
problems using their own experiences, and working with others - is for
some reason denied to teachers when they are learners. (p. 4)

Angelo (1994) has said that we need to shift the focus of professional development

from improving the individual to assisting the entire faculty community in helping each

other by establishing "teaching-learning communities" (p. 7). Yet "we persist in

fragmentation and piecemeal analysis as the world becomes more and more interconnected"

(Kofman & Senge, 1993, p. 5). The organizational fragmentation which Kofman and Senge

(1993) describe in the business world applies equally to community college academic

disciplines, departments, and services, which are organized into distinct, independent, often

isolated units, comprised of unique cultures, sub-cultures, and individuals. We can compare

the building of teaching and learning communities in the community college setting to the

building of learning organizations as Kofman and Senge (1993) describe these efforts:
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Building learning organizations we are discovering, requires basic shifts in
how people think and interact. . . . We are also discovering that moving
forward is an exercise in personal commitment and community building. As
Dr. W. Edwards Deming says, nothing happens without "personal
transformation." And the only safe place to allow for this transformation is a
learning community. . . . So we are coming to see our efforts as building
"communities of commitment." (p. 5)

Edgar Schein (1993) believes that "dialogue is necessary as a vehicle for

understanding cultures and subcultures, and that organizational learning will ultimately

depend on such cultural understanding" (p. 40). He proposes that dialogue is an essential

element in all models of organizational transformation. Isaacs (1993) also refers to the new

discipline of dialogue emerging in the field of management and organizational learning in

which dialogue can be a powerful process for team inquiry and learning. He further posits

that dialogue is actually a learning environment: "By providing a setting in which these

subtle and tacit influences on our thinking can be altered, dialogue holds the potential for

allowing entirely new kinds of collective intelligence to appear" (Isaacs, 1993, p. 39).

These perspectives build the framework for our understanding of how learning

occurs in community college faculty teaching and learning communities. As we have

discussed previously, community college faculty TLCs have the mission of exploring the

relationship between teaching and learning through collaborative professional development

efforts. A fundamental concept of the TLC is that the building of community through

dialogue, interaction, and interdisciplinary experience creates an environment that

contributes to professional development.

otLtT V'

This emerging professional development model has evolved during the past decade

from the model of learning communities in Washington state which were first established to

address the learning needs of students. In these learning communities, students and faculty
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interdisciplinary curricula, which incorporate skills such as reading, math, and

communication into multiple disciplinary perspectives on societal issues such as world

hunger, health environmental issues, and cultural pluralism (Leigh-Smith & MacGregor,

1992; Leigh-Smith & Smith, 1993; MacGregor, 1990, 1991).

The positive effects of learning communities on student persistence and personal,

social, and intellectual development have been continuously documented for a decade

(Bruffee, 1984, 1985, 1995; MacGregor, 1990, 1991; Tollefson, 1990). But the

professional development benefits from participating in the collaborative teaching and

learning environments that were designed for student success were noticed first among the

faculty (Leigh-Smith & Hunter, 1988; Tollefson, 1990). Tollefson's (1990) study was the

first formal research conducted on the effects of teaching and learning communities on the

professional development of faculty as well as students. His fmdings support the anecdotal

evidence, reported in 1988 by Leigh-Smith and Hunter, that faculty who participate in

learning communities value the process of curriculum development and problem-solving

teaching issues through dialogue and interdisciplinary relationships. Tollefson concludes that

his study results relating to faculty development illuminate simply, yet powerfully, that

"faculty who have initiated, planned, and conducted collaborative learning communities

throughout the state of Washington feel empowered. They have responded with a renewed

sense of commitment to teaching" (p. 141).

Although Tollefson (1990) documents the powerful influence of teaching in a more

social, collaborative, and rigorous intellectual environment on the professional development

and renewal of seasoned faculty, his survey instrument falls short of providingus with an in-
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depth view of how faculty experience their professional development in teaching and

learning communities.

Rye (1996) builds on Tollefson's (1990) work by looking more deeply and

thoroughly into the professional, personal, and social interactions of three faculty teams who

teach in the coordinated studies teaching and learning community model. In contrast to

Tollefson's fixed-question survey, which he mailed to all Washington faculty collaborative

learning community participants during one academic year, Rye interviewed her subjects

individually, with guided, open-ended questions, and again, together, as a team. The social

learning theme emerges consistently in her qualitative data. The triangulation of earlier

anecdotal evidence (Leigh-Smith & Hunter, 1988), Tollefson's (1990) quantitative research

fmdings, and Rye's (1996) qualitative research fmdings significantly increase our

understanding of the critical role that personal, social, and professional interactions play in

the process of professional development.

As collaborative learning communities for students and faculty spread in

Washington state, the noticeable personal and professional development effects of faculty

participation in the communities have resulted in expansion of the Washington Center's

efforts to establish a network of guidance and support for faculty through teaching and

learning resource centers. These centers focus on a wide variety of interdisciplinary and

collaborative faculty development strategies (Washington Center for Improving the Quality

of Undergraduate Education, 1990, 1994). Furthermore, the idea of establishing faculty

TLCs in community colleges has been incorporated into plans for system-wide education

reform in Oregon, which resulted from the passage of House Bill 3565, Education Act for

the 21st Century (Oregon Department of Education, Commissioner's Task Force on
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Education Reform, 1992). The Commissioner's Task Force on Education Reform has

conceived of a plan for faculty development centers in Oregon's community colleges which

will:

1. Develop radical new methods of delivering course content.

2. Develop grassroots information gathering to ascertain what is needed to

develop these new methods.

3. Develop broader options for staff development.

4. Focus support for new and part-time faculty.

5. Develop increased faculty revitalization through opportunities for growth,

acknowledgment, sharing, and creativity.

6. Provide individual consultations about, and assistance with, new techniques

and technology.

7. Create and support affinity groups or learning communities around targeted

interests.

8. Offer innovation and training fmancial resources.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

The purpose of my study is to explore the impact of participation in an

interdisciplinary faculty teaching and learning community on the professional development

of community college faculty. The qualitative research methodology I employ is a

descriptive, interpretative inquiry consisting of a single case study of 10 community college

faculty and one instructional dean who are the planning team for a campus-wide faculty

teaching and learning community (TLC). In this chapter I first discuss the methods I selected

for conducting qualitative educational research, then I describe the study site and

population, my data collection and analysis process, the reliability and validity of the

research procedures, and how I organized my findings.

LSiliui1Jj
Qualitative and quantitative research have two philosophical differences in their

approach to knowledge, two completely different kinds of criteria, and two completely

different ways at getting at the truth. Although as Borg, Gall, and Gall (1993) point out, "the

purpose of both quantitative and qualitative research is to discover answers to questions

through the application of systematic procedures" (p. 6), it is not the method, but the intent,

that makes the difference between qualitative and quantitative research. Quantitative

research looks for cause and effect and tests hypotheses; qualitative research generates

hypotheses, and causal inferences are inappropriate to its conclusions (Bogdan & Bikien,

1992; Cziko, 1989; Hara, 1995).
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Bogdan and Bikien (1992) describe the key features of qualitative research as

follows. The natural setting is the direct source of data and the researcher is the key

instrument; the report is descriptive, written in common language that the subjects would

use; the researcher is concerned with process rather than simply with outcomes or product;

data are analyzed inductively; and meaning is of essential concern to the qualitative

approach. Qualitative research is an umbrella term which refers to research strategies

including: ethnographic, naturalistic, phenomenological, descriptive, and interpretive. Yet

all share common characteristics (Bogdan & Bikien, 1992; Borg, Gall, & Gall, 1993;

Strauss & Corbin, 1990):

1. Data are collected that are termed soft, that is, rich in description of people,

places, and conversations, not easily handled by statistical procedures.

2. Research questions are not framed by operationalizing variables; rather they

are formulated to investigate topics in all their complexity, in context.

3. The researcher may develop focus as the data are collected, and does not

approach the study with hypotheses to test.

4. The researcher is concerned with understanding behavior from the subject's

own frame of reference. External causes are of secondary importance.

5. Data tend to be collected through sustained contact with people in settings

where subjects normally spend their time.

6. The best known representations of qualitative research are participant

observation and in-depth interviewing.
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know them, be known, and trusted; and systematically keeps a detailed record of what is

heard and observed. Every event is worth studying.

8. Observation and interview material is supplemented by other data such as

news articles, memos, and photos.

9. The researcher is bent on understanding, in considerable detail, how the

subjects think and how they came to develop the perspectives they hold.

10. Interview guides are used rather than questionnaires. This open-ended

approach allows the subjects to answer from their own frame of reference, rather than from

one structured by rigid, prearranged questions. The researcher follows hunches and asks

different questions.

11. Most studies have small, purposeful samples.

12. In a good qualitative study, the researcher starts with a wide-angle lens and

narrows in. The data are analyzed as soon as they are collected. The data drive the

researcher toward the problem statement.

ii
Researchers in anthropology and sociology have used the qualitative approach for a

century, but the term qualitative was not used in the social sciences until the 1960s and it

has only lately gained recognition in the field of education. According to Bogdan & Bilden

(1992) reasons for its increase in popularity are:

1. Social upheaval in the 1960s indicated that not enough was known about

how students experience school.

2. Increased recognition of the views of the powerless and excluded challenged

the hierarchy of credibility.
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participants at a site was popularized by the site studies of Margaret Mead.

Conceptual Framework for Oualitative Design

Interpretive research is grounded in anthropology. Anthropologist Clifford Geertz

(1973) describes his research focus as follows:

Man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun. I
take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an
experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of
meaning. (p. 5)

Culture is the framework for anthropological studies. Culture is "the integrated

pattern of human knowledge, beliefs, and behavior that depends upon man's capacity for

learning and transmitting knowledge to the next generation" (Webster's Ninth New

Collegiate Dictionary, 1991). Put another way, culture is the acquired knowledge of people

to interpret experience and generate behavior (Bogdan & Bilden, 1992).

Qualitative research is influenced by postmodernism, and the proposition that one

can only know something from a certain position. Qualitative research challenges the

possibility of knowing what is true through scientific use of reason (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992;

Gergen, 1985; Kuhn, 1970). The research model for this thesis is supported by Shultz's

(1967) theory that an individual makes meaning of an experience after reflecting upon it,

something Wax (1971) calls the "insider's view."

Study Site and Population

The study of people and of their world of things can start with any remark
heard or read, or with anything taken into account. With wonder about that
remark or that thing, inquiry begins. (Rose, 1991, p. 4)
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My inquiry began during the summer of 1994 with the implementation of a college-

wide instructional staff development initiative at Portland Community College. I was

responsible for developing and directing multiple instructional staff development projects

throughout the college district.

The Portland Community College district consists of three campuses: Cascade

Campus, Sylvania Campus, and Rock Creek Campus. Each provides lower division college

transfer courses, occupational courses, and 2-year associate degree programs. An Open

Campus offers adult basic education, work force training, small business development, and

community education in two workiorce training centers and at approximately 200

community sites. At the time of the study the annual enrollment of full- and part-time

students was 90,000, resulting in 16,000 FTE. The college employed 400 full-time faculty,

1200 adjunct faculty, and 500 non-credit, part-time faculty.

Concurrent with statewide education reform initiatives for instructional staff

development, Portland Community College bad recently begun a district-wide effort to

strengthen staff development and increase professional development opportunities for all

classifications of staff. The plan was to institute a new approach which emphasized

individual campus team management of staff development coordinated by a district-wide

central staff development task force and led by a faculty staff development coordinator. The

staff development initiative was integrated with a second initiative, the introduction of the

TQM process and team-building efforts throughout the district.

The new staff development initiative recognized and encouraged five kinds of

employee development activities:



On-the-job training: specific activities which enable employees to be more

effective in their current positions.

2. Professional development: activities which contribute to employees' ongoing

development and upgrade their skills, but which may or may not be related to their current

position.

3. Career development: activities which contribute to employees' ongoing

development and career goals, but which are not directly related to their current position.

4. Personal development: activities which contribute to the personal

development of the individual, whether or not related to employment.

5. Organizational development: activities which target the development of an

organizational unit of the college, but which carry with them development of the skills of

every employee in the organizational unit.

In the process of establishing the new staff development initiatives, Portland

Community College adopted the following staff development mission statement:

We recognize the College is a learning organization and its employees
comprise a community of life-long learners. The College supports and
promotes its mission and values by continually developing the professional
and personal capacity of all members of the community. A successful
employee development program challenges and enables every employee to
take charge of his or her future and thereby increase the ability of the
College to meet the challenges of the future. (doc: 2, 1995)

During fall term 1994, while gathering information about current faculty professional

development needs at Portland Community College (PCC), I was introduced to the concept

of faculty TLCs, several of which had recently been implemented as models for faculty-

guided professional development. At PCC's Cascade Campus, a new campus-wide faculty

TLC was under development along with a teaching and learning resource center.



My Introduction to the TLC P1inning Team

I met the TLC planning team on September 22, 1994. It was the first meeting of

team members after their initial organization during spring term 1994. I noted my first

impressions in my field journal:

I attended in my role as director of the Instructional Staff Development
Project for the college, funded by the State Department of Education, to
support faculty development related to education reform. The TLC planning
team invited me to the meeting to present an overview of faculty
development opportunities and funds which would be available for the TLC.
This was my first introduction to their proposal to develop a teaching and
learning community on their campus, and their goal to develop a teaching
and learning resource center that was a physical space.

They were interested in looking at other models for faculty teaching
and learning communities and centers, and invited me to go with them to
visit the Chemeketa Community College Opportunity Center the following
week. I was immediately intrigued by what they were undertaking with this
project to make a difference in the teaching and learning environment for
their entire campus. I thought that this might make a good case study of a
faculty development model.

On October 17, 1994, a week after I visited the Opportunity Center
with the TLC planning team, I returned to Chemeketa to consult with Vickie
Hilgemann, the Opportunity Center's faculty coordinator. I had become
fascinated with the TLC concept as a faculty development strategy, and its
potential for implementation throughout the Portland Community College
system. I decided to study the development of the Cascade Campus TLC
from its beginning, to see what would happen, and how faculty development
would take place. (field journal: 88-229; 767-779)

The participants of this study were selected as a purposeful sample and as an

information-rich case (Patton, 1990). Although there were several other faculty teaching and

learning communities already established at PCC's Sylvania Campus, I chose this population

because all eight original members of the TLC planning team (expanded to 11 during the

course of the study) wanted to participate in the ongoing study, and to share their insights

about what was happening as it occurred. It was a unique opportunity to begin studying their

process from near the outset through 18 months of development.
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The members of the TLC planning team expressed interest in understanding,

through active reflection in interviews, what the TLC approach to faculty professional

development was and what it might contribute as an alternative strategy for faculty

professional development, one which they viewed as more collaborative than the traditional

approaches.

The planning team included 10 faculty members and 1 instructional dean: 6 women

and 5 men. They had taught in the community college system for periods of 4 to 31 years,

and had taught in a variety of other educational settings, including 4-year colleges,

universities, the K-12 system, proprietary schools, business, and industry. Collectively, they

had earned 11 different degrees in 23 subject areas and 13 professional certifications. As a

group, they well represented the larger population of faculty who taught at the Cascade

Campus, and fit the general profile of current community college faculty nationally

(American Association of Community Colleges, 1993; U.S. Department of Education,

Center for Education Statistics, 1992). Their current teaching and academic assignments

were in the three key instructional areas of the Cascade Campus: lower division college

transfer, occupational, and adult basic education, and included student services and student

development departments as well. The departments they represented were English Literature

and Composition, Psychology, English-as-a-Non-Native Language (ENNL), Medical Lab

Technology, Ophthalmic Medical Technology, Medical Assisting, Counseling,

Developmental Education, and the Alternative Learning Center. Five of the faculty were

tenured, two were part-time, two were probationary, and one was a counselor (see

Appendix A: TLC Planning Team Demographics).

Cascade Campus is located in an urban setting. The 1994 campus enrollment of

1,800 FTE was generated by a total head count of 7,000 full- and part-time students,
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indicating a large percentage of part-time students. Twenty-seven percent of the student

body was ethnic and racial minorities, compared to an 18% average for the college district.

At the time of the study, the unemployment rate of the surrounding neighborhood was

8.6%, with a median family income of $27,184, and 15% of family households living below

the poverty level. Cascade Campus employed 80 full-time faculty and approximately 300

adjunct and non-credit part-time faculty (doc: 3, 1995).

Data Collection

In-depth phenomenological interviewing was the dominant strategy I used for data

collection. I spent approximately 75 hours in participant observation and interviews, during

and after which field notes were recorded. I observed TLC planning team meetings,

attended TLC seminars and events, and visited other faculty TLC sites (the Sylvania

Campus, the Chemeketa Community College Opportunity Center, and the Washington

Center) during fall, winter, and spring terms of the 1994-1995 academic year, and during

fall and winter terms of the 1995-1996 academic year. I also reviewed TLC meeting

minutes, newsletters, and documents, to gather a wide variety of descriptive data in the

subjects' own words (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Stallings, 1995).

Field notes are the written account of what the researcher hears, sees, experiences,

and thinks in the course of collecting and reflecting on data in a qualitative study. All

description represents the judgment of the researcher (Bogdan & Bilclen, 1992). I kept my

personal account of the study in field notes which I dictated into a tape recorder or wrote in

my journal at the time of and following the interviews, and immediately following site

observations. I later found that all of my notes, memos, and journals contained relevant
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reflective material. After dictating many of my field notes, memos, reflections, and

questions I transcribed and entered them into The Ethnograph software (Seidel et al., 1995),

so that I could keep track of them and sort them by specific codes and themes.

My reflective field notes were subjective, dealing with feelings, problems, ideas,

hunches, impressions, and prejudices. I used them to lay out plans for future research; to

correct mistakes; to speculate about what I thought I was learning, about what I was going

to do next, and about the outcome of the study; to improve and consolidate notes; and for

personal therapy. They were full of pieces of evidence to help me analyze my fmdings

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). An October 1994 entry in my field journal read:

At the next TLC planning meeting I explained my interest in studying the
TLC to observe how faculty professional development would occur. The
eight team members verbally agreed to proceed with the study, allowing me
to tape multiple interviews with them, observe team planning meetings,
attend TLC events, and collect related documents. I clarified that I was not
acting as a third party evaluator of the TLC outcomes, although I would
interpret what they said about their progress in my research report.

At that point I decided that my continuous presence at their planning
meetings might be too obtrusive and might inhibit the natural development
process (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). In lieu of attending meetings regularly I
collected meeting agendas, minutes, newsletters, reports, and flyers. Later
in the year, I was able to re-enter into communication with the individual
team members as a researcher. This helped me to separate my professional
staff role from my researcher role and to maintain my objectivity. (research
journal: 716-768)

Ask people to tell what they know about themselves and their things. Should
you want to know what's happening anywhere, ask those who know. (Rose,
1991, p. 6)

During summer term 1995, I developed the Institutional Review Board (IRB)

Protection of Human Subjects Application for the Oregon State University Research Office

and the Informed Consent Form (see Appendix B) for the planning team members to sign
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before proceeding with the interviews. I assigned pseudonyms to the study participants,

assuring their confidentiality throughout the study.

I used guided, in-depth interviewing, also known as unstructured or

phenomenological interviewing, to create a conversation between the subjects and me, as

opposed to a structured interview where the subjects choose between alternative answers to

pre-formed questions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Lofland & Lofland, 1984). Phenomenological

interviewing assumes that the individual can make meaning of an experience after reflecting

upon that experience (Seidman, 1991) and recounting the experience through "folk

descriptions" (Agar, 1986). Thus, my role was to create a sense of purpose for the

interviews, and to maintain a balance between allowing the planning team to tell their stories

and retaining enough focus for my research (Seidman, 1991).

The overall qualitative research design approach must be flexible so that

increasingly refmed questions and responses can evolve from subjects' responses to earlier

questions (Marshall & Rossman, 1994). I prepared and used an interview guide for the pilot

interviews and for the three phases of interviews conducted. I created my questions around

the information I wanted to ascertain, adapting them from two previous faculty development

studies (Harnish & Wild, 1992; Tollefson, 1990). My primary source was Tollefson's

(1990) survey questionnaire, which he developed as an instrument to gather data on faculty

perceptions of collaborative learning communities and their implementation in community

colleges. At the time of his study, Tollefson could fmd no existing instrument, so he

developed his own survey, had it reviewed by several persons with expertise in both survey

design and collaborative learning, and field tested the instrument on community college

instructors with learning community experience.
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I used the initial six interviews, including a pilot interview with one of the subjects,

to further refme the guiding questions. The initial interviews focused on the teaching history

of the team members, their previous experiences with faculty development, their reasons for

participating in the TLC, and their observations about the first year's events and results

(Seidman, 1991). After the first round of interviews, I decided that the only questions I

needed to add were questions dealing with the perceptions of the planning team about the

purpose and defmition of professional development, how they could tell when professional

development had occurred, and how they assessed their own professional development as a

result of participating in the TLC. I conducted the interviews in the campus setting, since it

provided a more familiar environment for the planning team (Seidman, 1991). I conducted

two 90-minute to 2-hour interviews, and in one case, three 90-minute interviews.

The second round of interviews began in November 1995, also with a pilot

interview with one of the subjects. The purpose of the second interview was to follow up on

the accuracy of data and possible themes emerging from my analysis of the first interviews,

including the planning team's on-going observations about the TLC. Three new faculty

members joined the TLC planning team during fall term 1995 and they also joined the

study. I started concurrently doing data analysis, using The Ethnograph software (Seidel et

al., 1995).

Phase three of the interviews began in January 1996. The final interview for all 11

team members was a synthesis interview. I created profiles of the individual team members

from previous interviews using The Ethnograph (Seidel et al., 1995), and presented the

profiles to them for their response and feedback. I also asked the planning team members to

respond to themes which emerged from the combined interviews and data collection. This
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process provided internal triangulation for the data collected. During January and February

1996, all subject interviews were completed.

A total of 23 taped, face-to-face interviews were conducted with all 11 subjects

during between July 1995 and February 1996 (see Table 1). In addition, five triangulation

interviews were conducted during February and March 1996 to add further understanding

and support for the data collected from the TLC planning team. By completion of the

interview process, I had collected a total of 2,330 pages of transcribed, coded, interview

data and an additional 500 pages of field data and research notes.

TABLE 1

DATA COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT CHRONOLOGY

YEAR ONE

PHASE I- INTRODUCTION TO SITE AND SITE SELECTION

1994 Met with Cascade Campus TLC planning team to explain Instructional Staff
September Development Project.

October! Conducted site visits: Cascade Campus TLC planning team meetings, Chemeketa
December Community College Opportunity Center, Sylvania Campus TLC.

December Requested permission from instructional dean to study site.

PHASE 2- FORMAL STUDY BEGINS

1995 Met with Cascade Campus TLC planning team to explain study. Contacted all eight
January team members individually to request permission to study TLC. Permission granted.

February! Collected Cascade Campus TLC planning team minutes, event materials, documents.
March Conducted site visitations: Cascade Campus TLC and Sylvania Campus TLC events.

Collected Portland Community College documents related to study (Instructional Staff
Development Project, Staff Development Task Force, Total Quality Management
Steering Committee, Demographic, Administrative).

February! Prepared planning team interview protocol:
May Reviewed the literature for interview guiding questions, interview procedures,

interview data management procedures.
'Decided to use qualitative data management software. Selected The Ethnograph.
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PHASE 3 INTERVIEW #1

1995 Requested permission from all eight members to conduct multiple taped, face-to-face
June interviews during summer term 1995, fall term 1995, and winter term 1996.

Permission granted.

July Submitted IRE Protection of Human Subjects Form to OSU Research Office.
Permission granted to conduct interviews.
Prepared Interview Guide for interview #1.
Conducted pilot interview.

August Prior to interviews, planning team members signed Informed Consent forms agreeing
to multiple interviews; conducted interview #1 with six of eight team members (two
team members were unavailable until fall term 1995); transcribed interviews; and
installed The Ethnograph software.

YEAR TWO

PHASE 4 FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS/DATA ANALYSIS

1995 Collected Cascade Campus TLC minutes and documents.
September! Conducted site visits: Cascade Campus TLC and Sylvania Campus TLC
December Three new members jointed Cascade Campus TLC planning team, an increase from 8

members to 11.
Analyzed interview #1.

November Conducted pilot follow-up interview #2.

November! Worked with The Ethnograph software to create coding and sorting system for
December interviews, field notes, and document memos.

Revised procedure for interview #2. Developed profile interview format.

1996 Conducted follow-up interview #2.
January

February Secured permission to interview three new TLC planning team members.
Conducted interview #1 and follow-up interview #2.

January! Conducted five triangulation interviews at four sites: Cascade Campus TLC, Sylvania
February Campus TLC, Chemeketa Community College Opportunity Center, Washington

Center.
Transcribed interviews, entered data, and analyzed data concurrently with planning
team interviews, triangulation interviews, site visits, and document collection.

March Concluded planning team interviews, triangulation interviews, site visits, document
collection, data entry, and final data analysis.

Leaving the field can be awkward because the researcher becomes a comfortable

part of the scene, but when the goals are accomplished, it is time to leave (Bogdan &
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Bikien, 1992; Seidman, 1991). I knew after the second interview round that I had enough

data to accomplish what I had set out to do. One of the signals was the repetition of data and

themes, and another signal was when I caught myself several times relaying inside

infor,nation while talking to the planning team members (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Seidman,

1991). I fmally wrapped up my field research by attending several more TLC planning team

meetings in January to contrast those meetings with the original ones I had attended during

fall term 1994. I noted in my research journal:

I was glad in retrospect that I had made the decision not to attend the TLC
planning meetings continuously, because I had become involved with the
team members through the interviews. I noticed at the last two meetings I
attended that I had the urge to participate in their discussion and to give my
opinion, especially since I had heard the required information the day before
in one of my interviews. It definitely was time to leave. (research journal:
1247-1258)

Validity and Reliability

In a qualitative study there is more concern about internal validity than external

validity because the research focus is on particularizing rather than generalizing. Bogdan

and Bilden (1992) summarize this qualitative view as follows:

Qualitative researchers tend to view reliability as a fit between what they
record as data and what actually occurs in the setting under study, rather
than the literal consistency across different observations. . . . Two
researchers studying a single setting may come up with different data and
produce different fmdings. (p. 48)

Therefore, important factors in determining validity and reliability are that the research

instruments are valid and reliable, the data analysis techniques are appropriate, and that the

data support the research implications (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Merriam, 1988).
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Triangulation

To provide internal validity and to cross-check the interpretation of the planning

team members, I used the technique of triangulation the use of multiple sources of data

(Mathison, 1988; Merriam, 1988; Stallings, 1995). I used the results of interviews to

formulate questions for return interviews, and to look for similarities in the group as a

whole, which is informal triangulation (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). I triangulated the results of

the subject interviews by interviewing faculty members of other teaching and learning

communities, then conducted member checks by using the synthesis/profile final interview

to confirm fmdings, and fmally compared interview data with field notes and documents.

To externally corroborate the data collected from the TLC planning team, I

conducted five triangulation interviews during February 1996. I interviewed an instructional

administrator who had extensive experience with faculty development occurring in teaching

and learning communities in Washington state; two faculty members who were involved

with the planning team of the Sylvania Campus Teaching and Learning Center and also had

participated in specific interdisciplinary faculty learning communities at the Sylvania

Campus; the faculty coordinator of Chemeketa Community Opportunity Center; and the co-

director of the Washington Center (see Appendix D, Triangulation Interview Data Tables).

In addition to the in-depth interviews and interaction with the planning team at

meetings and events, and visiting the new Cascade TLC Resource Center, I collected

triangulation data by visiting the Sylvania Campus TLC on seven occasions. I sat in the

faculty social area listening to conversations, both informal and formal ("Talking Teaching"

sessions), attended several workshops at that site, and made three site visits to the

Chemeketa Community College Opportunity Center, attending an all-day faculty workshop

there. I also traveled to the Washington Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate
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Education at The Evergreen State College, a statewide faculty teaching and learning

community model for multiple faculty development initiatives, serving 50 participating

Washington colleges including all 30 community and technical colleges.

I conducted peer briefing several times throughout the study by establishing an

informal research partnership with a colleague (Rye, 1996) who was concurrently

researching a related faculty teaching and learning community coordinated studies model in

Washington state. We met and communicated regularly during the 18-month study period to

review our research procedures and emerging analysis of the data (see Appendix D: Peer

Briefing and Triangulation of Findings Memo). Another local colleague participated in

weekly debriefmg sessions during the 8-week data analysis phase.

The Researcher's Perspective

In the quantitative research approach, the researcher attempts to assume a neutral

role outside of the situation (Borg et al., 1993), while qualitative research accepts the

presence and the importance of the researcher, acknowledging the interaction and potential

to influence the subjects under study (Bogdan & Bilden, 1992). Therefore, it is important

for the qualitative researcher to clearly present goals and intentions and to be aware of

personal, social, and political biases, although feelings can assist qualitative research in

establishing rapport and gauging subjects' perspectives (Erickson, 1986; Patton, 1990).

Qualitative researchers also record their feelings as a method of bias control, as noted in my

research journal:

I noticed my bias about traditional faculty development when I started. I
attempted to alter this and just listen to what the faculty had to say. As a
result I gained a different perspective of the problem, and the more complex
issues. I acknowledge that researcher bias influenced the outcome of this
study. Overall my positive bias was a plus, because I was able to gain
access to planning team members' personal thoughts. I used positive bias to
establish rapport and trust. (research journal: February 21, 1996)



Data Processing

I transcribed verbatim interview audiotapes, field notes, and research notes, and

entered them into a qualitative data management computer software program, The

Ethnograph (Seidel et al., 1995), for analysis. The use of computers in collecting,

managing, and analyzing qualitative data is a significant technical, not conceptual,

innovation of recent years. There are mixed opinions about the benefits of computer

programs for novice qualitative researchers revolving around the question of whether the

time spent learning how to do use them is greater than the time saved (Miles & Fluberman,

1994; Tesch, 1990). My perspective is that I could not have managed the quantity of data

effectively or in a reasonable time without the support of qualitative research analysis

software, although I was intimidated when I began.

After reviewing the features of qualitative software and discussing them with my

research professor and colleagues, I decided to use a code-and-retrieve program, developed

by qualitative researchers to assist in the analysis of text-based data. Such a program is

designed to divide text into meaningful segments or chunks, attach codes to the chunks, and

fmd and display all instances of coded chunks or combinations of coded chunks (Miles &

Huberman, 1994). Examples of PC compatible code-and-retrieve programs are ATLAS/ti,

Kwalitan, MAX, QUALPRO, and The Ethnograph as described by Miles and Weitzman

(Miles & Huberman, 1994) (see Table 2). I chose The Ethnograph because of its PC

compatibility and because it was specifically designed to support the key data management

features that I needed. In addition, the program was in use qualitative researchers at Oregon

State University, including several of my colleagues, who were available for beginner user

support, as suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994).
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TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF PC COMPATIBLE QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS SOFFWARE

Search/ I)B Data Matrix Netwrk Theory User
Coding Retrieve Mgmt Memo Link Build Display Build Frndly

The A A B - B - Fair
Ethno-
graph

ATLAS/ti A A A A B A A Good

Kwalitan A A lB A B - B Good

MAX A B B - A - - - Fair

QUAL- A A B B - - - Good
PRO

Notes: A = designed for this purpose; B = can do this in a limited way.

Data Analysis

There are two approaches for handling analysis: analyzing data while collecting

them or analyzing the data after collection (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Miles & Huberman,

1994). I utilized both approaches: ongoing analysis during data collection in the field to

maintain direction for the study and analysis after completion of field work. Throughout the

phases of subject interviewing and observation, I tracked emerging themes, read through

field notes and transcripts, and developed concepts and propositions to begin to make sense

out of the data (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). I used the qualitative analysis methods described

by Miles and Huberman (1994):

1. Affixing codes to a set of field notes from interviews and observations (see

Appendix C).

2. Noting reflections and remarks in the margins (see Appendix C).
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3. Sorting and sifting through materials, both manually and electronically, to

identify similar phrases, relationships between variables, patterns, themes, distinct

differences between sub-groups, and common sequences; and using visual aids, such as

charts and models on the wall (Wolcott, 1990).

4. Isolating patterns and processes, commonalities and differences, and taking

them out to the field again in the next wave of data collection.

5. Elaborating a small set of generalizations that cover the consistencies

discerned in the data base.

6. Confronting those generalizations with a formalized body of knowledge in

the form of constructs or theories.

I developed a framework for coding data relevant to my study by creating coding

categories, schemes for sorting data, and mechanics for working with data that worked for

me (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). The system included (a) numbering data sequentially; (b)

reading all several times; (c) developing preliminary codes; (d) coding units of data (most

had more than one code); (e) marking up raw data in margins with ideas and key words (see

Appendix C); and (f) modifying codes.

Once I had completed the collection and primary analysis of the data, I returned to

the original questions, and revised and added to them. I read the sorted data to discern the

key patterns, noting in my journal, "I have to keep my research journal with me at all times

for capturing 'leaps of understanding' as they occur, during the middle of the night, or in

the bathtub" (research journal: March 12, 1996). I re-coded the data, reducing it from 19

original codes, to 14, then to 5, then synthesized them to 4 key codes (see Table 6 in

Appendix C, and Table 3).
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TABLE 3

DATA CODES LEADING TO THEMES

I ) I1aderslup (4ow ThC) (Assessmenfl

Themes I

Personal and Faculty of
and Social wnership o Professional TLC Faculty

N I
Interactions

I I Professional IDevelopmentl I
Professional

I

Codes 'N J Ipeveiopmen 1pccurs J IpveiopmenjJ

Career
I I II I

Prev.Dev ii

I maintained complete research notes on the process of managing the data, leading

to the results. The following figure shows the pathway back to answering the research

questions. The problem next in analysis was how to elaborate a small set of generalizations

that covered the consistencies discerned in the data base (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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Organization of Findings

My challenge in organizing the fmdings was to integrate the experiences of the TLC

planning team, and my interactions with them, into words, sentences, and paragraphs that

were appropriate and meaningful. I followed Wolcott's suggestions for reporting the

fmdings in Chapter IV by creating conversations from the data themes that allowed the TLC

planning team to speak for themselves (see Table 3). My objective was to provide an

accurate report of the field from the planning team's perspective with minimal interpretation

of their words (Geertz, 1983; Wolcott, 1990, 1994). In Local Knowledge, Geertz (1983)

describes the delicate balance that the researcher must fmd between overinterpretation and

underinterpretation of phenomena:

The interpretive study of culture represents an attempt to come to terms with
the diversity of the ways human beings construct their lives in the act of
leading them. . . . The trick. . . is to steer between overinterpretation and
underinterpretation, reading more into things than reason permits and less
into them than it demands. (p. 16)

I chose what to present and how to organize it through what Wolcott (1990) terms "subtle

analysis," rather than "heavy-handed analysis" (p. 29). Finally, in Chapter V, I attempted to

make reasonable sense of what occurred in the TLC by proceeding in a systematic way,

identifying key factors and relationships among them.



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

The Cascade Campus Teaching and Learning Community

On May 3, 1994, Ellen Castille, a Cascade Campus faculty member, submitted an

application to the Instructional Improvement Committee of Portland Community College to

fund a proposed teaching and learning center (TLC) at Cascade Campus. The goal of the

proposed TLC was to "create a high quality, effective, and versatile teaching and learning

community for campus faculty and staff' (doc: 1, 16-21). The proposed Cascade Teaching

and Learning Center would:

Enhance the quality of instruction in the classroom.

Facilitate the use of new teaching and learning theories, techniques, and

technology.

Improve faculty access to teaching and learning experts, both internal and external.

Assist faculty and staff working with diversity in the classroom.

'Increase career satisfaction of faculty and staff.

Foster communication among faculty and staff.

Further enrich Cascade Campus by increasing a sense of pride and camaraderie

among all faculty and staff (doc: 1, 23-41).

In addition, implementation of the Cascade Campus TLC would respond in part to

the 1991 Oregon Educational Act, House Bill 3565 (League of Women Voters of Oregon

Education Fund, 1993), which represented a comprehensive new approach to education. It

would assist Portland Community College in meeting state and national agendas for
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education reform and offer the public a view of a college which supported teaching

excellence for the community. Castille wrote:

It is vital that Cascade's instructors and staff fully understand the concept
and the outcomes of House Bill 3565. Not only will the TLC provide
professional development activities focused on the knowledge of education
reform issues, but will address the improved educational strategies that
enhance student outcomes. (doc: 1, 48-59)

Another goal of the TLC was to help academic and occupational programs of the entire

college to work together to strengthen educational excellence, as Castille noted in her

proposal needs statement:

Lack of a campus teaching and learning center which offers peer support,
up-to-date resources, and technical assistance has precluded the opportunity
for large numbers of faculty to maximize their teaching potential. Faculty
and staff at Cascade have a wealth of knowledge and skills which are not
currently shared with one another. The TLC will provide a step toward
college-wide teaching excellence developed through the peer network
process. (doc: 1, 71-86)

The proposal included a research component and outlined the following strategies

for collecting data to contribute to the design of the TLC:

Conduct an informal survey to interview a sample population of Cascade Campus

faculty and administrative staff.

Visit the Chemeketa Community College Opportunity Center.

Interview faculty at PCC's Sylvania Campus Teaching and Learning Center.

Discuss the TLC concept with Cascade's dean of instruction to determine a

feasible design for the teaching and learning community and center (doc: 1, 97-123).

The TLC design plan also called for formation of a small planning team during

spring term 1994 to include interested faculty and the dean of instruction. The team was to

begin planning for development of the TLC which was to be launched fall term 1994 based

on their campus research results and follow-up discussions. The planning team would spread
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information, and would cultivate the center and the concept of a teaching and learning

community as an integral and permanent component of Cascade Campus (doc: 1, 119-132).

The TLC Planning Team

The 11 TLC planning team members were: Al, Barbara, Chuck, Eli, Ellen, Gaye,

Helene, Jim, Ralph, Rene, and Teresa (pseudonyms). Three of the team members, Ellen,

Jim, and Al, had a stake in the TLC from the beginning. The following discussion recounts

how the planning team members came to be involved in creating the teaching and learning

community at Cascade Campus.

Ellen's Story: The TLC Planning Team Chair

I didn't get interested in professional development outside of my career certification

until 4 or 5 years ago. That's when I suddenly thought, "There's so much more out there

that I don't know how to do that! could learn." (1: 112-119)

Gail: What caused that sudden revelation? Any incidents? (1: 121-122)

Ellen: Job boredom. I was feeling real stuck and real dead-ended in this job. It's

real specialized. I don't have classroom lectures [in my off-site position]. I do like what I'm

doing. I like organizing, and planning, and solving problems. And I had a feeling that I was

going to be doing this job forever; but at least! need to get some more education. . . and

that's when the spark got started.

So I took my time. I got through the graduate program in public administration, and

now I have my master's. But, that's how all this [TLC] got started. It [the graduate

program] helped me like my job again, because I learned enough about how public
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and I learned a lot about myself. (1: 124-175)

Gail: How, and why, did you get involved with the Cascade Campus TLC planning

team? (1: 206-208)

Ellen: I had an internship requirement for my master's to work in my professional

field of interest, which was college administration. My internship mentor said, "I want you

to sign up for this college women's leadership program. Go ahead and try it. But you need a

project. Come talk to me and we'll figure it out."

That's what it was. Starting a campus TLC. It wasn't an original idea, because

another faculty member bad started a TLC at the Sylvania Campus the year before as a

leadership project. My mentor said, "You're working with Jim over at Cascade Campus

now, why don't you suggest this idea to him, and that'lI be your project."

So I went to Jim, and I said, "I want to go to this leadership training conference, but

I need a project to be eligible. What do you think about a TLC at Cascade?" And he would

just jump up and down and cheer. He said, "You're my knight in shining armor. I wanted to

get this thing off the ground but nobody was willing to volunteer to do it." So that's how I

started. And I went to the leader's conference too! (1: 2 16-265)

As I was teaching for 20 years, I was always looking for opportunities to learn

where my shortcomings were. I would try to approach my professional development in that

area, so I would become better. As I looked for graduate degrees, I looked for not only

enhancing my knowledge of my subject area, but also enhancing my knowledge of

education and teaching.



My personal desire to improve was probably the dominating force because there

weren't a lot of professional programs in the college at that point, except for sabbatical

leaves, which is one opportunity that today is still well-supported by the college. But in

those days, there wasn't a great deal. There were dollars for conferences, but not too much

attention to professional development in the sense that we talk about today. (1: 108-169)

Gail: What led you to become interested in teaching and learning communities, and

get involved with the development of one on this campus? Was it a specific faculty

development strategy you wanted to try out? (1: 226-233)

Jim: I don't think I thought about strategy very much in the design and the

anticipation for a teaching and learning community. I worked a lot over the years in my

various roles at the college with funds that provided incentives for development of teachers.

I was responsible for starting what we call today the Instructional Improvement Project

Fund. At that time, in the 1980s, it was a vocational improvement fund that came out of a

study I did, from recommendations for occupational programs at the college.

One of the recommendations involved vocational instructors from across the

college, that there was a definite need for professional development and improvement in the

occupational fields. We started a process for funding that people would apply for, which is

still in existence today. It was rewarding to see that faculty were interested in improving

their teaching, and the learning of students. When we talk about professional development,

there's a whole range of activities I see in my mind, as opposed to a narrow view of staff

development. I saw all kinds of things coming in.

The college had not supported faculty development before in that sense, and that's

why all of a sudden we started getting proposals for projects. They varied from revising

curriculum, bringing it up to date, to a person wanting to go to a particular conference
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which emphasized something in their subject area. There were a whole range of activities in

between. I saw that there was a defmite need, and with a few dollars we could provide

incentive for some professional development that hadn't been there before. (1: 235-314)

Gail: How did the community college in its early years take into consideration the

need for ongoing professional development for faculty, beyond their initial expertise when

they came in? (1: 321-33 1)

Jim: I think of that sabbatical that was established early in our history, so I think

there was some concern about enhancing teaching. It probably wasn't thought of very much,

because we spent a lot of money on facilities, and programs, and getting things going. I

don't think we thought a lot about professional development.

We haven't had a real specific emphasis on professional development in general,

other than some attempts over the years of having a centralized staff development person,

and starting a tuition reimbursement program; things like that. There really was a lot of

concern, a lot of frustration that it still wasn't enough, that there still needed to be more.

Today, we have a college-wide program started by the president that is going to take

place beginning this fall term, with professional development committees on each campus, a

centralized committee, and a centralized leader for professional development.

Part of what started that was the state funds that we received this last couple of

years, in bringing new opportunities to faculty, again the tremendous interest that we had in

development. It ranged from bringing people into the organization to train us, or give us

development ideas, to sending faculty places to concentrate on certain aspects of

development. . . . When you see that much activity, and see that much participation, you

know there's a hunger for professional development.
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All of this led to my thinking that through a teaching and learning center, creating a

campus-wide teaching and learning community, we would concentrate and talk about

teaching and learning. This drove me to try to get the TLC established at the Cascade

Campus.

One of our faculty, Ellen, undertook the preparation for this TLC in a mentorship

and leadership program. I mentored her for one year while she surveyed the campus faculty

and got some ideas about how to start a teaching and learning center, and developed all the

plans for that. The next year I was able to take a few dollars out of the rollover funds and

start the TLC here at Cascade.

We had some fledgling attempts prior to that time, but not much faculty support, not

many dollars to support it. We kind of had to wait until we had a better approach to it. So

that's what we did. There are all kinds of factors that come into play as you lay the

groundwork for support for teaching and learning. (1: 333-455)

When I first came here, I found Portland Community College a difficult place to

understand. The first year-and-a-half, I didn't understand the institutional structure at all. I

didn't understand where our students were going. I didn't know where they came from. I

didn't understand how knowing more about the institution would help me be more effective

in offering choices to students. Eventually, I understood a little bit more.

One way I learned, I guess the most effective way, was talking to my colleagues.

Teresa [faculty] is excellent in sharing information. And Sharon, [department chair] too. But

you have to be there. Probably, for the first year, I wasn't here. I mean, I came and did my

classes, and left; the typical part-timer.
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There was an orientation for part-time faculty, but it was optional, and unpaid. And,

my schedule at the other college where I was teaching part-time would not permit me to

attend the orientation here. My schedule here would not permit me to attend the orientation

there.

There were a couple of things that happened here. One was that down at Chemeketa

Community College, every spring they give this motivational conference for part-time

instructors. I was asked if I wanted to go to that by Sharon, my department chair. And I

said, "Sure."

I did [go], and I really enjoyed it, both for the discussion of the problems of part-

timers, and the set of techniques for teaching excellence; of how to improve teaching. I was

extremely impressed by it; how by making contacts with people and working with people,

we can do things to improve our status; by just thinking about teaching and working on

teaching that we can improve our teaching effectiveness.

Before I went there, I'd never really thought of doing things like asking students to

give an evaluation of what they have been learning in class; or my teaching style; or [asking

the students], "What were the most important things you learned today?" . . . What are the

questions you ask? . . . I'd never asked for that kind of feedback before, and it was kind of

a revelation. (1: 210-244; 478-485)

Gail: I know that you've been on the TLC planning team since the beginning. How

did you hear about that, and how did you get involved? (1: 59 1-595)

Al: Three years ago, one of the other instructors in my department went on

sabbatical for a year, and I was her replacement. . . . At that time, really it was Jim's idea

to start some sort of a teaching and learning thing here. I was volunteered into that.
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I didn't know how to go about it. I offered a place for people to come and look at

materials, and so on. I had a room with beverages and snacks, and people would come in if

they wanted to. I wasn't clear about the purpose. I was the only person, and I was just doing

it for a couple of hours a week. I really think it needs more time than that, with more

networking, and more meeting people, and really having reasons to get people there. It sort

of fizzled.

Jim certainly has the desire to improve teaching. It's really obvious. When he was

able to fmd Ellen to do a lot of work putting things together, which happened before last

fall, is when the TLC idea really started taking off. A couple of other people who were

interested in specific things, such as technology, got involved. Being part of a group made it

a lot easier. When I heard about it, I said, "Well, can I be on it"? (1: 597-670)

fi tii!!II) uiLS] f1
Gail: How did the eight other planning team members come to be involved? Did

you recruit them, or did they just volunteer? (1: 1214-1221)

Jim: Ellen did the campus survey, during the leadership project she was going

through, when I was mentoring her. We asked people through that survey she developed if

they would like to be involved. Out of that we started establishing the team. We

concentrated on those who indicated an interest and formed the nucleus of the first team.

Ellen became the chair that year, and has continued this year as well, basically our first real

year of the TLC. In some cases we went out and recruited because of certain interests, like

Chuck and his expertise in computers.

Ellen: At first I thought, I don't think anybody's going to buy into it. I thought so

many people on campus were getting burned-out, I just didn't think it would get off the

ground. I almost approached it with a negative attitude. But Jim was just pumped, and he
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was just so excited. I didn't think it was going to happen; although sure enough, it did. It

was great! (1: 280-294)

Why I got involved was, that I noticed in coming on to the campus 3 years ago,

even though we were promoted as a small campus that is friendly and people know each

other, it became real evident to me in the first year that we don't talk to each other very

much. We might see each other in the lunch room, but what we do is stay within our own

little communities. In my own department I've had lots of support and help with any issues

I've had, but you take me outside of the division, I get lost. I don't know who's out there.

(1: 456-485)

Gail: Are you saying you sensed a lack of communication, and this caused you to

get involved in the TLC? (1: 56 1-565)

Helene: Yes. Also the other thing that showed up was a lot of resignations:

resignation about the system, being mostly the administration; resignation about the

students. They [facultyj had lowered their expectations about the administration, about the

college, about the students. I found that disturbing. . . because I know you do sort of set up

your own expectations; and what you expect is what you get. It is self-fulfilling. A teaching

and learning community is something that can shift, it can actually alter, that whole

conversation, alter that mindset. Now, is it going to happen overnight? I don't think so. .

But to do nothing means to keep the status quo in place. . . and, I found the status quo

disturbing. (1: 567-635)



Coming to Cascade brand new last fall was kind of a shock. The TLC seemed to be

at the center of things. It seemed a good way of fmding out what was really going on in

terms of educational philosophy of the college, and the direction that the college was going.

It kind of put me at the center of things. Jim mentioned it to me, I think, my very first day

as he was taking me to my office. He mentioned the teaching and learning community, and

it sounded interesting. (1: 362-382)

I just recently joined the planning team. I was asked to come because I started this

computer user group. And kind of, was folded into the planning team. I was interested in

some of the things the group was doing, and spoke up about it. Whenever you do that, you

kind of get sucked in. (1: 936-947)

Rene

There was one other attempt to get a teaching and learning committee going at

Cascade in my first year here. It kind of fizzled out. It was different. It was hard to fmd the

time to attend. My initial motivation was that I had come from Sylvania, and I knew very

few people there. Cascade is a small campus. . . . I really wanted to meet some people other

than the people who work in my department. Instead of just seeing faces, and not knowing

what names to put with those faces, this time I wanted to connect with people, and really

know them.

Coming from a background where I didn't have any formal teaching, sometimes I

felt very isolated. . . . I wanted to be able to have the resources, like talking to somebody

else about issues; like a student cheating, and what is the best way to handle that. I also



found out from just talking with other faculty that we all have a wealth of information to

offer one another about typical things here on this campus, like dealing with student

disabilities. So with that wealth of information available, I wanted to create a better

opportunity for sharing it. Ellen recruited me for the TLC planning team. (1: 687-768)

Gaye
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The main reason I am involved is that I am out of the classroom [with counseling],

except for one class. The TLC is a way to keep my edge, to keep abreast of things. It's

through interactions with other individuals, and it's through the projects that are done in the

teaching and learning center. I went to them [the planning team], and I said, "I am really

interested." I don't know if they wanted me or not, but I knocked on their door. (1: 380-

402)

Ralph

I started at Sylvania with the TLC over there. It just became one of these things, as

a beginning full-time person, trying to decide how to get involved in the campus; not just as

a function of the job requirement or the resume kind of thing, but as getting involved in any

kind of community; taking a pro-active stance with the information of that community, and

how that community can operate more efficiently. So that's how I first got there.

Again, it gets back to what I am interested in, which is learning; not just focused on

what my students are walking away from class with, but myself. . . . The whole idea of

instructors actively engaged in their own education is something that is very attractive to

me. The TLC is just a natural bridge to keep it working. (1: 200-251)
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The first year that the TLC was formed I was very heavily involved in other things.

The planning team came to me several times and asked me to join. I said that once I gave up

two other things I would join, and I did. I wanted to see the TLC planning team take a

slightly different direction. I don't mean change their direction, but I wanted them to add a

new direction. I really felt as though we needed to focus on some workshops to deal with

fundamental issues like classroom management; some things like what to do in an

emergency.

The program I'm in is over 80% part-time faculty. I see, because of what they come

to me with all the time, how ill-prepared they are in many ways, and they are only required

to go to one department meeting a term. I wanted the TLC to spend some of its resources

focusing on their needs. I don't just mean part-time needs either, but I mean some very

fundamental needs that people think, "Well, you should know that. After all, you're in the

classroom." In fact, people don't know those things, or they are afraid to say that they don't

know them. They may think they are the only person having that situation. (1: 539-595)

Eli

Somebody asked me to join the TLC planning team, and I didn't know what it was;

and it sounded good because we were going to bring faculty together socially,

professionally, academically. And we do it; and it works. They don't all come, but we have

a core group that comes. I think it is good to interact with other faculty, because I wouldn't

see these people ordinarily who are in other disciplines. (1: 158-182)
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In the Words of the ThC Planning Team:
Conversations About the TLC

Following is a portrait of the distinguishing characteristics of the Cascade Campus

TLC, and of how faculty development is taking place, through the perceptions of the TLC

planning team. In four conversations, the planning team members discuss: (a) the personal

and social interactions that are going on among the faculty as a result of participation in the

TLC, and how they impact professional development; (b) how faculty are providing

leadership for their professional development, and its impact on professional development;

(c) how faculty development occurs through the TLC; (d) how they view the purpose of

professional development; (e) how they can tell when professional development has

occurred; and (0 how they assess the impact of the TLC on their professional development,

and on the professional development of their colleagues.

A Conversation About Personal and Social Interactions

Al: Being part of the teaching and learning community was going down to

Chemeketa Community College, observing what they did, having a day-long retreat where

somebody from Chemeketa talked about some of the things that worked there, and some of

the things that might work for us. It was the social aspect of their community; the way, once

you're comfortable with people, once you're friends with people, that it's a lot easier to

learn than if you just sit in your own little departmentalized structure. (1: 802-818)

Helene: It's a critical piece of it. Everybody needs to feel like they belong. It's very

important that they feel like what they're doing makes a difference, and that they really,

truly do belong. . . . That aspect of the TLC is every bit as important as whatever new

techniques we can bring forth; the social aspect of it; the sense of belonging; the sense that
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we wouldn't be teaching, if that wasn't what we were up to. (1: 1218-1243)

Gaye: It's something that can be very intangible sometimes, but I think that at the

root of us getting together and learning, before we can learn, we have to make that

connection socially. (1: 439-444)

Tii
Jim: We looked at ways of having refreshments and such, so that people could come

together for that. Again, we have a model in the Chemeketa Opportunity Center. Over at

Sylvania Campus as well, they have that enormous space devoted to their teaching and

learning community center. (1: 1204-1208)

Eli: Each term, we have a Welcome Back. We have coffee and refreshments, and

we all get together and visit. We had an ice cream social. We have these little events to

bring people together, and hand out the calendar of the topics we are going to present. Not

everybody knows each other, and they don't know what each other does. Then we can get

them involved and have them make a presentation [professional demonstration]. (1: 329-

349)

Ellen: One thing I've been so interested in is the group dynamics of this whole

thing. We had people talking to each other. People I've seen around but didn't know. So we

were introducing each other, and it was just great. The TLC, of course, was the magnet that

drew us there. That was something to talk about: Well, what is the TLC? What is it? What

is it called? What does it do? It gave us a vehicle for discussion. A lot of times, we would

start talking about other things too. So, outside of your own program, you got to start

meeting more people. (1: 1188-1204)
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Barbara: It was comfortable. It was in a nice, comfortable location, and people ate,

and chatted, and had a good time. I thought it worked out great. We're going to do that

again for the fall. (1: 1074-1083)

Ralph: Here, because of the size of the campus, when you hold a gathering, a social

gathering, it's like really getting the whole family together, with just a couple of people

missing. When you have something like we had last week in the morning; we had almost a

full breakfast laid out for us; coffee; and we got everybody together before classes; it was so

many of us, that it was a huge percentage of the teaching faculty. (1: 634-650)

No Coffee Pot in the TLC Resource Center

Barbara: We have a beautiful technological room, but, that's one of the

disadvantages of where we are in the Learning Resource Center, we can't bring any food or

drink into that area. I think the coffee pot and other kinds of refreshments really stimulate

an attitude of relaxation and interaction. We've tried to do things involving coffee and

refreshments in other areas. . . . The social aspect is really fascinating. I know that when I

get together with faculty members, all I want to talk about is education, and what they're

doing in their classrooms. (1: 641-659)

Al: Because of the Learning Resource Center regulations, we will never have a

coffee pot. There doesn't seem to be any place on campus where we can have that sort of

space. It doesn't look like we'll be able to in the foreseeable future. It's a goal. (1: 122-

1141)

Jim: People do like to talk over a cup of coffee, so it's a little frustrating that we

can't do that in there [the TLC Resource Center]. (1: 1197-1202)
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Gail: What difference do you think that social approach makes, or might make in

terms of impacting teaching and learning? (1: 694-696)

Al: There are changes going on here that I think will improve the way in which we

work; a more human, more alive kind of atmosphere. I feel a lot better about it than maybe

3 years ago. (1: 1350-1357)

Ellen: I've gotten to know a lot of my co-workers better. We used to not even stand

each other for very long. We just kind of stayed away from each other. . . . We worked

with these people, but we just didn't get along. There was always a lot of tension when we

were ever in a meeting together. . . . It's like it just vaporized. It's gone. Now, we're

talking about stuff that really is for the betterment of teaching. . . . We're all finding out

we've got some real common interests. It's kind of been fun. . . team building. (1: 1024-

1160)

Teresa: The personal contact really helps to put down barriers to exposing ourselves

to some of the areas we're naive in, or that we need help in, or that we're ignorant about.

That personal type of relationship really helps with that. (1: 1041-1049)

Barbara: I feel a closeness to the group. It's a very enjoyable experience. It's

helping me become acquainted with the campus. Being in the center of it is a great way for

me to meet people. (1: 432-435)

Chuck: I think that any support, any interaction, any help that you can get from

others is great. Rather than standing on your own, and trying to do it all by yourself; trying

to re-invent the wheel every time. (1: 1317-1323)
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Faculty Exchange Ideas in the Most Informal Settings

Gail: What is it that goes on? You've mentioned throughout this conversation,

"personal and social interactions going on in different ways" . . . "sharing" . . . "you like to

help people learn" . "its just what goes on when people get in a group." How do you

think that the social interactions are affecting professional development? (1: 1270-1280)

Barbara: Faculty do a lot of exchanging of ideas about education in the most

informal settings. We try to provide a lot of social environments where people can come and

just talk about themselves and what they're doing. I think that's really an interesting

concept, and that's really fun. (1: 6 13-623)

Ralph: The best way to put it, one of the positive elements of the social interaction,

something that happens when we have a get-together, is that you have off-shoots of those,

and have more contact that is not initiated by the planning team, but is just initiated by the

fact that you are spending more time together. Relationships will get tighter, and you will

see each other socially outside the school.

There are many Fridays where we get a number of faculty together and meet

somewhere. . . . That's the kind of thing that can happen when you are just spawning these

groups. Sometimes, it has nothing to do with school. It just has to do with getting together

and getting to know each other, and that's extremely important. (1: 680-700)

Al: Spending time with teaching people is kind of a personal development; getting to

know my colleagues. One thing that I do is talk about books with some people from

English, and some people from outside the college every month. I made some new friends

that way, just from my involvement.
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We come together and have discussions on how to work together for writing

[across-the-curriculum]. So that's where we're building bonds among the teachers, and also

seeing what will be productive for them. (1: 1310-1319)

Ralph: You have the relationships that I think are so important; making connections

in and outside of your discipline; getting to know them [faculty]; getting to know their

perspectives. School comes up in lots of different conversations; so there it has a more

tangible outcome in connection with professional development. You have somebody in

psychology who is using a journal in a particular way with their co-op education, or doing

volunteer service at a local service agency, and then you as an English teacher say, "Hey,

that's pretty cool, maybe I can incorporate that with what I'm doing."

I gUess one of the assumptions is that because you are always learning and you are

always open, you want to expose yourself to as many perspectives as possible. (1: 7 10-737)

Personal Connections Lead to Different Kinds of Professional Development

Barbara: I think that the social kinds of environments are very valuable; in some

ways, may be even more valuable than the abundance of workshops; although, I wouldn't

say more valuable than any specific workshop. (1: 1050-1056)

Rene: I think that it's important to be socially and personally connected with

someone. If you are, it makes the learning process and the staff development much more

enjoyable, more meaningful; and afterward you also have something to share, something to

talk about; so it connects everybody twice. It connects you during that staff development,

and it connects you afterward, often times for a long time. Often times, it will lead to

another type of staff development, like informal feedback. (1: 1225-1243)

Gaye: It's creating a network; but [also] creating a teaching place. It's more than

just a social thing. We don't have that very much college-wide, because we're so busy
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talking about class schedules, and policy, and whatever. . . . Instructors don't hear, "We're

going to hold this meeting about how to teach." We don't hear that. (1: 791-807)

Helene: I used to believe, if I just read another book, or if I just think about it a

little bit more, then I'll be able to figure out how to handle a certain situation. It doesn't

work. The most opportunity is in conversation with people; really sharing ideas, and getting

someone else's perspective. It could be a complete breath of fresh air. Something you never

even thought about.

I had a student that I was having ongoing struggles with. She ended up filing a

grievance. When I mentioned this to one of the speech instructors in a staff development

course that we were both in, she said, "Oh, you're talking about. . . ," and she named the

student. She had her in a class and had the same kinds of concerns with her. Unfortunately,

we never communicated about that. A whole year had gone by. If we had some

communication, if we had a place where instructors could come, and actually meet and

converse about things, perhaps we could catch some of these problems and really serve the

students, by either directing them to some other kinds of counseling or advising, or having

them shift the direction that they were going, so that we didn't end up 2 years later with a

student in the wrong place. (1: 495-5 32)

Gaye: I wouldn't be a very good teacher if I didn't reach out to other professionals

and share these concerns that can stop learning in my classroom; about something going

wrong in my classroom, or that one of my classes doesn't come together this term, and I

don't even like that class; or, "How come I can't make a connection with a student? What

do you do about this, when this happens to you?" The tremendous amount of help and

guidance that I have gotten. . . . We have outstanding faculty at this campus, and I've been

helped by these folks. (1: 698-717)
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Gail: So, is the TLC really enhancing more mentorships . . . professional

relationships? (1: 592-594)

Helene: Absolutely. I really believe that. . . . The key is the communication. . . . If

you have the instructors sharing concerns or sharing accomplishments, anything about the

students; that there's a whole other area where they [the students] can actually excel; there

can be things that happen [for the students], that otherwise, they're not going to occur. (1:

540-559)

Gaye: I can bring to this maybe a different perspective of a counselor. Instructors

call me and say, "There is this problem in the classroom with this student, and I haven't

been getting anywhere. Maybe you can help, come into the classroom, meet this student, try

to make a bad situation better." We have developed some projects through the TLC to

address some of those issues, such as the one about disruptive students. That came from

faculty being very frustrated about that, and saying, "Well, can we get together? What can

we do?" 1 brought that up at TLC, and the planning team said, "Yes! Do it. Whatever.

We're here. This is what we want to hear." It could start out informally, as a discussion

between me and a couple other folks. (1: 648-687)

Faculty Cross a Social Bridge to Give and Receive Help

Jim: I think there's another social bridge that you've crossed that says, "We not only

know that Chuck is using technology; now, he's showing us how he's using technology, and

I respect Chuck for his knowledge. . . and I can use Chuck's knowledge, because he's

willing to teach me how to use some of the technology in my classroom." (1: 604-613)

Chuck: There are a lot of people I can ask for help if I need somebody to do

whatever. I do ask people, often. The network's great! (1: 1032-1036)
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Rene: We are social creatures, and I think that the socialization makes it fun to want

to go to a demonstration. Chuck gave a computer technology demonstration. I was

motivated to learn about what he had to talk about, but I was equally as motivated to go

there and see who else wanted to learn about this. (1: 874-887)

Barbara: What keeps coming up over and over in our meetings is that the

socialization plays a very large role in keeping the TLC alive, and will continue to keep it

alive. (1: 858-863)

Helene: To be able to keep that conversation alive, and share what works for us,

and what doesn't work. . . if there's someone who has tried something that's been very

effective . . . that kind of communication. Someone said to me once, "Your mind is a dark

and scary place, and you shouldn't go in there alone." (1: 665-676)

Gaye: It's [conversation] what opens the door to professional development. It

absolutely has to occur. I don't know how you can teach by yourself. (1: 728-731)

A Conversation About Leadership and Ownership
of Professional Development

Helene: As people come together, there will always be the core of the doers who

will be interested in starting something. . . . We've tried very hard to make sure that we had

across-the-spectrum representation on the planning team, of transfer division, of

professional/technical, of classified staff, so that we really represent a variety of people

from the campus. (1: 619-623; 949-598)

Al: It's [faculty development] becoming decentralized, with centralized leadership,

but coming from the ranks; the staff, not administration. I guess what I would like to see, is

[faculty development] to be somewhat more teacher-driven, than administrator-driven. (1:

128 1-1286)
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Ellen: We need to have administrative support and backing. But, I think faculty

need to be the ones out there, visible. I think it turns off other faculty if they see, "Oh, this

is just another administrative project." (1: 891-898)

Jim: Since we have the TLC, I have tried to channel [campus] staff development

activities all through that. As instructional dean, I feel that this is part of what I ought to be

doing, is advocating for staff development.

It's hard for me to say that we should turn it [the TLC] over to totally faculty-

driven. They [the planning team] chair the committee, and they make the decisions. I just

feel like if I'm not there, I can't help. . . . I have to be a participant. Then outside the

planning team I have to be a leader; an advocate for the rest of the campus, to anything that

talks about staff development. (1: 943-946, 1312-13 15, 1324-1345)

We're All Part of It: Nobody's in Charge: Everybody's in Charge

Gail: Do you think the TLC is attempting to take charge of the direction of faculty

development for this campus, or is it something else? (1: 304-308)

Eli: No, we are not trying to do that. It's smaller. It's social. It's educational. It's

supportive of anything the college might do. (1: 310-313)

Jim: I think we're all part of [the TLCI, and nobody's in charge, and everybody's in

charge. (1: 983-987)

Barbara: I don't feel like we're taking charge. I feel like we are trying to nourish a

body. We're trying to find what is most nourishing for the body, the body being the faculty.

(1: 916-923)

Ralph: I don't know if I'd phrase it taking charge; because taking charge, I think,

might be one of the old concepts. But I certainly see it as just opening up the door to all

sorts of possibilities. If anything, it's the idea of having a conduit of being present so that
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other people can do things. I think that is probably more accurate with what we want to do.

(1: 551-563)

Gail: So, it's more of an environment that you are creating that supports teaching

and learning? (1: 315-318)

Eli: Yes, supportive in that. (1: 320)

Ellen: When we talk about a planning team, we really don't want to be a closed

group. We don't want anybody to think we're elitist. . . . What we envisioned was having

each member being in charge of some sort of subcommittee or project. (1: 727-733)

Al: For instance, an ENNL [English-as-a-Non-Native Language] instructor was the

person who got the cross-discipline writing committee going. (1: 905-910)

Helene: Everyone brings something. . . . We have the technical experts. . . . The

two who wrote the newsletter are definitely the ones who have a bit of lift and humor that

they bring to the party; and their creativity. Everybody makes a contribution in a different

arena. (1: 814-824)

Al: I think that the group as a whole, if we wish, can be responsible for selecting

possibilities, and getting information out about a large proportion of the faculty development

that's available. (1: 1192-1198)

Ellen: We're trying to use what people find valuable as our guidelines. . . . How

successful we are at doing that, really depends on how much feedback, or input people give

us. (1: 955-959)

Barbara: Based on indications of how many people are participating, and what kind

of sense we get of the response, that kind of guides us in what we select. Basically, we're

trying to draw people in. But, we're also seeking what people need or what will make them

feel good, and stimulated. (1: 928-942)
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slowly but surely, bringing people in to the fold, and they're stepping into it themselves,

without being told they have to. (1: 1082-1091)

292)
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Gail: What difference does ownership of professional development make? (1: 290-

Helene: The difference is that a lot of the conversation that you heard prior to the

TLC was, "Well, it's administration telling us we have to do this, you know," and the

perceptions that faculty development is, "If we have to have this training, then it must mean

that we're doing something wrong."

Al: Just because somebody decides to line up all the teachers, and parade past the

tanks of new knowledge, to say, "This is wonderful, and we're all going to be doing this,"

doesn't necessarily produce any results; may in fact produce negative results. We learn best

in a situation and experience that's meaningful for us, as shown in new models of brain

research that's happening. (1: 739-75 8)

Helene: The difference that the TLC has made, is that the administration has largely

stayed out of it. Because it's generated by faculty, it's contributed to, and run by faculty, the

faculty actually goes out and says, "Hey, you know this is great stuff. You ought to come

and try it out." (1: 1038-1053)

Ellen: The-locus-of-control is staff-based rather than administrative-based, and so

it's voluntary. . . . You get hooked, because it's fun. We can bring people on board with

faculty development who never would take advantage of it, even if it was excellent training

that was available; wouldn't take advantage of it because of some notion that it meant that
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something was wrong with them, and why should they have to do it? They're doing "just

fme, thank-you very much." (1: 1069-1073)

ITUi1

Rene: It makes a big difference that we, the faculty, are involved. Even though it's

a small group, we can sit back and say, "This would be beneficial to me," or "Thjs may not

be so beneficial to me." We can set up demonstrations, or workshops that meet our needs.

Any energy that you put into attending a workshop is going to come out of

somewhere else. So, you really have to balance what you are doing for the students; what

are the students needing right now? What can I do for myself that's going to help the

students in the future?. . . We are in the process of organizing a demonstration on

disruptive students in the classroom. This is something that is critical to faculty. (1: 1129-

1142)

Eli: When there's ownership, there's more commitment, and more responsibility.

People are more involved. They are active. If you're active, you're going to learn. People

can 't be passive. The more you get involved, the more you are going to learn. (1: 294-302)

A Conversation About How TLC Faculty
Professional Development Occurs

Gail: What do you think is the purpose of the Teaching and Learning Community at

Cascade Campus? (1: 393-396)

Barbara: That's a good question. For a long time I didn't know the answer to that.

But, I have read that innovation is more lasting, and more successful when there is an

environment of support, a faculty-based environment of support. Now I see us as a group

which is intended to introduce faculty to new concepts, or methods, or technologies which
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they may want to try; but also, to support faculty as they experiment with different

innovations; to be a resource for information. Those are the roles that I see for the teaching

and learning community. (1: 398-418)

Ellen: My own personal biased idea is for staff renewal. Ultimately, my bias is that

[staff renewal] of course, impacts student outcomes even more. We're all coming from

different perspectives. When you go back and talk to the other team members, you are

going to get different voices, different perspectives on this. I might be surprised at some of

the stuff that would come Out of it. (1: 301-302, 1357-1364)

Gaye: My awareness is that there are a lot of programs and opportunities here that I

don't know about, that I need to know about, so that I can pass them on. TLC is just the

resource that says: We're offering this, or, We're doing this, or, This is available, or, You

need to know about this. (1: 778-787)

Jim: I think it gives an opportunity for us to talk about why we're here. . . and that

is to enhance student learning. I think the better factor to concentrate on, is learning .

how students learn. We're discovering more and more about this learning process that

students go through, there are various ways that they learn. If you learn about how students

learn, then you adjust your teaching, or should adjust your teaching. . . . You provide the

variety of events or activities, so that one student will learn this way, and another student

will learn another way. (1: 461-497)

Al: Another underlying purpose for it [the TLC} is to create more community; or

more opportunity just for dialogue, or social interaction in a collegial way. (1: 785-798)

Gail: I'm hearing several things here. One is that there need to be specific structured

opportunities that people can choose to participate in if they need them. . . there's also the
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creating of a forum, or a place; an attitude of being able to talk. . . share information which

isn't linked necessarily to participating in seminars and training. (1: 810-821)

Helene: There's a level of it that goes beyond [formal training]. It links into the

social aspect as well. We were talking about the transformation that's occurring in

education. The information that we have nowadays is being delivered [to students] in a

completely new way. It's changing so rapidly that we need to transform [delivery] or we'll

all be left behind. . . . It's also important to look at transforming thepeople who are

delivering the education. It's like taking a giant leap without taking the first few steps along

the way. (1: 1284-1308)

11 riI

Gail: How does development occur through the TLC? What are its characteristics?

(1: 1050-1052)

Gaye: The TLC approach is different and broader. The TLC approach is what can

we provide that our teachers want, and need, to do a better job in the classroom? That

ranges from how can we keep them abreast of all the technological advances . . . to how can

we help them deal with difficult behavior in the classroom? That is very different from

knowing your discipline. (1: 514-524)

Gail: What might that look like to you that would be different than what it looks like

now, or what it has in the past? (1: 667-672)

Jim: Today, I see it as much more flexible. Whether you're working in a group on

curriculum, or you're working on your own curriculum, you've got some ideas that you

want to infuse. The ideas have come from some place that says, U can improve the

curriculum this way; or I can improve the teaching this way; or I can learn more about how
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students learn; I can learn more about my teaching; I can learn more about my place in

education, and how that fits. (1:898-913)

Gail: This is a new approach then, this way of dealing with adult human

development and professional development? (1: 1038-1041)

Jim: It's new. . . . We've had other attempts in the college, but this one seems to be

supported so much by faculty. . . . I think it takes a learning center place that just enhances

all those kinds of things; provides an opportunity. I think it's an attitude really. But I call it

the center because it's nice to fix on something, and place seems so important to faculty. It's

symbolic: the place at Sylvania, the place at Cascade. (1: 1043-1130)

Gaye: [It's] a central resource. There's a resource library; there's computer

equipment. . . . There's now a place to think about when you have a problem. (1: 537-540)

Jim: If you look around the college, where is it people go to talk, or interact with

their colleagues, and talk about teaching or learning? There aren't many places . . . the

cafeteria, for lunch. (1: 510-516)

Gail: Do you see the TLC as not just a physical place, but a way of doing business

that invites conversation about teaching and the learning of students? (1: 50 1-507)

Ralph: In a lot of ways, the TLC mimics the model of the conference, of sharing

information. Except, of course, it's extended over a period of time, so there's that luxury,

that model of sharing information; your willingness to learn from other people . . . and

understanding that your profession is constantly changing, and your teaching should

constantly change. (1: 79-95)

Al: I'm learning that group work does work; that the lecture model doesn't work;

that working together with your colleagues is a really, really good way to do things. That's
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something that we're doing now more. The thing is, that people learn better by doing than

by listening . . . at least I know I do. (1: 845-854)

It's Grassroots and Community Oriented

Gail: So, what would be unique about the TLC approach then? (1: 1164-1171)

Chuck: I guess it's more grassroots. You have people on the committee that are not

paid to do that. It's all volunteer. (1: 1167-1171)

Eli: The TLC approach is not such a high profile. It's more grassroots and

community oriented. We have no national-level speakers. We do it ourselves through

networking and partnerships; who knows who can do that. [We] work with the [campus]

community. The TLC is more relevant, and more specific to the personal and professional

needs of the faculty on this campus.

Some of the larger issues are fme but don't forget that other piece. It's better to

have 20 people, who are really interested to go to something, than mandate 300 to go. I

hope also that the TLC approach on this campus takes a more learner-centered approach;

finding out what other learners, meaning us, need and want. . . . I think it's getting there.

(1: 163-176; 2: 828-844)

Gail: You said that you have three types of [faculty]: the participators, the non-

participators, and the group in the middle. Your target group was the group in the middle,

because the participators would already be involved in moving it [faculty development], and

the non-participators will do their own thing. You're going for that group in the middle who

are disconnected. (2: 818-831)

Rene: I realize that the approach of the TLC means that there are some individuals

who will never attend any staff development of any kind, when you don't have things that

are mandatory. However, I do feel that the approach that we have brings more and more
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people on board. Pretty soon you have afew people who aren't attending, but maybe feel

like they need to get involved, because they are beginning to feel like they are on the outs of

what's going on in terms of staff development. (1: 999-1014)

Gail: So, you're trying to draw people in? (1: 1016-1017)

Rene: We are trying to interest people with things that would be beneficial or of

interest to them, so they would be motivated to attend. (1: 1019-1023)

Gail: What kinds of faculty development do you see that are going on through the

TLC. . . and how is that [faculty development] taking place? (1: 544-548)

See Table 4, Kinds of TLC Professional Development.

TABLE 4

KINDS OF TLC PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

We are taking charge of setting up inservice to really be of interest to most everyone, by having different
demonstrations that occur, so that faculty and staff can pick and choose what they want to go to.

From social gatherings to workshops, to bringing a guest speaker in, to individual problem solving. . . . It
might be too grandiose a vision, but that's what it is.

It's technical on one side. It's much more humanistic on the other side.

I can ask somebody for help if I need it. The network's great.

An actual technology space, so that people could come and learn how to use technology for teaching.

We got some software; got some more hardware for the room; Macintosh; Windows; DOS machines.

Things that are spinoffs that you never really realize are happening through a teaching-learning center
effort, but it just comes through.

I never knew quite who to go to with a problem or a question. . . somebody to talk to about anything;
from language difficulties, to a disruptive student, to some means to problem-solve.

I envision it being the true center of where our teaching meets potential, and possibilities for our own
education . . . small brown-bag lunches; a place where educational journals can circulate; more intense
kinds of faculty training sessions might occur; speakers might come in.

Sometimes we think we have to bring in the expertise, and sometimes we do.

There has been a shift this year, where we are saying, Let's pull from our resources here, and then, if we
need to, bring someone else in.
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Table 4 (Continued)

Professional development by having exposure to your coworkers as well, because they always have
something to share with you that you may have not been aware of.

The simple breakfasts we had, the networking with one another. At these informal social gatherings,
we are sharing information and we are sharing information about [TLC] upcoming events.

We draw on our own resources. We've had a lot of workshops. We've brought in people from the
Sylvania Campus; also people from the university to talk about what's going on there.

Learning styles. . . I see people wanting to learn how to teach better.

A showcase of some of our technology uses in the classroom.

Social events just to bring faculty together so they can talk to each other, and learn about each other.
getting acquainted with each other; having a few books to give away as prizes for coming; coffee

and dessert.

A social event once or twice a term. . . a resource center and clearinghouse for certain issues and
questions that come up.

A place where we come once or twice a term. . . a resource center and clearinghouse for certain
issues and questions that come up.

A place where we come together; a place where not only full-time teachers come together, but the
part-time teachers.

Mentorships; professional relationships; exposing our faculty to outcome-based instruction.

It really is becoming the epicenter of the teaching and learning environment. The willingness of
sharing comes about as well.

Eight to ten people thinking about teaching and learning on a campus on a biweekly, bimonthly basis.
We didn't have that before. That to me is an immense measurable outcome.

Participating in this teaching and learning community is a way of developing your institutional sense.
It's a way of understanding the whole college; what the culture is here, and what direction it is going.

We got some great books on learning communities; linked courses; collaborative learning. I read a
book on acting lessons for teachers. I've always thought that theater and teaching were great
complements.

The TLC's a great combination of modern mega-technology resources, and the good old reliable
standby [book] that you can carry away with you.

It's been a great forum for putting together presentations for faculty that have been very well
attended.

We observe other people's ideas . . . the spontaneity; the brainstorming. It's fun and productive.

Demonstrations of the technology in the technology room to faculty members in hopes of easing their
transition into using some of it.

Workshops on learning disabilities. . . a workshop on using the computer for teaching composition.

Talk about collaborative learning and outcome-based learning: how to use projects to teach; to assess
skills.
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Table 4 (Continued)

Workshops to deal with some fundamental issues like classroom management; what to do in an
emergency.

We come together and have discussions on how to work together for writing. We try to look over
programs and discuss access to layouts.

It's been good because of meeting people and understanding the administration. It's helped me to
become linked with the campus community and to become active.

We would like to draw everyone in, and get everyone participating and talking about education.

We put together a series of demonstrations where we actually took people from on campus who had
some level of expertise. They made presentations in the areas of audiovisual and computer
technology, and writing; and incorporated computers into some of the transfer programs.

We had some wonderful speakers that we brought in from the outside. We did a nice blend of using
what we have as far as talent here, and also bringing in experts.

Addressing different aspects of teaching and learning, such as outcomes, learning styles. . . taking a
microscopic view of different aspects of it. . . focusing intensely on those as opposed to trying to take
out this big chunk and say, "Well, teaching - learning, what is it?". . Small, digestible chunks of
information that are 1 hour to 2 hours in length.

Bits and pieces of valuable information that you can actually take back and implement. For instance,
applied learning, make it usable, make it relevant. It's like a coat. Try it on. See how it fits. If it's
comfortable, great, give it a try. . . . Useful tools that can be taken back and used to implement some
of the ideas. . . maybe all of them. . . maybe none. . . maybe just a few.

Gaye: The TLC says, "This college wants to do something to help you in the

classroom." That is different than being on a committee, or whatever. Faculty who

participate on college committees help students, I'm sure, in some way down the road. But,

what we really think about, is, "What's happening in our classroom?" This is the thing. This

is it. TLC says, "What is it you want in your classroom?" (1: 620-63 1)

That is the heart. I know we need to set policy, and do all of those things. But, that,

to me, is what TLC is all about. That's what gets teachers interested in it. They know this is

what they are about. (1: 635-641)
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A Conversation About the impact of the TLC on
Faculty Professional Development

Gail: What is your defmition of professional development; and what is its ultimate

purpose? (1: 97-99)

Gaye: Professional development cannot be day-in and day-out activities. You have

to step outside of that. . . . It has to be some process that really challenges me professionally

something I step into where I don't know my way; and I'm uncomfortable, in a sense

that I feel that anxiety; and that I don't understand; and that I have to fmd out. . . . I fmd

that to be a very exciting place. (1: 28 1-297)

Barbara: To enable us to be better teachers and to also stay in touch with what is

going on in the profession. (1: 17-21)

Rene: So that we have a better understanding of current trends, like education

reform, and where we are heading in that direction; why it's important for us to be

informed, to be involved. . . . When we are talking about our own personal development,

it's important that we have the knowledge to present information to our students that is

accurate and informative; that motivates them. (1: 566-583)

Ellen: Also to keep us enthusiastic; to keep us alive in what we're doing. (1: 15-22)

Teresa: To me, professional development would include activities (I use this word in

a very broad sense) that impact how I do my job. They impact it in a way that improves my

job, or causes me to be more thoughtful, to bring some knowledge in that I didn't have

before; to overcome a fear about using a new method, learn a new method, or learn about

new resources. (1: 344-354)

Gail: And its purpose? (1: 357)
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Helene: Its ultimate purpose is to provide the highest quality education to students

that come to our institution; really train them to think for themselves. Also to challenge

myself in what my personal thought process is, what my standard for teaching is; to

continually get input from other individuals so that my methodology doesn't remain

stagnant, that it's continually evolving. (1: 42-45, 18-38)

Teresa: It has a lot of purposes. It has a personal purpose; that is, that people feel

good when they are improving. I think most of us want to improve. It has a purpose to the

college to have us keep abreast of what's going on, to practice the newest methods, and to

communicate with each other. It has a purpose to really help students become better. (1:

359-377)

Ralph: Real professional development involves the idea of change and the

willingness to accept and learn constantly. This sounds so obvious, but it's not always

practiced. You have that constant change that is not just related to your profession or

discipline, but also to the changing nature of the student needs and the constant changes in

the understanding of how the transmission of information works; how the reception of

information works; how learning occurs. (1: 115-128, 1: 101-111)

Chuck: I think that the standard kinds of things are really appropriate; things to

increase your skills and knowledge of what you do. But I think there has to be more to it

than that. It increases morale, maybe gives a broader scope of life in general, and then

again, feeds back in how we do here. (1: 72-80)

With No Actions There's Nothing but a Nice Idea

Gail: How can you tell when professional development has occurred for you? What

are some of the signs? (1: 307-308, 1: 232)
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Helene: I guess I could tell . . . if there is some action that accompanies what I've

been exposed to. If! go and involve myself in some kind of professional development and it

occurs to me, "Well, that was really great," but I don't implement it in my job in some way,

then it's really nothing but a nice idea. (1: 5 1-66)

Rene: For myself, it's after I've been to a conference where I've obtained this

enormous amount of knowledge and I go to work, or home, and actually want to know

more about what I heard about. This may mean going to the library and delving deeper. (1:

595-604)

Gaye: Things get stressful. It's always stressful to begin some professional

development project or something that I set in place. It's stressful as I begin that because

there's so much unknown about it and I don't exactly know what to do with it. When I come

out of it, I'm always so glad I did it. (1: 125-145)

Ralph: For me, it comes down to experimentation. Ideas will come up, whether it's

TLC, or a conference, or reading something. That willingness to try new things, I think,

that's where an instructor is really interested in improving the way the learning occurs. (1:

160-170)

Chuck: One of the things that happens, is that I feel that sense of renewal, and that

translates into my enthusiasm in the classroom. That's a good part of it. To take a chunk of

information that I've looked at for a long time, and try to give it a new exciting way to

share it with the students. (1: 801-810)

Al: When I've changed the way that I act in the classroom and outside of the

classroom work environment. (1: 55-58)
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Ellen: When I feel a spark of enthusiasm. It's like, "Wow, I really learned

something!" I feel a lot more invigorated, and refreshed, and able to relate and keep my

students. It's almost a spiritual feeling. (1: 28-36)

Gail: How can you tell when professional development has occurred for someone

else? (1:1097-1098)

Jim: That's not real easy. People can go to classes and not change. They can go to

professional conferences, and not change outwardly. But inwardly there may be a spark, or

a something that triggers one's imagination, that they ponder. . . . Eventually that spark

turns into something that will impact them in some way.

This year we have people returning to that continuous development of their

outcome-based curriculum. They want more help. . . . To me, that is a mark of growth, and

something that outwardly we can track. There are some things inwardly that you can't

track. . . . It's really a difficult thing to just say that you can measure professional

development. I don't know how you can. (1:115-149, 1: 175-178)

Ralph: I think you can see it very easily in comparing teaching styles of various

instructors. Whether that instructor falls into a particular pattern and feels that it works

okay, and then never moves from there. Instructors can go to all the conferences they want

to, and read all the journals they want to, but if they don't change, then there is no

professional development because they are not changing, they are not experimenting with

what they are doing. (1: 176-191)
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It Could Simply Be. "I Don't Have Any Idea What That Is"

Gail: How does the TLC environment that you are creating . . . and you've talked

about environment several times . . . promote self-awareness, self-assessment, and self-

improvement? (1: 733-738)

Ellen: it can be real, real insignificant. I can go to an hour- or two-long workshop

and I might hear one sentence, one thing, that really is interesting and it makes me do a lot

of introspection about my professional goals and development. (1: 62-68)

Gaye: We try to make what we do available to everybody. . . as often as we can, at

the right time, at the right place. It's really a commitment to reach as many people as we

possibly can, and let them know about what's going on. I don't know how it promotes self-

awareness. It could simply be we're doing something and somebody says, "I don't have any

idea what that is." (1: 740-751)

Rene: I think that [self-awareness, self-assessment, seif-improvementi is a natural

process after you've been to a demonstration that you've benefitted from. I don't think that

the TLC has any formal mechanism for all of that. It's happening very informally amongst

individuals. (1: 1263-1269)

Al: Just knowing that other people are concerned about improving the way they

teach, the way they interact with students, provides a model. Being around somebody every

2 weeks for an hour, talking about concrete ways of getting faculty and staff together to

build a sense of community, is another way of making me feel better about the job, and

what I can accomplish in it. (1: 1375-1386)

Eli: I don't know if it [the TLC] does [cause self-awareness]. If you were to go to

one of the sessions, and hear the presentation and if you could see the benefits for you some

way, [it might]. . . . I don't know that it does that. Maybe it does for some. That's an area
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of teaching that really has nothing to do with the mechanics. It's hard to measure. (1: 423-

430, 1405-1409)

You Have To Be Open to the Conversation

Helene: Someone said, "I had all the training I needed in my life in doing and in

having. The area in which I have very little training is in being." Like, what's available in

that whole domain, ontological thinking, that just has nothing to do with how you do things,

and what you have, the tools you have; but really, how you're being. What is it that calls

towards people to really perform at the highest level that they can? (1: 1414-1435)

Gail: Is that something that we can all learn? (1: 143 8-1439)

Helene: Totally. . . . Absolutely. You have to be open to the conversation though.

And, you have to be willing to look within. (1: 1441-1444)

Gail: So you think there might be something about the TLC environment as you

envision it: the process, the development, that would strike this cord of introspection among

people? (1: 1446-1453)

Helene: No, it's not for everyone; it definitely isn't. But, I think it's the difference

between good teachers, and great teachers? (1: 1455-145)
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Swnmary of the Entire Study

The purpose of my study is to explore the impact of participation in an

interdisciplinary faculty teaching and learning community (TLC) on the professional

development of community college faculty. The study explores the problem that, in spite of

the growth of professional development practices in the community college, how faculty

development occurs is not well understood.

I discuss in Chapter I the importance of the study in the context of critical forces for

change that are impacting community college teaching. The critical forces are: changes in

the nation's population demographics and economy, and in the nature of work; the

technological revolution; systems thinking; and our evolving understanding that people learn

in diverse ways. Response to these critical forces requires effective professional

development, which is indeed a key focus of current national education reform agendas.

Chapter I also traces the teaching and learning community movement from its roots

as a strategy to enhance student learning to the recognition of its impact on faculty

development, and fmally to the emergence of faculty-focused teaching and learning

communities. This evolution eventually led to the creation of a faculty teaching and learning

community at the Cascade Campus study site. I looked at faculty development from the

perspectives of the Cascade Campus TLC planning team members, who were deeply

involved in the planning and implementation process during the 18-month study period. I

did not look at student outcomes.
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Four research questions guided the study:

What are the distinguishing characteristics of the faculty teaching and

learning community (TLC) under study, and how does faculty professional development

occur?

2. What personal and social interactions occur among faculty as a result of

participation in the TLC, and how do they impact their professional development?

3. How are faculty providing leadership for their professional development

through the TLC, and what is the impact of this leadership role on their professional

development?

4. How do the TLC planning team members assess the impact of the TLC on

their professional development and on the professional development of their colleagues?

Chapter II lays out the conceptual framework for the study, beginning with a

discussion of the systems view of the universe. The literature dealing with the systems view

addresses the obstacles people have making changes amidst the intimidating complexity of

current issues, especially if they view these issues as individual forces, and presents an

alternative image of how life can be. The organizing principle, or symbol, proposed to give

structure to this thinking is that of an ecological society. Ecology is the science of whole,

natural systems, both non-human and human. An ecological society focuses how humans

relate to each other, as well as to nature. A result of the shift from Newtonian scientific

principles to the current systems view of the new science is the concept of indeterminate

knowledge, which advocates that the nature of knowledge is not definitely or precisely

fixed. A concurrent shift is occurring from the dominant Newtonian world view of

determinate knowledge, to the cognitive perspective that knowledge may be personally, and

socially, constructed, therefore, is not finite. Learning then becomes a process which
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involves action and interaction with others. Chapter II then demonstrates how this

conceptual framework is supported by social learning theories and linked to the building of

communities, learning organizations, and learner-centered professional development

approaches. The chapter's critical review of the current literature about community college

faculty and their professional development includes a discussion of the fmdings and

limitations of previous faculty development research which generally measured the success

of individual faculty development strategies without providing much insight about how

development occurred. The research implication for my study was that I needed to examine

what was going on in the TLC and how faculty development occurred.

Chapter III describes my qualitative study design: a case study, descriptive,

interpretative methodology. In-depth interviewing was my primary data collection strategy

while I collected supporting data through observation of team planning meetings and events

and documents. I conducted triangulation interviews at five sites and I accomplished peer

briefing and additional triangulation of findings through regular contact with a researcher

who was concurrently studying a different faculty TLC model in Washington state. By using

pseudonyms I maintained the confidentiality of my study subjects. I kept field notes and a

research journal throughout the process. I used The Ethnograph software to help me manage

and analyze my data.

Chapter N tells the story of the Cascade Campus Teaching and Learning

Community from its beginnings. The story was put together from the interviews, field

observations, and supporting documents gathered over 18 months, and conversations created

from the interviews with the TLC planning team. In four conversations, the planning team

discussed the impact of personal and social interactions on faculty development, leadership
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and ownership of development, how professional development occurred through the TLC,

and how they assessed its impact.

Chapter V summarizes the story of the TLC and presents significant fmdings. I

conclude with a discussion of how the fmdings connect with the research questions and the

critical issues raised in Chapter I, make recommendations for educational policy and

practice linked to faculty teaching and learning communities, raise more questions, and

propose specific research to explore these questions.

The Story Retold

In real life, every beginning has its antecedents, and an ending does not
imply that time has stopped, or the event is over. We create the units of
experience and meaning from the continuity of life. Every telling is an
arbitrary imposition of meaning on the flow of memory, in that we highlight
some causes and discount others; that is, every telling is interpretive.
(Bruner, 1986, p. 7)

My Position

At the outset of the study I believed that learning takes place best in a community of

learners. I was interested in the systemic development of individuals and the linkages made

in the learning system. My core philosophy has remained the same, but it was sharpened

during my research.

My research objective was to develop local knowledge of social phenomena (Geertz,

1983), attempting to unearth the multitude of voices about faculty professional development.

I delivered my fmdings in the words of the TLC planning team by using the construct of

conversations organized around the themes of the research questions. As the faculty told the

story of the development of the TLC in these conversations, I hoped to ascertain how the

TLC planning team made sense of their experiences. I did not evaluate whether or not they
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accomplished their goals. Rather, like a detective, I gathered pieces of data to build a

network of evidence. After recording what the TLC planning team said, I found ways to

categorize the information. I thought about issues or themes that emerged from the data and

why they emerged. The ongoing research journal that I kept for 2 years powerfully

influenced my reflections on the research fmdings. When I reviewed the thoughts I had

written down earlier, I recognized that I now often had a different, or expanded perspective;

I also noticed repeated themes, and I could trace the beginnings and development of my

research perspectives, as well as how I arrived at my current understanding and position.

Moreover, the research journals provided internal triangulation for my interpretations of

fmdings. In the following sections I discuss my current understanding of how faculty

development occurs through the TLC.

The Cascade Campus TLC sprung up as a shared initiative between faculty and their

instructional dean; one could say that it came about through the colliding of simultaneous

pockets-of-readiness and two triggering factors that created the conditions under which the

TLC could come into being.

The first triggering factor was Ellen's (the TLC planning team chair) need for a

leadership project and her response to her professional mentor's suggestion that she start a

faculty teaching and learning community on her campus. The other triggering factor was the

availability of state dollars to fund faculty development initiatives targeting the agendas of

statewide educational reform, which created tangible institutional support for the project's

start-up. The official goals of the TLC fit within the framework of college goals which were

linked with education reform.
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The pockets-of-readiness also began with Ellen, who, refreshed from her recent

graduate school experience, risked discomfort and possible failure to plunge in and lead the

TLC project. She recalled, "I almost approached it with a negative attitude. . . I didn't

think it was going to happen, although sure enough, it did." Jim's (the instructional dean)

readiness to recognize and act on the opportunity to create a TLC developed slowly over

years of personal involvement and concern about professional development, both as a

community college faculty member and as an administrator. Although Jim said later, "I

don't think I thought about strategy very much in the design and anticipation for a teaching

and learning community." He responded immediately to Ellen's proposal by redirecting

funds, by fmding a physical space, by promoting the TLC concept to other campus

administrators and faculty, and by joining the planning team. "He would just jump up and

down and cheer," remembered Ellen. "He said, 'you're my knight in shining armor.' .

Jim was just pumped."

There were other pockets-of-readiness at the college. Ellen and Jim found several

other planning team members who were ready and willing. The new team members helped

round up the rest of the planning team. All of the team members came on board for multiple

reasons, and maintained diverse perspectives throughout the study. As Ellen put it, "You are

going to get different voices," and these are some of those voices:

"When I heard about it, I said, 'well can I be on it?' . . . Being part of a group made

it [faculty development] a lot easier" (Al).

"As a new faculty . . . it kind of put me at the center of things" (Barbara).

"I was interested in some of the things the group was doing, and spoke up about

it. . . . You kind of get sucked in" (Chuck).

"I wanted to connect with people, and really get to know them" (Rene).
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"I found the status quo [of the campus faculty's attitude] disturbing" (Helene).

"I am out of the classroom [with counseling]. . . . The TLC is a way for me to keep

my [teaching] edge. . . . I knocked on their door" (Gaye).

"I am interested in. . . learning; not just focused on what my students are walking

away with, but myself' (Ralph).

"I felt as though we needed to deal with. . . fundamental issues, like classroom

management. . . . Over 80% of the faculty in my department are part-time" (Teresa).

"Somebody asked me to join. . . and I didn't know what it [TLC] was; and it

sounded good. Because we were going to bring faculty together socially; professionally;

academically" (Eli).

The official goals of the original TLC proposal were to: enhance classroom

instruction; facilitate new teaching and learning theories, techniques, and technology;

improve access to both internal and external teaching and learning experts; support faculty

in working with diversity in their classrooms; enhance career satisfaction; foster

communication between faculty and staff; and enrich the entire campus by fostering pride

among faculty and staff. As barriers to achieving these goals in the current college system,

the proposal cited lack of peer support, current instructional resources, and technical

assistance; faculty resistance to traditional staff development opportunities; and a wealth of

existing knowledge and skills that were not being shared through a peer network process.

The TLC planning team collectively took on the mission of bringing their campus

community together to deal with issues that affected everyone. They risked stepping out in

front to share their vision of what a good community looked like, and invited their

colleagues to join in dialogue to contribute their own ideas about what a good community
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would look like. They accomplished this by becoming involved with their colleagues, and

inviting them to become involved with the TLC through socials and small projects. As they

began this undertaking, the team members had different perspectives about what they should

be doing. Some were suspicious of agendas for education reform. Many of the long-time

campus faculty had entirely other concerns like basic classroom issues of cheating,

misbehavior of students, where to go for basic teaching resources, and whom to turn to for

technical assistance.

Building a community lay at the heart of everything the planning team did. They

began to work on a variety of needs and concerns simultaneously, but focused on the ones

most agreed responded to the immediate needs, interests, and concerns of the faculty, needs

which were often identified through informal discussions and conversations with colleagues.

From these conversations about what the campus and individual faculty needed, the TLC

members progressed to social gatherings, work groups, and small celebrations of beginnings

and endings of terms. In these gatherings the planning team showcased the successes and

talents of internal expert faculty through faculty demonstrations and active learning

workshops that were led by faculty.

The larger college community began visibly to respond. Faculty crossed a social

bridge to give and receive help. The TLC planning team and participating faculty explored

credible models and resources for how to go about assisting each other with professional

development, and in the process, unearthed more pockets-of-readiness in their expanding

network. Through events such as the classroom management roundtable discussion they

encouraged the development of leader-participants. They waited for faculty to ask them to
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bring in outside expertise when it was needed and consulted with Jim, the instructional dean,

to ascertain feasibility and possible support and resources for their plans.

Leadership and ownership of the professional development process belonged to all

TLC participants. According to Jim, "We're all part of it. Nobody's in charge. Everybody's

in charge." Power did not just shift from one individual or group to another. As Ralph

reminded me, "That's old concept thinking." The TLC represented a different concept of

empowerment. Eli felt it was "social; supportive of anything the college might want to do."

Barbara described the TLC approach as trying to "nourish a body, the body being the

faculty." Jim, the dean, struggled at times with giving up control, and wanting to move

quickly to the "specific teaching issues" of education reform. "Sometimes I am surprised at

what the team decides to do next. . . . They make the decisions . . . but I feel I have to be

there. . . or I can't help be an advocate for staff development on the campus." Even as the

team grew accustomed to the freedom to make decisions about faculty development, when

Jim wasn't present they sometimes still worried about "what Jim might think," or, "want to

a.

When the TLC planning team first came together, they did not know each other

well, and they were not a team. Over a period of time, through their own personal, social,

and professional interactions with each other, they developed a sense of effectiveness and

openness, a capacity to trust each other, and a stronger sense of purpose; and they became a

team. They were able to solve problems, experiment, take risks, exercise and share

leadership, and model leadership and mentorship behavior for other faculty.

When it came to determining the value of the TLC, they admitted that they were not

experienced in evaluating the impact of the TLC on ongoing faculty professional

development, and acknowledged the difficulty ascertaining with certainty when development
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had occurred. "ft's really difficult to just say that you can measure professional

development," Jim said. "I don't know how you can."

They were able to describe their own diverse criteria for the purposes of

professional development and its outcomes, and also identified signs and symbols that

helped to recognize that they, or someone else, had learned something, changed, or

developed. Some signs of recognition were that "something different was going on," that a

faculty member demonstrated a "slight shift in perception," the "desire to participate," a

"spark," the "willingness to experiment," to "take risks," to "be uncomfortable." Or, the sign

might simply be a question raised, "I don't have any idea what that is."

The TLC members also acknowledged that "this [TLC] approach does not require

people to participate, so some won't." Not everyone will be "open to the conversation"

among knowledgeable peers; but they hoped to draw people into the teaching and learning

community by providing opportunities that meet their needs and interests. Believing that

faculty will "step in of their own accord," they felt that the TLC approach "brings more

people on board. It is better to have 20 interested people go than to mandate 300 to go." As

Gaye put it, "The TLC says, 'What is it you want in your classroom?' That is the heart.

that to me, is what TLC is all about; and that's what gets teachers interested in it. They

know this is what they are about."

The Web of Personal and Professional Development Connections:
Distinguishing Characteristics of the TLC and

How Professional Development Occurs

The essence of how faculty professional development occurs through the TLC at the

Cascade Campus can be described as a web of inclusion for all of the personal and

professional development connections the participants make in a dynamic, intricate,
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interwoven network and learning environment which the TLC creates. The distinguishing

characteristics of the Cascade Campus TLC are:

'The teaching and learning community is a conceptual entity. It represents an

attitude that creates and supports an environment where people are well known, and where

individual leadership for professional development is expected.

'The TLC is a learner-centered model for professional development, which focuses

on collaborative rather than individual approaches to professional development.

'The TLC is broadly inclusive in defming instructional staff. Its intent is to include

the whole campus community, anyone who has a stake in teaching and learning: full-time

and part-time faculty, classified staff, professional staff, and administrators.

'In the TLC the learners (i.e., the instructional staff) feel more control over what

they need to learn, and when and how they want to learn it.

'The teaching and learning resource center is an outcome of the TLC concept, a

physical space which provides a concrete and symbolic identity for the TLC.

Specific learning groups and targeted professional development opportunities are

other outcomes.

'The TLC creates a successful environment for development to occur. Rather than

proposing only one kind of faculty development, it incorporates and supports all kinds of

personal and professional development, including those described as traditional by the TLC

planning team.

'The TLC planning team members provide leadership for the TLC, and are

themselves a community of learners.

When I began this study, I thought I might be looking for a distinction between

traditional and nontraditional professional development strategies that made a difference in
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how the faculty perceived the success or failure of professional development outcomes.

What I found was that it is not the specific kind of faculty development but rather the

context and the enviromnent in which faculty professional development is experienced that

makes a difference.

An environment of risk supported by a safety net of personal and social connections

encourages individuals to be leaders and owners who defme their own personal development

needs. A professional web-like network connects faculty to the learning opportunities, and

offers them help, opportunities for practice, and feedback from individuals they respect and

trust. Adult learning needs are interwoven and concurrent with other personal and

professional needs. Creating a web of inclusion as a professional development strategy

connects people where they are, and generates opportunities for development at all levels of

their learning needs.

How Personal and Social Interactions Impact Professional Development:
Important Findings

The underlying foundation of the TLC is the powerful need for socialization among

the faculty. They yearn for a sense of membership in a rich, social, and professional

teaching and learning environment; and for conversation among knowledgeable peers. In the

words of the TLC planning team members:

"People need to feel there is a common purpose to be part of a community that

makes a difference in people's lives."

"At the root of getting together to learn is first, to make social connections."

Personal and social interactions are also the active ingredients in connecting faculty

to development opportunities as well as a learning vehicle. According to planning team

members:
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"It is a lot easier to learn with people than alone."

"I don't see how you can teach by yourself."

"Faculty cross a social bridge to give and receive help."

Because of the importance of personal and social interactions, organizational

decision-makers should consider two implications:

1. Personal and social interactions are not a peripheral or soft professional

development strategy. They are a core strategy, which connects to the community college

mission, values, and funding priorities.

2. The TLC professional development model breaks new ground for successful

staff development approaches in the community college. It provides support for integrated

teaching teams, interdisciplinary curriculum projects, and a multitude of targeted campus

learning communities for faculty, staff, and students.

How Faculty in the Cascade Campus TLC Provide Leadership for
Their Professional Development:

Important Findings

In the Cascade TLC professional development model, leadership and ownership do

not revolve around who is in charge; rather, individuals are encouraged to take

responsibility for their learning efforts and are supported proactively. This shared leadership

approach of the Cascade TLC planning team is designed, as they describe it, to "open the

door to all kinds of possibilities," as a "conduit of being present," so that "people can do

things." They are nourishing an environment of support. As Barbara puts it, "We are not

taking charge. We are trying to nourish a body, the body being the faculty." And they

report that instead of "forcing it [faculty development] on them" people are indeed "stepping
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in slowly and surely." They practice leadership by uncovering pockets-of-readiness for

learning and change, and encourage the learning and change.

This concept of shared leadership connects organizational development and

individual development. That is, if change is to be evolutionary, not revolutionary, one

responsibility of leadership might be to discover, uncover, support, and promote pockets-

of-readiness rather than to mandate change.

How the Planning Team Members Assess the Impact of the TLC on Their
Professional Development, and on the Professional Development

of Their Colleagues: Important Findings

In the conversations I have reported here, the planning team members assess the

impact of TLC professional development on themselves and their colleagues by first

defining their own understanding of the purpose of professional development, then by

establishing their own criteria for how to detennine when it has occurred. In this way the

TLC accommodates multiple perspectives about the purpose of professional development.

Planning team member Teresa says, "[The TLC] has lots of purposes. It has a personal

purpose, that is that people feel good when they are improving. . . . It has a purpose to the

college; to have us keep abreast of what's going on; to practice the newest methods; and to

communicate with each other. It has a purpose for the students, to really help students

become better."

The planning team's multiple perspectives mesh with recent theories that learning is

highly individual, and that people must determine their own contexts if the outcomes are to

be successful. In keeping with these concepts, the TLC planning team focuses on creating

conditions that will enhance possibilities for learning to occur. Yet at the same time,

according to Rene, they "have no formal mechanism for that. They learn about the
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successful conditions required through experimentation, through trial and error, and

through informalfeedback."

Several implications for assessment of professional development are:

We need to recognize that multiple learning processes and outcomes are

valid as we plan and implement faculty professional development in community colleges.

2. One of the challenges for education reform is that it offers so many

possibilities for individual learning, but in the process of implementation may appear

mechanistically to control outcomes. This is particularly so because we are caught between

shifting paradigms.

Recommendations For Educational Policy and Practice

My recommendations for faculty professional development policy and practice are:

1. Education reform works through comprehensive paradigm shift or change,

not tinkering with components. If we accept the validity of this statement, then funding

should support the paradigm shift, not discrete components of education reform objectives.

2. The institutional discussion of professional development needs to become

increasingly mission-related if the community college is to fulfill its goal of creating

teaching and learning communities aimed at student success. Community colleges must put

professional development on an equal footing with other dimensions of organizational life,

and link it to the budgeting of resources just as the other areas are.

3. Community college leadership needs first to recognize the personal and

social interaction process as a core professional development strategy, rather than a

peripheral, or soft strategy, and then redeploy existing funding resources to support it
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accordingly. One way to do this is to shift funding priority to interdisciplinary and group

projects.

4. Community colleges must reassess how they measure faculty professional

development outcomes, identify the types of development they are not measuring at all, and

develop alternative ways of recognizing signs that faculty development is taking place.

Some of those signs are: How are people talking with each other? How are they taking care

of each other's needs? Are they having any fun? Are they persisting with challenging

processes? Is student behavior changing? What innovations and surprises, in and out of the

classroom, signal perspective transformation?

5. As community colleges apply new pedagogical approaches grounded in

current knowledge about individual learning to enhance student learning, we need to apply

those same approaches to learner-centered faculty development so that new instructional

models are not introduced using old models as the delivery system. These approaches

include active learning and participatory professional development planning and delivery.

TLC planning team member, Al, swus this up, saying, "Just because somebody decides to

line up all the teachers and parade past the tanks of new knowledge, to say 'This is

wonderful. We're all going to do this,' doesn't necessarily produce any results [for faculty

or student development], and may, in fact, produce negative results."

More Questions Raised

In the process of pursuing answers to the research questions, I recognized new

questions that must be addressed in future research. Some are:

If one has to be open to the conversation to actively participate in a faculty

teaching and learning community, what can be done about faculty development for the
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individuals who are not open? Is there a place for the self-directed, non-participating

individual?

'Are there some kinds of professional development that must be prescribed?

What are the limitations of faculty empowerment in pursuing their professional

development?

'What kind of organizational leadership is required to support faculty teaching and

learning communities?

'What happens if, in the process of becoming recognized, valued, and funded as a

core professional development strategy, and thus institutionalized, the personal and social

interaction process is perceived by faculty as regulated, structured, and mandated by the

institution?

'How should the college organization respond when its desired professional

development outcomes do not match the desired outcomes of the faculty?

Suggestions for Further Research

Faculty teaching and learning communities are replete with opportunities for further

research. If we are to understand better how they work and what their impact is, both on the

participants and on the larger college community, I suggest future research targeting four

areas of inquiry:

Research which targets the personal and social aspects of teaching and

learning communities:

'Study of faculty interdisciplinary and collaborative projects, both in and out of the

classroom. These studies could follow the group process from proposal stage to results. A

resource for potential studies is group requests for funding.
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2. Research which targets leadership and ownership of professional

development:

Explore the impact of a teaching and learning community on campus

administrators.

Explore the impact on faculty professional development of leaders as climate

developers, rather than as staffdevelopers

Research which targets assessment of the impact of teaching and learning

communities:

Conduct a follow-up study to document more voices about how other campus

faculty really feel about their participation in the TLC. From this study we only know about

their views through the eyes of the TLC planning team members.

Study the impact of the TLC on the part-time faculty who participate in a teaching

and learning community.

.Study changes in individual faculty practice resulting from involvement in a TLC,

and conduct a follow-on study to determine the impact of the changes in their practice on

their students.

Study how professional development occurs for faculty who do not participate in

teaching and learning communities.

4. Finally, to gain a broader perspective on the distinguishing characteristics,

practices, and impact of faculty teaching and learning communities on faculty professional

development, I recommend that a research team conduct a linked, multi-site study of faculty

TLC models at different stages in their organizational development, using qualitative

research methods similar to those employed in this study.
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Conclusion

I have shown that how faculty development occurs through the TLC can be

conceived of as a web of inclusion. This concept encompasses all of the personal and

professional development connections the faculty make in the dynamic, intricate,

interwoven network and learning environment which the TLC creates.

Personal and social interactions have become the underlying framework of this TLC

because of the faculty's need to feel that they share a common purpose as members of a

community that makes a difference in people's lives. Personal and social interactions are

also the active force of the TLC that reaches out to draw other new people in, to make

connections with personal and professional development opportunities; after connecting,

however, they must step into opportunities of their own accord. Moreover, personal and

social interactions are the learning vehicle that enables faculty to give and receive help from

one another. The first step of getting together to learn is making the social connections. In

the Cascade TLC professional development model leadership and ownership do not revolve

around who is in charge; instead, individuals are encouraged to take responsibility for their

learning efforts and are supported proactively.

The Cascade TLC planning team members assess the impact of the TLC on their

own professional development and on the professional development of their colleagues first

by defming the purpose of professional development, in order to establish their own criteria

for evaluating professional development outcomes for recognizing when it has occurred.

They realize that learning is highly individual, and that people determine their own contexts

for success. They look for signs of slight movement or actions that demonstrate change or

that learning has occurred; signs identified by TLC planning members such as "a spark that

triggers the imagination," or "experimentation," or "taking a risk," or, reaching out to ask a
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question, or ask for help. Ellen described it as "almost a spiritual feeling. . . . I feel a lot

more invigorated and refreshed, and able to relate and keep my students."

The outcomes of the Cascade TLC are difficult to predict or to assess. The TLC as

a professional development model clearly does not replace any specific professional

development strategy, nor does it necessarily increase the probability that professional

development will occur. However, the positive impact of the TLC on faculty professional

development lies in its capacity to create a climate and conditions that can increase the

possibilities for professional development to occur. Within this climate, the TLC generates

both outcomes that are desired and planned for, as well as outcomes that are unanticipated.
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APPENDIX A

TLC PLANMNG TEAM DEMOGRAPHICS



Number
in Age

Range

Table 1. TLC Planning Team: Age Distribution

Under 40 4 1-49 Over 50

Age Range

159
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Table 2. TLC Planning Team: Degrees and Professional Certificates

Degrees and Professional Certificates

AAIAS BAIBS MAIMS MPAIMFA Ed. DIPh. D Professional

M. Ed Certificates

2 10 3 5 3 12

Degree Subject Areas

Humanities
Linguistics
Microbiology
Medical Technology
Public Administration
Music
Special Education
Educational Psychology

Professional Certificate Types

Counseling Philosophy

Drug and Alcohol English Literature

Business Education Creative Writing

Health Care Administration Health Sciences

Education Spanish
General Science English
Adult Education Literature

Psychology

TESL (Teach English as Second Language)
Medical Technician
Counselor
K-i 2
Instruction
LPN (Licensed Practical Nurse)
Medical Assistant
Ophthalmic Instruction
Public Health Studies
Medical Lab Technician
Clinical Lab Scientist
Mental Health Therapist
Mental Health Professional
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Table 3. TLC Planning Team: Teaching Careers

Current Yrs Yrs Ft/Ptt Yrs Ft/Pt Yrs Ft/Pt Yrs Ft/Pt Yrs Ft/Pt Total Years
Assignment PCC CC 4 Yr/Univ K-12 Other md. T&D in

Education

lFTFacuIty 5 5 4 2 12
2FTFaculty 14 14 6 14
3 Fac/Dept. Chair 10 10 18 3 38
4 Dean of Inst. 31 31 6 2 35
SFTFaculty 4 7 2 2 8
6 Fac/Dept. Chair 4 4 16 4
7FFFaculty 18 18 18
8 Counselor/Dept Ch. 11 11 4 7 15
9FTFaculty 2 4 3 2 1 9

10 EdlTech Specialist 18 24 2 22
llFTFaculty 2 7 6 1 3 16
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Table 4. TLC Planning Team: Current Professional Activities

Faculty and Staff Development

Computers and Service Computer Multimedia
Composition Learning User Group Task Force
Committee Project
Instructional Disruptive Partnership Committee; Staff Development
Use of Technology Student Round professional demos for Committee; campus
Committee Table Committee faculty and staff representative

Campus Life

Budget Advisory Health and Safety Enrollment
Committee Advisory Committee Committee
Creative Arts Campus OSHA
Alliance Committee Strategic Plan Committee

College-Wide

ENNL Subject Area Art Beat English Subject Area Academic Affairs
Curriculum Comm. Committee Curriculum Comm. Council
Text Book Contract Student Development Instructional
Committee Committee Services Council

Local Community

City Club Supervise Targeted High
counseling interns at School Recruitment
community service center Project

State and National Education Organizations & Task Forces

State Task Force for State Task Force for State Task Force for National Council for
Education Reform Assessment Program Applications Occupational Education
State Council of
Instructional Deans

State, National and international Professional Organizations

International Continuing education; Consortium of National Assoc. of
Council of Higher medical Ophthalmic Program Technical Personnel
Ed. Journal editor organizations Directors in Ophthalmology
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Table 5. TLC Planning Team: Previous Professional Development

Formal Education

Required credential Advanced degrees; Switch from subject
maintenance certificates area degree to

education degree
to focus on teachingSpecific Sabbaticals

education courses pedagogy
and workshops

Professional Organizations

Membership in Give professional Present at, and Help other
professional demonstrations to attend conferences professionals
associations colleagues and workshops (network; mentor)

Develop Personal Knowledge and Skills

Tutor
CC students

Sabbaticals Curriculum
Development

On-the-job
training

New teaching Attend Science and Combine real work Private organization
assignment, out of Technology Lecture experiences with personal
specialty area Series formal training development courses
Use computer Subject area Individual teaching
technology to training focused projects
overcome dyslexia on individual needs

Informational

Faculty Inservice Bring in subject Specific
orientations area experts workshops
OSHA Employee Student success

relations strategies

Campus Community

Committee Chair committees Small focus groups Collaborative
work and projects on targeted issues learning groups
Special campus Staff Leadership
projects retreats opportunities
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APPENDIX B

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD (IRE)
PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS

APPLICATION

INFORMED CONSENT FORM

INTERVIEW GUIDE
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Institutional Review Board (IRE) Protection of
Human Subjects Application

1. A brief description (one paragraph) of the significance of this project in lay
terms.

During the past 10 years a growing number of faculty teaching and learning
communities (TLCs) have been formed in community colleges for the purpose of faculty
support and professional development, yet the results are not well documented. This study
will look at how one interdisciplinary teaching and learning community has impacted the
professional development, particularly in terms of teaching effectiveness, of its faculty
participants. Current research indicates that faculty perceptions of how faculty development
takes place are linked to their perceptions of its effectiveness in improving teaching and
learning. This study will focus on the perceptions of the participating faculty.

2. A brief description of the methods and procedures to be used during this
research.

This project will be a case study based in qualitative research techniques including:

Participant "Informed Consent Forms" will be secured.

Participant identification coding will be applied to all data documents (see
confidentiality description in item #7 of this document).

The student researcher will maintain a journal throughout the project, which will
provide an audit trail documenting the dependability and confirmability of the process,
procedures, and results of the study.

A series of face-to-face audio-taped, open-ended interviews, guided by general
research questions, will be conducted with the eight faculty members of a community college
teaching and learning community (TLC).

The electronic transcript of all interviews will be analyzed and coded by the student
researcher.

Follow-up interviews may occur to pursue themes that emerge from analysis of the
transcript or to clarify interpretations made by the student researcher during analysis of the
data.

The student researcher will triangulate the results of the study through written
documents collected from activities of the teaching and learning community (TLC), peer
debriefmg, and member checks with one or more participants in the teaching and learning
community, and participants in a teaching and learning community not under study.

The student researcher will present the results of this project in a thesis document.
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3. A description of the benefits (if any) and/or risks to the subjects involved in this
study.

There are no apparent risks to the participants in this study. The participants may
benefit from engaging in active reflection about the teaching and learning community (TLC),
and from their interpretation of the data gathered.

4. A description of the subject population, including number of subjects, subject
characteristics, and method of collection. Justification is required if the subject
population is restricted to one gender or ethnic group.

The subject population is limited to the eight, mixed gender, interdisciplinary faculty
participants in a northwest community college teaching and learning community (TLC). All
eight members have been asked to, and have agreed to participate in the audio-taped
interviews.

S. A copy of the informed consent document. The informed consent document
must include the pertinent items from the "Basic Elements of Informed Consent"
and must be in lay language.

See attached: Informed Consent Form

6. A description of the methods by which informed consent will be obtained.

The student researcher met with the teaching and learning community faculty as a
group in September, 1994 to explain the study, and to determine interest in participation. All
members gave verbal consent to proceed with the study and the continuing collection of
written documents. In May, 1995, the student researcher contacted each member
individually to ask for permission to begin the interview process. All members agreed to
proceed.

The student researcher will present the attached Informed Consent Form to each
individual prior to the first interview and will obtain written consent before beginning the
interview.

7. A description of the method by which anonymity or confidentiality of the
subjects will be maintained.

Each participant will be assigned an identification number upon receipt of the
completed Informed Consent Form. The student researcher will create a cross-reference file
which matches names and identification numbers. The original documentation with the
participant's names and signatures will be secured in a safe place at the student researcher's
residence.

The student researcher will substitute the appropriate identification numbers in all
references to the names of the participants in demographic information, transcribed data, and
collected documents. The resulting thesis will refer to participants only by the identification
numbers, or pseudonyms.
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8. A copy of any questionnaire, survey, testing instrument, etc. (if any) to be used
in this project.

Not applicable. See attached Informed Consent Form which presents key research
questions that will guide this study. In a phenomenological interview process, themes which
emerge from the transcribed data, or interpretations made by the student researcher during
the analysis of the data, may result in additional interviews and questions.

9. Information regarding any other approvals which have been or will be obtained
(e.g., school districts; hospitals; cooperating institutions).

The campus executive dean, and dean of instruction agreed to the study in
September, 1994, and will sign Informed Consent Forms if they are interviewed for
background, or triangulation purposes. Any other individuals who may be interviewed for
background, or triangulation purposes will sign Informed Consent Forms.

10. If this is part of a proposal to an outside funding agency, attach a copy of the
funding proposal.

No outside funding is sought. No outside agency is involved in this study.
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Informed Consent Form

Faculty Teaching and Learning Community Study
Gail S. Pincus, Research Investigator

You are invited to participate in a research project that will look, from the faculty
point-of-view, at the impact that a faculty teaching and learning community (TLC) has on the
professional development of its participants, particularly in terms of teaching effectiveness.

Key research questions that will guide this study:

What professional development experiences have the faculty had during their career?

How do teaching and learning community faculty participants perceive that
professional development is taking place through the TLC?

How do faculty experience faculty development activities when they occur through
participation in a TLC compared to "traditional" staff training and development programs?

What happens when faculty take charge of their own professional development
program?

What personal and social processes occur that impact professional development?

How does the TLC environment promote and support faculty self-awareness, self-
assessment, and self-improvement?

The research investigator, Gail S. Pincus, will conduct face-to-face audio-taped
interviews with key participants, from one interdisciplinary faculty teaching and learning
community (TLC), and may contact some participants for follow-up interviews. The
interview transcripts will be analyzed to address the research questions and to develop a
profile of the personal and professional characteristics of the teaching and learning
community participants. TLC minutes and documents from team meetings, planning
sessions, and staff development activities will also be analyzed.

There are no foreseeable risks for the study participants. Only the investigator and
her supervising professor will have access to the data. Direct quotes from interviews will be
used to support findings. Confidentiality is assured through the use of identification numbers
or pseudonyms in the research documents and in the report of this project.

The research investigator may wish to use some of the material for instructional
purposes, or in future publications. Any use of the materials not consistent with these
purposes would require your additional written consent.
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The outcomes of this study may be useful to faculty and instructional administrators
for planning effective approaches to faculty development in the rapidly changing educational
enviromnent; a critical concern for community colleges and other post-secondary education
institutions.

Participation in this study is voluntary. There is no penalty if you do not wish to
participate. You may discontinue participation and withdraw consent to use your interview
in the report at any time during the study.

Questions about this research should be directed to Dr. Henry J. Sredl, Professor of
Education at Oregon State University, at 503-737-6385; or Gail S. Pincus, research
investigator, at 503-274-2672.

My signature below indicates my consent for Gail S. Pincus to tape-record,
transcribe, analyze, and report her fmdings from the face-to-face interview(s) she will
conduct with me. I understand that my name will not be used in any research documents
and that the confidentiality of my demographic information will be maintained.

Signature Date

My signature below indicates my willingness to participate in follow-up interviews
with the investigator if requested.

Signature Date
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Interview Guide

Tell me about your teaching career, beginning with what you are currently teaching, and
other related activities you are involved in.

Describe the professional development activities and experiences you have had during your
career as a teacher.

What is your definition of professional development? What is its purpose?

How can you tell when professional development has occurred - for yourself - for someone
else?

How would you describe the "traditional approach" to faculty professional development?

Why/how did you get involved with the TLC planning team? Will you continue to be
involved? Why?

What do you think is the purpose of the TLC?

What kinds of faculty professional development do you observe taking place through the
TLC? How is that happening?

How would you compare/contrast the TLC approach to faculty professional with the
"traditional" approach you described?

How do you feel that you are taking charge of the direction of faculty professional
development through the TLC? What difference does this make?

What personal and social interactions are going on among faculty as a result of the TLC?

How do personal and social interactions affect professional development?

How does the TLC environment promote self-awareness; self-assessment; self-improvement?

What are the outcomes to date of the TLC?

What measures would you use to assess the current outcomes?

What impact has your personal involvement in the TLC had on your professional
development?

How can you tell? (How do you assess that?)
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APPENDIX C

DATA CODES

ETHNOGRAYH DATA CODING SAMPLES
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Table 6. Data Codes

DEMO WHY ThC PERS. SOC
Demographics Why Planning Team Personal and Social

TLC Planning Team is Involved in TLC Interactions

CAREER PURP. TLC LEAD/OWN
Professional History Purpose of the TLC Leadership and Ownership
TLC Planning Team of Faculty Professional

Development

PREy. DEV KINDS TLC TLC DEV
Previous Professional Kinds of TLC Faculty TLC Approach to Faculty
Development Experiences Professional Development Professional Development
TLC Planning Team

PURP. DEV TLC OUTCOM ASS. TLC
Purpose of TLC Outcomes Assessment of TLC
Professional Development Impact on Planning Team

and Colleagues

ASS. DEV SELF-A WARE
Assessment of Self-awareness,
Professional Development Self-assessment,

Self-improvement

TRAD. DEV
Traditional Approaches to
Faculty Professional
Development
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Ethnograph Data Coding Sample:
Transcribed Interview, Hand-coded, Unsorted

Numbered Version of File R1.ETH 1/31/1996 18:20 Page 2

interest in creative writing. I iflf9$'IDV
got my degree in creative writing 57
and ---- literature with the idea 58

\
that I would be trained to teach 59
both lit classes and comp classes 60
and creative writing classes at the 61
university level and the
level. Before then, I taught at
the high school level for about 1 64
1/2 years. That was not English, 65
that was history and mathematics 66
so, I have a varied background. Is 67
that good enough? 6J

GP1: Yeah, that's great. Describe 7 D -vthe professional development 71 1

activities and experiences you've 72
had in your career as a teacher. 73

Rl: I think the most important 75
ones have been conferences I've 76
gone to and conferences where I've 77
given presentations some of 78 '50Cthat. That sharing of information,
I think, is at the core of what DV
you're doing in your exploration of 81
the TLC. In a lot of ways, the TLC 82
mimics that sort of model of the 83
conference of sharing information. 84
Except, of course, it's extended 85
over a period of time so there's 86
that luxury. So, I think that is 87
something that I carry with me and 88
am involved in with something like 89
the TLC is that model of sharing 90
information, your willingness to 91
learn from other people and 92
understanding that your profession 93
's constantly changing and your 94
teaching should constantly change. 95

GP1: What is your definition of 97
professional development and what 98
is its purpose? 99

Rl: was that idea of change. 101
I think that one of the things that 102
has been sort of part of education 103
traditionally is that there has 104
been an unwillingness to change and 105
so real professional development 106
involves the idea of change and the 107
willingness to accept and learn 108
constantly which sounds so obvious 109
but it's not always practiced by a 110
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Ethnograph Data Coding Sample:
Data Sorted by Code with Reflective Notes

SEARCH RESULTS 1/31/1996 20:21 Page 6
SEARCH CODE: ASS. DEV.

SEARCH CODE; ASS. 0EV.

S-ASS. DEV.
GP1: How can you tell when 155 -, -$

professionaldevelopment has 156 I $
occurred for yourself or somebody 157

I $
else? 158 -I $

5
Ri: For me it's it comes down to 160 $

experimentation often times. Ideas 161
will come up whether it's TLC or a 162
conference or reading something 163
that willingness to try new things, 164
I think that's where an instructor 165 $
is really interested in improving 166
the way the learning occurs then
that experimentation will something

167
168

that will be a cornerstone of their 169 $
profession. 170 $

S

GP1: So, there's an action involved 172 -I $
and that's observable just by the 173 I $
act of doing something. 174 -# $

Rl: Right. And, I think you can 176
see it very easily in comparing 177
teaching styles of various 178
instructors whether that instructor 179
falls into a particular pattern and 180 $
feels that it works okay and than 181 $
never moves from there. That's, 182 $
there's nothing going on there and 183 $
they can go to all the conferences 184
they want to and read all the
journals they want to but if they

185
186

$
S

don't change then there is no 187 5
professional development because 188 5
they are not changing the way, they 189 $
are not experimenting with what 190 5
they are doing. 191 -S

I
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Ethnograph Data Coding Sample:
Transcribed Field Notes, Hand-coded

Numbered Version of File FN2.ETH 3/3/1996 09:32

citizens." I felt that this was a
particularly good example of the
efforts to bring about involvement
of everyone who they determine are
instructional staff. In fact, they
mention that they send out flyers
for all of their events to 200
instructional staff who are
some way to their campus and that
includes full-time faculty, adjunct
faculty, education/technical
specialists, counselors, and
classified people, and perhaps
other who are somehow involved in
instruction.

I thought it was interesting the
amount of talk that was devoted to
logistics. They are organizing a
lot of different events so they
talked about finding rooms for
these events, lot of talk about
providing coffee and cookies
(food), a lot of talk about round-
tables. Apparently, they don't
like the one room that has a round
table in it so they were laughing a
lot about having a round-table
discussion with a rectangular
tables.

I noted that there was much
laughter and good humor throughout
the meeting. Everyone seemed to be
engaged in conversation and there
wasn't the sense that
who coordinates the meetings, was
trying to manage the meeting. She
was keeping it moving forward, but
I just got a good sense that this
was a group who felt very
comfortable working with each
other.

Here's a note to myself. "Food
comes up often as a topic of
appreciation and humor and I want
to make sure that I include a
discussion of food and its role
both real and symbolic in the
development of community and its
impact on social learning."

111
112
113 I

riL 1V'
116

I

117
I

li.8
I

119
120

I

121
I

122 I
123

I

124
1

12LJ

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Page 3

LEMD/OVJ(%J

RSS0C

R presented several ideas that 164 Ktwo TL-he's working on in terms of 165
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APPENDIX D

TRIANGULATION INTERVIEW TABLES

PEER BRIEFING AND TRIANGULATION OF
RESEARCH FINDINGS MEMO
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Table 7. Triangulation Interviews: The Impact of Personal
and Social Interactions on Professional Development

....In a way, you can't separate them lpersonal interactions and professional devclopmentJ....They have
things in conunon; common territories. When you want to develop intellectually, and you are involved
with other people, the group becomes like a family. You are there for a common goal. If you come as a
family with a common goal, your result will be lhis...your achievement...because the energies are put
together in a way. We know we have support. We don't have to worry about being criticized or put down
L somebody. We are talking about trusting one another, therefore respecting one another. That is giving
us really a boost; really, strength that we need in order to help learning take place (1(1: 740-766).
....That's partly how we change, is with the support from our peers. It's great to go to a workshop and get
these new ideas; but if you can sit and talk to people about, "Well I tried this and it didn't work veiy
well," maybe somebody else has a suggestion of how to make it work better. I think that makes all the
difference in the world...beginning to change things (LI: 1233-1244).

....If you view each other as human beings who have feelings and needs, it's just amazing how more
compassionate and empathetic people are to each other, and how they are willing to go that extra step for
someone. What I've watched the mentors do for new theulty, I could never have asked them to do....Never
in a million years would I have said to a faculty person, "You need to meet someone on Saturday and help
them work on their syllabus for the next term." But they did it themselves willingly because they got to
know this person as a human being, and enjoyed the camaraderie with them, in addition to giving them
the support (HT: 768-789).

...,l see the ripples going out...this "Talking Teaching" thing. I wasn't someone who wanted to do it very
much. The first week nobody came. It was like me, the cynic, to say, 'Nobody's going to come." The
second week, seven people came, including three people from the dental program. I'd never met anyone
from the dental program. They started talking about their problems with teaching. They were happy to
get feedback fTom other people, who were there from English and other places. There were some new
teachers there who wanted some support; like one saying, "1 think a lot of the studentswill be older than I
am, and I'm worried about that." it turned into a good conversation of people sharing their concerits,
frustrations, problems, ideas (LT: 1272-1302).

....The informal networking between people interested in similar things is probably the most important
thing that's occurred through the center. We have, of course, formal opportunities for people to mix, to
talk about various subjects and ideas. But the most exciting thing, is linking people together with
someone else who is genuinely interested in similar topics, then watching it go from there (WI': 318-331).
....lf you have some initiatives going on in the college, the personal and social connections will enrich
professional development, because it will be easy for people to come together. That's what I've seen here.
It is a family atmosphere, and people can easily call across lines and say, "Well, let's get together and talk
about this"....! think sometimes we develop formal forums to bring faculty together, and here was one
that just emerged grass roots (01: 949-964; 986-989).

....It's just a rule of community organizing that you have fire, and you have food, and that the whole
person is drawn into the experience; so our social beings are fed, as well as our intellectual....We've often
hired dance bands, orchestras, Caribbean steel drum bands....ln the midst of a very intense conference, we
have a pony and dancing and music....li celebrates all that we are....Building those social bonds, and that
social glue is just crucial (MT: 1467-1472; 1517.1534).

....With so many of us being in that developmental stage of our careers, where we are beginning to think,
"What have we done7'....It feels so good to share with someone else. It's like you are appreciated. In
faculty development with older more experienced faculty, that appreciation is the intrinsic motivation that
you have to use as a key factor (lIT: 8 10-824).
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Table 8. Triangulation Interviews: Leadership and
Ownership of Professional Development

How do faculty provide leadership for their professional development; and what difference does it make
(GT: 621-626)?
....lt is a balanced partnership. ...lt is a creative, tension-balanced relationship...between the administrator
leader and the faculty, who also have to become leaders (01': 725-736).

....lt's not happening much, but it's more than before. It's Just a beginning, and we can't expect a drastic
change. But, what happens as a result, is that teachers are going to have lots of empathy for students
going through the process of learning....The process is changing; both of us learning together, instead of
they (the studentsl learn from us (KT; 632-639; 659-664)

....There's a little tension and lack of clarity about who's doing faculty development around here. I don't
feel like we are saying that out of any tremendous ambition or anything. Some of us are beginning to feel
like we're developing something of a vision that can be done, but we need support at a higher level to do
that (LT: 890-894; 911-920).

... When we work with leadership people on campuses, in learning communities, or calculus reform, or
whatever we are up to, we keep asking, "How can we bring more people into this? How can we invite
them in?......because the great danger in reform work, is that a certain in-group become the anointed ones,
and there's that in-group/out-group thing. It's worrisome to us because it's this sort of wonderful band of
revolutionaries that have taken the train out of the station, and others are being left on the platform. Well,
maybe someone will stay there, and doesn't want lobe on the train (MT: 1370-1394).
....1 think from experiences that some people have had...."You will go to that. It's required of everybody;
and if you find it totally boring, or irrelevant, tough luck. You just have to sit through it." Some people
have developed a pretty hostile attitude. You are not going to get to everybody (LT: 96 1-969).

....When things are sponsored by what's clearly a faculty group, you maybe havea little less resistance on
the part of some faculty, who are suspicious of administrators. They can cut through some of that, if it's
their peers who are organizing these ihings....Tlten it can't be all that bad; or at least there's no ulterior
motives that they have to worry about (LT: 929-941).

....We really cute deeply around some core values that have to do with student success, anda deep
recogwtion that the demography of society is changing. We need to prepare people to work in that
change for a multi-cultural society very successfully. We really care about collaboration across
boundaries; and that means faculty collaborating, and students collaborating, and interdisciplinary
collaboration. JF'e are the leaders we've been waiting for (MI: 1287-1306).
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Table 9. Triangulation Interviews: How Professional Development Occurs

....Ptofcssional development is any activity or any growth that a faculty member engages in, or has a
change in, their technical skills....lt's having someone else, or yourself, stretch you for something higher.
Many times we don't do it. We need some kind of friction from outside (OT: 60-67; 91-95).
....The purpose is to make us take advantage of the wonderful brain we have; to help us to understand
ourself, our potentials, and our shortcomings, and to see in what capacity ie can offer help to ourselves
and other people....Professional development is enlightening and expanding our perceptions of ourself and
the world around us. lt...makes us more tolerant and understanding (KT: 233-240; 244-248; 271-273).

....For me, professional development is: How do we become teachers who are really effectively leaching
and engaging students, so that students are actually learning? That means collaborative learning. It
means wnting-intcnsive stult It means students involved in active learning. Also, the need to have some
kind of multi-cultural approach to the cumculuni we teach (LT: 216-231).
....life-long learning; the modeling of life-long learning as an educator...knowing that it is an art, not a
science, that we are always trying to perfect our craft in some particular way; and no one knows more of
what we need to improve on than ourselves, It's really kind of a personalized growth, directed at
improving yourself in your crall of teaching (HT: 169-181).

....being) a life-long learner and inventor, and to realize that, to enter into what you're doing from an
idea of what you can invent in your own space wherever you are planted. To learn to reflect on that at all
times...is life-long professional development, rather than going to workshops. Although I have certainly
gone Ito workshops! (MT: 248-259).

....invention; and creativity....I think that we are naturally freshness junkies. We like to go on to new
things (MT: 503-5 16),

....The trick in doing professional development is to create for faculty members and academic staff, the
time and space to be learners again; to make meaning...so look back, and talk about JexperiencesL..just
like this finteryicwl is a very reflective opportunity, in terms of professional development; and through
that talk to see new possibilities (MT: 551-565).

....You can tell when professional development has occurred when people are excited, and taking that
excitement down the road in some very real and tangible way....An action is involved This often has to
do with invention. Also, when people sense that they are part of something larger....lt's an action mixed
with inspiration (MT: 578-58 1; 602-603).

....There is a competence that you get that allows you to try something; to improve something; to enhance
it (Ml': 137-140).
....When you see maybe a change in the person; when a person talks about it with passion, or some joy; or
it results in a change in how they arc in the classroom...some of the same ways we try to see it in a
student, except w don't get a written test....You don't always see the visible signs of all of it. Sometimes
that's why it's a cumulative effect (OT: 149-163).

....1f wa are perceptive, and not greedy, and sort of humble, we can see the change...that we go beyond
some of the borders, or some of the lines that we've put (KT: 280-288).
...Jt comes from your own senses. If you are not practicing regularly to be able to detect those changes, of
course it will be a hard time. Part of education, part of training, should be to help us let our senses
become more in touch with things (KT: 304-312).

....Ilt begins as! a sense around us; and then sclf-awarencss...working together in order to get the most out
of situations(KT: 318-322).
....The ultimate test is whether teachers are changing their strategies in the classroom, and that I find out
about that. It's through teachers telling their stories really (LI: 237-246).
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Table 9. (Continued)

....l see little steps in my development, in tenns of mastering some piece of classroom strategy ..... Maybe
I've read about collaborative learning, and I've tried this, or that thing, and it didn't quite work. Then, I
refine at a little, and then it works (LI: 294-304).
....Walching the students being engaged is one thing I look for...if they are not just going through the
motions, but they seem really interested, and fascinated with questions; and analyzing material, thinking
about things critically...getting students to write about things, and think through problems ( LT: 310-323).

m not so sure that you can test it, but you can feel it. I know when someone has really been
influenced, when they talk in terms of their enthusiasm, their willingness to share with others. They
become kind of passionate (HT: 187-194).

....\Vhen they truly are inspired by an idea, they will invite you in to see what's happening, and they will
spend a lot of time talking with others about what they are doing...Jt's a vitality. It's an energy; and you
can feel it when you are with someone (HI: 199-2 14).
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Peer Briefmg and Triangulation of
Research Findings Memo

a Iftom the Desk of Andlirea Rye

September 20, 1996

ME MOB RN DLI M

To: Gail Pincus

Fr: Andrea Rye

Re: Peer Briefing and Triangulation of Research Findings

I have had the opportunity to review the findings from your study with the findings that
were evidenced through the data analysis process from my own research. Our individual
studies focused on different but related elements. Your study focused on the faculty
development aspects in a community-of-learners process among community college
faculty. On the other hand, my research focused on the interdisciplinary, team-taught
coordinated studies and learning community courses and the personal, professional, social
development experiences of community college faculty in this instructional scheme. Both
of our studies are grounded in social learning theories. Specifically, the basis for this
theoretical framework is that faculty learning is augmented if it occurs in a community
that facilitates affiliation. Likewise, individuals in groups who work collaboratively
towards a common good, can produce better solutions to problems than isolated
individuals (Finley, 1990).

I am providing you with faculty experiences from their point of view, by sharing with
you comments from their stories. The statements may assist the validity of your
research and evaluation of findings, by potentially showing that an independent source
appears to agree with your findings. The commentaries included in this document, focus
on the impact of personal and social interactions on professional development, leadership
and ownership of faculty development and how faculty development occurs.

impact of personal and social interactions on nrofessional develonment

Jerome notes:

Learning community courses or coordinated studies--I want this on your tape and
I want it in your notes--absolutely I believe in theml I have only done them
twice, but I can't tell you how much I gained in that experience. I put it in my
letter to the Board that hopefully, they read in my tenure report--about what
learning communities have done for me. For anyone who teaches in them,
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they will become stronger in their own discipline. There is no doubt that this
happens. It is just inherent. If you are willing to team-teach and develop
curriculum in the context of other disciplines, you can take on multiple
perspectives. It just rounds youits renewal--its wonderful (doc: B2, 35-38)!

Daniel states:

The most effective experiences that I have had in interdisciplinary discussions
and in gaining knowledge about teaching strategies is in coordinated studies

courses. In these learning community environments, I had a great time and learned
a lot about the world. The collegiality that I experienced in these courses over the
past eleven years has been phenomenal. I have taught in a bunch of them. I
always come out of that experience with feelings of renewal and continued
contacts with my colleagues. The dialogues, debates and intellectual
discussions which occur among students and faculty teams really opens everyone
to a variety of perspectivesa source of intellectual stimulation (doc: B6, 27-29).

Jason comments:

In terms of my own development, learning communities and coordinated studies
have provided a dramatic increase in my development. One, because here is a

whole new pedagogya whole new way of looking at teaching and learningwhole
new way to look at the development of knowledge. And Second, being able to
interact with colleagues from other disciplines and to draw on their expertise.
But also, to rethink the curriculum. In this challenging environment I had to
developI had to learn. I had to find other resources and read new books as
we brought a new curriculum to bear on those subjects in these coordinated
studies courses. So it is probably in the last ten years that I have truly begun
to get a liberal arts education. I have read over 100 books that I probably
wouldn't have read on my own. I have learned to understand from the
perspective of others and to broadened my own thinking and I have experienced
major renewal (doc: 133, 46-48).

Loretta indicates:

Of course my best faculty development experiences has been in coordinated
studies programs. My dean is very supportive and she encourages new
faculty to do learning community courses. She matches them with older
more experienced, master teachers to become members of the team. I'm still
rather new and this has been extremely helpful in alleviating my loneliness
(doc:A2, 62-4).
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Gwendolyn explains:

My relationship with colleagues is very good. But what has been real helpftil
to me is teaching in coordinated studies courses, because I think that teaching
and scholarship is collaborative. I need colleagues, they are my sustenance.
They help me to be an organic intellectual and they keep me honest. Today
this quarter I am team-teaching with another colleague whom I respect
tremendously and I am in heaven!

Leadership and ownership of Professional development

Jason admonishes:

We have to reach faculty ourselves and bring them together. Administration
can't do it. We have to say to our colleagues, "Look, we are obligated in
this profession to learn from each other, you can't do this in a vacuum!"
Our peers need to see that just because they have a Ph.D or a masters
with many years of experience, doesn't mean that they still can't learn
something (B2:28-30).

Jason reflects:

In comparing the earlier workshops to the learning community course
experiences; earlier workshops were focused on pedagogy--how to grade papers-
use overheads how to develop effective exams. Faculty Development Programs
have negative images for faculty. They often comment, "You mean I'm not'
developed enough?" Learning community courses are authenticlearning from
our peers as faculty expertsnew intellectual experiences. Coordinated studies
courses are created exclusively by faculty (B3: 54-56).

David has similar opinions:

I learn more from teaching in coordinated studies programs through the collegial
relationships that are established. I have experienced renewal every time that
I teach in these courses. It has motivated me to do my own research and
scholarly pursuits. A lot of the conferences that are put on in education
and this may be from me being out of touchbut a lot of the topics look
like fads and they don't appear to be useful to me. That is why I feel that
the most useful form of development is coordinated studies (doc: B4, 48-51).

Michele states:
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I have been to a number of conferences, thinking that I am going to experience
something worthwhile. Some have been deadly workshopsI'll be honest.
Like the National Council on Teaching--deadly sessions. I often left thinking,
"Please don't let them teach students like they are presenting in these
conferences." In comparison, my own nine years of planning, developing and
teaching in coordinated studies courses with my peers has been the most effective
professional development for me.

How Faculty Development Occurs

Gwendolyn draws this analogy:

When I visit other community colleges and universities, I realize how successfiul
we are and how much further along we have become in socializing faculty to
innovative teaching and learning and effective pedagogical practices. There is as
much scholarship in coordinated studies courses for faculty as there are in
graduate-level courses. There is no comparison to practicing your skills in the
presence of other peers. You always experience growth. In addition, we are
breaking down some of the boundaries that inhibit collegiality and high morale
which is essential for faculty success( A3: 57-58).

Meredith reflects on his own development in coordinated studies courses:

I think my growth as an instructor really became pronouced when I started
teaching in coordinated studies courses where I was allowed to see other, people
teach. I can think of a number of things that I've learned in this experience. For
example, the importance of pacing. I've watched people teach either to slow or
too fast and the effects on students. I've also learned the importance of involving
students in discussions. I've notice that students get restless with too much

lecturing.

You become more aware of these issues when you sit in the back with students
and observe your colleagues teach. I've learned from a master teacher, Jason who
is very positive in his interactions with students in the classroom. I observed
how this motivated students and realized that I am not positive enough in my
own teaching. I have been to workshops where these issues are discussed, but
it is much more effective when you see with your own eyes how this occurs.
That is why coordinated studies courses are the best faculty development
approaches (doc:B5, 38-40).

Joseph had similar comments:
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What works best for me is if there are activities that engage me as a learner as
opposed to hearing someone lecture for two hours on their pet project. If it
is something that I want to make use of, I want to have the opportunity to
experience it rather than just hear about it. 1 think about that when I develop

my curriculum and activities for students--learning is much more substantial

and long-lasting with hands-on experiences. To me, having someone describe
something then having to go off alone and practice it later is not effective. And
that is why coordinated studies experiences are so effective for me. I get to
observe others and practice skills in the presence of peers that I have seen
demonstrated by colleagues with expertise in these skills. It helps to internalize
what we have learned about successful teaching techniques (doc: B 1, 53-55).

Cameron reiterates a similar perspective:

When I attend institutes, I always need time to try out something and talk about it
with other people right there. Our days are so busy and lull, if I don't have time
to practice new curriculum or a new skill right awayif I don't work with itit is
gone in a week. And what does that sound like? If you played back to me on the
tape what I have just described, it sounds like coordinated studies team teaching,
where you are practicing the skill and discussing the curriculum with peers on a
regular basis. So yeah, it is the collaborative interaction that does it. And I guess,
that is why team-teaching in coordinated studies works so well for faculty
development because that is exactly what we are doing (B7: 71-74)

Michelle finds strength in both forms of faculty development:

Cross-disciplinary discourse is essential for professional development; however, I
find that the traditional faculty development that focuses on issues of importance
to faculty have been sources of motivation as well. I learn something such as the
use of technology in instruction and I am motivated to learn more. The
reason that I became involved in the coordinated studies course which included
computer science is because I got hooked on it in a workshop and wanted to learn
more. (doc: AIA3, 95-97).




